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CHAPTER 1

THE FINAL TIME HAS COME
PART V OF A SERIES
by Gary Wean  10/22/97

Editor’s note: For those of you who may be new to our readership, meet Gary L. Wean: he entered the Los Angeles Police Department Academy in 1946, after making a number of distinguishing contributions in World War II. Along the road of a brilliant police career, he eventually became Chief Investigator for the Ventura County Public Defender Office. Gary had contributed many articles to CONTACT, but none created a bigger stir than our Front Page for our 9/6/94 issue, when he wrote the definitive story called, “O.J. Simpson Frame-Up: Jewish Mafia Conspiracy For Race Riots & Revolution” which we have, by popular demand, been pressured to reprint on several later occasions.

The following is Part V of a new Series from Gary which began in the 10/28/97 issue of CONTACT.

In Ventura County the Mongol Jews have completely taken over the judicial system and replaced it with their Mishna (Jew law).

The head Jew of the California State Appellate Court (three counties, Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo) is Hymie Blitzberg, aka Steven Stone. You cannot identify a Mongol Jew by his name only—they have switched to English, Irish and Scottish names. District Attorney Michael Bradbury and County Counsel James McBride are Mongol Jews closely associated with the top cocaine smuggler, Federal Judge Harry Pregerson. They have covered up for Pregerson’s main Ventura County Cocaine distributors, Martin V. (Bud) Smith, Federal Commissioner Ben Nordman (Bank of A. Levy), his law partner Superior Court Judge Jerome Berenson, and lawyer-banker Stanley Cohen.

These people actually own the County Courthouse through their Ventura County Public Facilities Corporation. For handling the corrupt, illegal operations from the very beginning, McBride’s payoff was a huge block of the Ventura County Public Facility Corp. bonds along with the block that the Mongol Jew judges got. These gangsters have stolen over 2 billion dollars from Ventura County property taxpayers over the last 25 years, and the people can get it back, every bit of it.

Lawyer George Benz, an elite Mongol Jew spy, writes secret reports on the other county lawyers and their clients and turns them over to the FBI and ADL. Judge Hymie Blitzberg (aka Steven Stone) from eastern Russia is a high-level cocaine dealer under Federal Appeal Court Judge Harry Pregerson. Hymie is one of his own best customers. Snorting huge amounts of his own products up his nose, Blitzberg and his judicial associates have ‘joyful coke’ parties right in their chambers. This is when they make their most momentous judicial rulings.

As District Attorney Michael Bradbury was sending one of his Dep. D.A.s, Jay Johnson, on investigations out of the county, during these convenient periods Bradbury and Jay’s wife Mindy Johnson, also a Dep.
D.A., were conducting a torrid sex-affair. As near as can be determined, under the *Talmud* (Mishna, Jew Law), they were not committing adultery; whether this was just an obscene act and not adultery is not known—however, Judge Mindy Johnson had Bradbury’s child in sin. As punishment for her sins, Judge Mindy should hustle her off-spring down to the biologist to see if her child has inherited Bradbury’s deadly, racial identifying colon-cancer gene. Why an innocent child should be punished is hard to understand. Maybe Rabbi Michael Berk at the Temple Beth Torah in Ventura can explain. Perhaps he could start with the *Talmud’s Mishna* (Jew law) in (Book) *Sotah, 26b* (this is a mind boggler for a Christian). “A man or a woman does not commit adultery in a sexual connection with an animal because that is merely an obscene act and not adultery.” And “did the All Merciful prohibit a wife to her husband for an obscene act? No, she would not be prohibited to her husband for such an act.” It is a question, did Jay Johnson leave town knowingly and willingly at Michael Bradbury’s orders??

This formulates one great big question—why should innocent children suffer for the insanities of adults—why is pederasty (sodomy) of young boys and sex with young girls under the age of three years allowed in this country—well, it is allowed in the Mishna (The Jew law), and we are now controlled by the Mongol Jew judges and shyster lawyers who dominate our judicial system.

Does this indicate why the murder investigation of the little girl, JonBenet Ramsey is being sabotaged, because the Mongol Jew law is in effect? Do they really feel that the murderous sexual attack on the little girl was legal and the killer broke no law (refer to just a few of the *Talmud* laws herein recorded)? After all these months of investigation since the sex-murder of this little girl, it’s obvious someone is interfering.

And here it comes, the schizophrenic, raging frenzy of the Mishna (the Jew law). The District Attorney of Boulder County, Colorado, Alex Hunter; his Dep. William Wise; a shyster lawyer William Gray; and JonBenet’s parents the Ramsey’s are all tied in together in Jew-law operations, million dollar bankruptcies, loan company frauds with government agencies involvements, real estate manipulations and child molestings and murders. Shyster William Gray and D.A. Alex Hunter collaborated in sabotaging the murder trial of a man for the sexual beating to death of a little three-year-old boy. The killer only got a few years in jail.

You can follow this trail right to the highest politicians in the land: Neil Bush, Chairman, Silverado S&L; Michael Wise, Pres., Silverado S&L; James Metz, Chairman, Silverado S&L; Andrew Cuomo; Federica Peña; and U.S. President George Bush; then you will understand the power behind the cover-up of this little girl’s sex-murder.

Read my book, *There’s a Fish in the Courthouse*. Ventura County Dist. Atty. Michael Bradbury and the whore Judge Mindy Johnson sabotaged the case of a pederast who molested little girls. Judge Mindy Johnson, while having a sex orgasm on the bench, released this convicted ‘sicko’ and stated, “This defendant is just so charming and so manipulative that it would be difficult to convict him. Case Is Dis-missed.” And whoremaster Dist. Atty. Michael Bradbury refused to refile the charges against this dangerous, schizophrenic child molester and budding sex murderer of children.

This brings us down to the bare, hard facts: Christian’s law or Jew Mishna law; who is running this country??

News reporter Steve Chawkins, who bills himself as a Star Columnist for the Oxnard Star of David news rag, wrote column after column denigrating and blasting me and my book, *There’s a Fish in the Court-
One thing got to Chawkins real bad. In my book I had exposed the Jew Crime Family. The Sicilians call their crime family the Mafia. The Jews call their crime family the Mishpucka. Chawkins went to his mother who is from east Russia and speaks Yiddish, and she told him, “Yes son, there is a Jew crime family; in Yiddish it is spelled Mishpocka. This is verification right from the ‘Yiddish dialect’ that there is a Jew crime family. Very few Jews still speak Yiddish except those from the area of Kazyr in northern Mongolia. Now, Steve Chawkins should go back to his mother and ask her about the Yiddish word Jew. She will explain that it is the name of Juda that the Mongols corrupted to their word Jew in the Century 700 A.D. when they converted to Talmud Judaism.

Steve Chawkins should also make a quick trip to his doctor to check his Mongol gene to see if it has been mutated. Out of deep concern and compassion for the rest of his Mongol Jew associates at the newspaper, the Beth Torah, the United Methodist Church, shyster James Reach, and those Oxnard librarians, Chawkins should tip them off to have their special genes checked.

The evil Mongol Jew shyster Stanley Cohen’s identifying gene was mutated, and very swiftly he was gone. And don’t forget that, when a Jew dies, he is dead; there is no hereafter like there is for the faithful followers of Christ.

I have written it many times; it is a rule that cannot be bypassed; to do so is fatal; you must know who your enemy is. They must be identified, each and every one of them down to the very last one before you can fight back. God has identified the frontline enemy for you, the so-called Ashkenazi Mongol Jew; they cannot disguise their DNA, their special gene. It is a colon-cancer gene that God can mutate at any time. Also a ‘frontline’ enemy is the so-called Sephardic Pharisee Jew; these are the real Christ Killers.

Then there is the ‘hidden-line’ enemy; this is the insidious non-Jews who secretly made the decision to become a Mongolian Candidate. They are the Christians and Muslims who accept the rabbis’ gold and commit treason against America and its people.

Do not confuse them with the Hollywood scenario of the Manchurian Candidate who suffered cruel physical and mental tortures to induce a forced mind control.

These Christian and Muslim traitors became Mongolian Candidates of their own free will, activated out of pure greed alone. They do exactly what the Mongol Jews tell them to do, no matter how vile or horrible a criminal act they command.

There is Repentance; that is up to God whether he will allow these treacherous, cowardly persons to repent in good faith and return to Christianism. Personally, I feel that most of them have already committed such evil, blasphemous criminal and immoral acts that not even God in all his benevolence can forgive. And there are the unrepentant Mongolian Candidates who refuse to give up the gold and political power the Mongolian Jews have given them under any circumstances.

We have all these enemies against us; we know who the Mongol Jews and the Pharisee Jews are. That leaves the Mongolian Candidates, the corrupt Christian politicians, judges, and most dangerous: the Christian clergy who have been preaching their evil lies to their congregations. They are the ones the people have trusted to give them God’s Word.
For the Mongol Jews’ gold, the pastors, reverends and priests, etc., have preached the blasphemy of Judeo-Christian dogma at the tops of their voices, “Mary is a whore and Jesus is a Jew (a Mongolian) and the Mongol Jews are God’s Chosen People.”

Some of these top, most notable Christian betrayers are Pat Robertson, Oral Roberts, Robert Schuller, Jerry Falwell and Ed McAteer, etc., etc. The gold and power these detestable traitors have accepted from the Mongol Jews to betray God and Jesus and deny their word to the people are astronomical.

Will these demagogues stand up on their pulpits and repent to God for all loyal Christians to hear? Will they confess and ask God’s forgiveness for their vicious lies that Mary was a whore, that Jesus was a Jew Mongolian and not the Son of God, and that the Mongol Jews are God’s Chosen People?

Are these deniers of God and Jesus so hooked on the Mongol Jews’ gold that they are unrepentant and choose to remain in Satan’s mold? If they choose this course, then they are our enemies and are to be shunned by all loyal Christians.

One of Oregon’s U.S. Senators is Ron Wyden. It has come to the attention of Oregon’s voters that, when sworn into office, Wyden had demanded that he take his oath with his hand on the Talmud, the Judaistic cult law of the Mongolian Jews. The Talmud is the Mishna, the Pharisee and Mongol Jew law that all Jews must follow and obey.

Phone calls were made to Wyden’s office and questions were asked, such as, who was the government official who swore you in? Who else was present at this fraudulent oath-taking? When and where did it take place?

Wyden’s staff members refused to answer and Wyden would not return the calls.

A question arises, is Ron Wyden a U.S. Senator with full authority to act in that capacity, or is every official act he has conducted null and void? Can newly elected Senators take their oath on the Sears and Roebuck catalogue or a roll of toilet paper if they chose? Should the other 99 Senators remove Wyden immediately and replace him?

Not only has Ron Wyden been identified by God with his special Mongolian Jew gene, but he suffers from another Mongol Jew affliction, severe schizophrenia. His father and brother also have this devastating mental sickness. Mongolian Jews schizophrenics hold bizarre paranoias, delusional thinking and weird hallucinations which create murderous patterns, all of which they blame Christians for.

About now the Mongol Jews are shrieking in their synagogues, foaming at the mouth; they scream at me, “racist, anti-Semitic, persecution, discrimination” and every other damnable thing their sick minds can come up with—but do I persecute them any more than they persecute me??

I level specific charges against them backed by evidence and facts. All they do is scream lies against me and refuse to allow me to go to a U.S. Constitutional Court before a jury to resolve the issue. With their absolute judicial power, they simply dismiss me.
I cannot even write a ‘letter to the Editor’ refuting their lies. With their absolute media power they simply refuse to print it.

Again I ask, Who is persecuting whom? Read in my book, *There’s a Fish in the Courthouse*, in 1987 I went to the entire U.S. Senate and presented facts and evidence of the crimes committed against America and its people. Read what they did, and in my book there is a list of each and every U.S. Senator who committed the cover-up. Most of these crooks are still in office. You can watch them on CNN, the Mongol TV, still covering up all their crimes against the American people in their Congressional hearings ten years later.

The U.S. Congress has financed and built *Jew* synagogues in foreign countries all over the world with U.S. taxpayers’ hard earned money. All the *Jew* Senators, Wyden, Metzenbaum, Cohen, Leiberman, Specter, Schumer, Boxer, Feinstein, Levin, etc., etc., were behind this fraud, and the Mongolian Candidate Senators eagerly rubber-stamped it.

And there are the Patsies. The Mongol Jews love that old, evil Pharisee Judaist strategy where Aaron put all the sins of the Pharisees on the head of a goat and turned it loose on the World. This is what the Jews sic on the Christians. It is known as a scapegoat or a Patsy and is evilly designed to blame someone else and take the heat off themselves. The Mongol Jews take meticulous pains to set up a Patsy for every one of their wicked conspiracies. This is one of the tip-offs to look for when investigating. It is a fetish with them, their Modus Operandi that you can always count on; like clockwork, it is always there.

One of the Jews’ latest Patsy set-ups is the ‘Papparazzis’ and the ‘Alcoholic Driver’. Princess Diana and the wealthy Arab were a combination the Mongol Jews were scared to death of and feared it would gel against them. They hated the situation and determined that it *must* be removed.

But as I said in my book, evil people eventually get caught in the act. Right after the deaths of Princess Diana and the Arab, Prime Minister Netanyahu was caught smack in the act of another frenzied, murderous conspiracy. Two of his Mongol Jew thugs were captured attempting to assassinate their Arab victim in another country. It brought about international revealment of their bloody sect of Mongolian Jew fanatical killers.

Netanyahu has been operating under the advice of his close Mongol Jew associate—now get this, Netanyahu’s accomplice Arthur Finkelstein calls himself an American Jew. Arthur Finkelstein, a direct descendant of ‘Evil-Eye Finkelstein’ (aka Finkel), and Netanyahu were getting ready to put an Evil-Eye Whammy on the World with this assassination, but it back-fired on them, ‘Big-Time’.

**Patsies:** In the assassination of Pres. John F. Kennedy, even the U.S. Senators admit that the [Warren] Special Commission’s final decision of the ‘Single Bullet’ was a fabrication to fool the people. So even the most unenlightened know that Lee Harvey Oswald was a Patsy. The entire operation was set up by Menachem Begin, a terrorist, bomber and killer, in a conspiracy with Los Angeles gangster Mickey Cohen and Federal Judge Harry Pregerson, all Mongol Jews. The entire assassination was plotted and controlled from Hollywood and Oxnard, California. There is propaganda that a corporation called Permindex and the Mossad, aided by the CIA, carried out the assassination, but that is not true. It was a Mishpucka (Jew Crime Family) operation from beginning to end, and the Mafia (Sicilian Crime Family) had no hand in it.
Sirhan Sirhan, the alleged killer of Robert Kennedy, was a Patsy.

All the evidence is not yet in, but we will all learn before it is over that Timothy McVeigh was a Patsy for the Mongolian Jews.

Now I ask you, all loyal Americans, put on your thinking caps, think deep, because we are going to expose the Mongol Jew Conspiracy of World Control and the secret of their success up until now. Their secret is so simple that most of the Christians have simply overlooked it.

Adolph Hitler was the Jews’ biggest Patsy of all. Just as the Mongol Jews had financed Nicoli Lenin in the Russian Revolution, so did they finance Adolph Hitler, but so did they also arrange for his demise. (Lenin was not a Patsy; he was a full-blown Mongolian Jew idiot.)

The financing of Hitler was the ‘take-off’ on the Mongol Jews ‘second biggest hoax’ of all time, the so-called ‘Holocaust’.

The Mongol Jews knew the Germans had to be kept beaten-down in poverty, but they had failed to accomplish this in the aftermath of the Russian Revolution and WWI. Even though starved and deprived of their property and money, the sturdy Germans were making a come back. The Germans knew the Mongol Jews were stifling them, with their control of the banks, the judiciary, the teachers in the public schools, elected and appointed political jobs, the newspapers and radio; this was the secret of their power, control of everything.

The Germans were beginning to protest and forcibly removing the Jews from all these powerful controlling positions they had usurped. Naturally the Mongol Jews screamed racism and anti-Semitic to high heaven and shrieked the propaganda that they were forever being persecuted for no other reason other than they were Jews.

The Jews knew one thing Hitler didn’t realize. As world-wise Internationalists, the Jews knew that, regardless of the most mighty military machine Hitler built, he would still be unable to conquer and hold Europe because they had America and Britain lined up. They would manipulate and bring about Hitler’s downfall and the Jews would come back more powerful than ever.

But at the same time the Germans were removing the Jews, France also exploded against the overwhelming domination by the Jews’ control over the French Government.

Since the end of WWI, the Mongol Jews had moved in and usurped the governments of every country in Europe, except that in Spain and Portugal, the Sephardic, Pharisee Jews (the real Christ killers) controlled the government and banks since arriving shortly after they perpetrated the Crucifixion.

In France, the Vichy government had passed strong measures, the law of October 3, 1940. It barred the oppressive Jews from elected office, and from responsible positions in France’s civil service and judiciary where the Jews had been conducting horrendous corruptions. They were removed from the armed forces where they had diligently undermined the military institutions, and from public school teaching and culturally influential jobs such as newspaper editors, directing movies and radio programs where their vicious propa-
ganda machine of chaos and destruction had become unbearable.

Terrified at their losing control, Mongol Jews shrieked ‘anti-Semitism, persecution and discrimination like unearthly banshees; they could be heard all over the world. The French and Germans were hitting the Jews a mighty blow right where it hurt; without those controlling jobs, they had no more power than the Christians they were beating to death had. Hollywood Mongolian Jew moguls began cranking out propaganda movies about the poor mistreated Jews and falsely promoted them as ‘God’s Chosen People’. The American Christians lapped it up as they eagerly joined WWII to ‘save the Jews’.

Approximately 50 million people were killed; five-hundred-thousand American servicemen were killed and nearly 2 million seriously wounded and crippled to save these evil plotters and their government jobs throughout the world.

Europe was devastated, cities and towns levelled, but the Mongol Jews came back stronger than ever, and now they have their phony ‘Holocaust’ to beat the world to death with.

Just before WWII the Mongol Jews, most of them illegal aliens, were considered to be menacing enemies of Germany and France and were sent to camps. This was in the very same manner that President Franklin D. Roosevelt sent the Japanese in the U.S. to prison camps because he proclaimed them to be a menace to the government.

The Mongol Jews knew that, if they were removed from all their government positions of power in Germany and France, it could spread throughout every country in Europe. Such a movement and trend causing them to become politically powerless could utterly destroy their carefully laid conspiracy to control the World.

In 1997 we are in the precise predicament that Germany and France suffered in 1939-40. The Mongol Jews in America have infiltrated and seized control of the banking and finances, every elected office and appointed positions, and responsibility in the civil service, the judiciary, the armed forces, all the culturally influential jobs such as teaching in public schools, newspaper editors and reporters, the television, movie and radio industry. This is the Jews’ secret to power; very simple, you just move in and take over everything—and at the moment that is precisely what they are doing, stealing everything in sight—they are eating America alive.

But just imagine what would happen if America passed laws to save itself like the German and Vichy governments did in October 1940. The Mongol Jews would finance our ‘Leader’ Pres. Clinton like they did Lenin in Russia and Hitler in Germany and they would declare War on the American people. This has already been done, and very cleverly Robert Rubin and Alan Greenspan use our own money to finance our destruction.

Willie Clinton refuses to reveal any of his medical records so it is unknown if he is a Mongolian Jew or a treasonous Mongolian Candidate.

President Clinton by appointment has filled every crevice in government with a Mongol Jew, and now has sent Felix Rohatyn to France as U.S. Ambassador. Rohatyn is a billionaire Wall Street operator with an
outfit called Lazard Freres and is tighter with Rubin and Greenspan than three homos in a San Francisco bathhouse.

In 1987 I gave the U.S. Senators information and evidence of Rohatyn’s corruption. Prior to that, on October 15, 1982 Pres. Ronald Reagan, the Great Free Enterprise man from Hollywood, had signed the Garn-St. Germain bill that deregulated the S&L and loan institutions. This opened the floodgate, turning a horde of savage Mongol Jews loose to rip and tear like ravaging sharks feeding on the carcass of America.

Scum bag Jews like Michael Milken, Ivan Boesky and Felix Rohatyn stole more than $500 billion, more like a trillion, that American taxpayers have to pay for. When the gangsters began to get arrested and indicted at the Stock Market for their frauds, panic struck the Jews because it was instantly visible to America that all the thieves were Jews.

The wealthy, influential Felix Rohatyn, scared to death that the honest citizens would revolt against the Jews’ depredations, ran to his buddies the Mongolian Candidate Senators. Appearing before their hastily formed Committee, Rohatyn whined and shrieked his fears and anguish that, because all the people caught stealing were Jews, there would be a vicious backlash of anti-Semitism against Jews. There were secret meetings of top Stock and Bond Jews from New York to Hollywood; their feverish topic was, “Great Juda, oy yoy yoy, we can be ruined if the people realize what we’ve been doing.”

But the Jew gangsters and their Wall Street were saved; the Mongolian Candidate Senators had come to their rescue and it was covered up. And the arrogant Jew media spread their defiance to all Americans, as the Jew TV hucksters and newspaper editor hacks let the Jews know that it was completely safe to continue their blood-sucking. A.M. Rosenthal with the New York Times News Service wrote, “There is absolutely no need for the Jews on Wall Street to feel called upon to explain the number of Jews who are involved.”

And Alan Greenspan, the ‘renowned, respected’ Jew economist (according to the Jew media), a paid consultant for Lincoln S&L owned by shyster lawyer Charles Keating, wrote a letter to the FHLBB, (Federal Home Loan Bank Board) and FSLIC (Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation). In this letter Greenspan lied and covered up for the Jews, causing the government agencies to stall their investigation while the Jews stole another $3 billion dollars before Lincoln was shut down.

This very same Mongol Jew Alan Greenspan is now head of the Federal Reserve Bank, where he controls all of our money, and he and Robert Rubin manipulate the World with their machinations—of course they have the help of Secretary of State Madeleine Albright who just discovered she is a Mongol Jew and not a Christian.

At this present time there is trouble in France—like 60 years ago, the people are up in arms, protesting against the Mongol Jews’ oppression and control over their government and banks. And here we go again; remember, with the Mongol Jews everything is connected. To straighten out the French people and Arabs, Pres. Clinton appointed Felix Rohatyn as Ambassador to France. His certification by the Mongolian Candidate Senators zipped through with no problem, even though Rohatyn lied right to their faces. Rohatyn claimed he was a Jew hero of the ‘Holocaust’ and the ‘ovens’ of death and was a victim of brutal German and French torture—an outrageous lie. Felix Rohatyn was born in Austria and his parents were extremely
rich (how come so many Jews in Europe were so rich if they were so constantly persecuted as they claim); they left Austria for France in 1933. They left France in 1940 before the Germans arrived. They went to Brazil and in 1942 they arrived in New York. Rohatyn’s lies are just more of the Jews’ everlasting ‘Holocaust’ crap.

But regardless of how bad the Germans and French purportedly hated and tortured the Rohatyn family, they still allowed them to leave Europe with all their fortune (doesn’t make sense does it?). In New York Felix had a fantastic job waiting for him with the Mongol Jews’ financial institute of Lazard Freres (not too many American-born Christians get those jobs with the Wall Street Jew operation).

Now we get back to assassinations. In France the U.S. Ambassador Rohatyn got right down to his mission—he blackjacketed the French citizens into submission with America’s might. Soon after Rohatyn’s arrival in Paris, Princess Diana and the wealthy, influential Arab were dead. Prime Minister Netanyahu and his buddy ‘Evil-Eye Finkel’, flush with success right after the assassination of the Princess and Arab, then attempted to assassinate another politically powerful Arab in another foreign country. But alas, their luck has run out and they were caught in the act.

And now, I know you haven’t forgotten A.M. Rosenthal, the Mongol Jew Editorialist with the New York Times who insolently praised the Wall Street Jews’ thievery and his brazen-faced, arrogant assault against the Christians. Well, Rosenthal is back; with big black editorial ‘headlines’ he praises Prime Minister Netanyahu and his murders—‘ASSASSINATION JUSTIFIED’. Rosenthal claims it’s OK for Jews to murder people they don’t like. Rosenthal claims to be an American; yes, he lives in America, but we have to remember that he is actually a Mongolian Jew, and they don’t recognize the laws of the country where they reside. Can you imagine the unholy whining and shrieks of the Jews if a real American reporter exhorted the murder of a Jew just because he didn’t like him???

But, now, once again the Mongol Jews have a big problem in France—the popular Maurice Pampon, an 87-year-old French patriot has been ‘set up’ by Ambassador Felix Rohatyn and the financially and politically powerful Mongol Jews.

In 1939-40 Pampon was an official of the Vichy Government when they passed the law to remove the corrupt, oppressive Mongol Jews from government control over their country. Pampon is a living symbol of this 60-year effort by the French patriots to ‘take back’ their country. A symbol such as this is terribly frightening to the Jews, and they intend to kill him or put him in solitary prison. The Jews claim that Pampon sent 1,200 Jews to prison camp, but again, President Roosevelt sent 100,000 American Japanese to prison camp, but I guess we are supposed to remember that the Jews are the only people who have ever suffered. But in 1939-40 the Germans and French people knew what was wrong with their countries; the Mongol Jews were eating them alive, and they wanted to stop it.

One of the Mongol Jew lawyers prosecuting Pampon is Arno Klarsfeld; he claims to be a ‘great Nazi hunter’. Klarsfeld shrieked at the Judge who allowed the 87-year-old Pampon to remain out of jail during the trial because of his flimsy health. A Mongol Jew reporter from the New York Times News Service, Roger Cohen, wrote the slanted article. The Mongol Jews will not allow any trace of disobedience to their power to live; it must be destroyed, no matter how long ago it happened. The Christians must look at the Jews’ corruption the same way.
Prime Minister Netanyahu’s luck and Finkel’s ‘Evil-Eye Whammy’ power are disappearing like water through a sieve. Another murder has just occurred that can totally destroy the Mongol Jews number one hoax that they are Biblical descendants, ‘God’s Chosen People’ and thus have a claim on Palestine and Jerusalem, the Holy City.

In Montgomery County, Maryland, a 17-year-old Jew, Samuel Sheinbein, killed Alfred Tello, a nineteen-year-old. Using a power saw, he cut off both arms and both legs; then with propane he burned the body in a vacant garage. The coroner believed the victim was still alive when burned. Sheinbein fled to Israel, and the Israeli Mongol Jews refuse to hand him over to the Maryland authorities.

This Jew law is the major crux of the entire Mongolian Jew hoax; it could open the door for the light to shine on the whole mess.

Purportedly Israel was created as a refuge for persecuted Jews and the issue they claim is of citizenship and belonging. That is the keyword, ‘belonging’. It prompts the deciding question, do the Mongolian Jews belong in Palestine?? With the knowledge that God has made so perfectly clear to us, the answer is an unequivocal, resounding NO!! The Mongol Jews claim the ‘Right of Return’ and that is where it falls apart completely, because how could the Mongol Jews return when they had never been there in the first place? They are total conspiratorial imposters. The Mongol Jews have worked the biggest and longest-running scam the World has ever known.

Samuel Sheinbein is the big question that remains—is he a genuine Holy Land descendant or a Mongol Jew?

Well, God has handed us the key, and he expects us to use it—if we don’t take actions as Christians, we are denying God and his Son Jesus Christ.

With DNA, the key we have been handed, the ‘Jew Question’ since Century 700 A.D., will unravel in its entire sordidness of murder, assassination, robbery and usury, etc., etc. All the District Attorney Robert Dean of Montgomery County, Maryland, has to do is get a DNA report on Sol Sheinbein and determine if he is a Mongol Jew—if he is, so is his son Samuel, and if Samuel is a Mongol Jew, he doesn’t ‘belong’, or have the ‘Right to Return’ to Israel and neither do any of the Mongol Jews.

The assassination of Prime Minister Rabin was the opening bell of the first round of the Civil War ready to explode in Israel between the Ashkenazi Mongol Jews and the Sephardic Pharisee Jews. It is a struggle for power between them.

The word Jew actually has no historical or true meaning of anything. Originally it was nothing more than a bastard corruption by the Mongols of the word Juda to their pronunciation Jew when they were converted to Judaism in Century 700 A.D.

But for lack of anything better, they will continue to be called Jews. The grief they have created in the world is about to be compounded beyond belief. Any Civil War and massive destruction the Jews precipitate in the Middle East will explode with fury in America—we will be drawn inexorably into it, and for the first time since the U.S. Constitution was enacted, there will be terrible war, hell on Earth, death, fire and
destruction of our own cities on our own shores.

“In all your dwelling places the cities shall be laid waste.” Ezekial 6:6

But Jesus has promised those who remain faithful to him, “Because you have kept my word of patient endurance, I will keep you from the hour of trial (Tribulation) which is coming on the whole world to test the inhabitants of the Earth.” (Rev. 3:10).

In the U.S. there are between 40 & 45 million Jews—the Jews will scream and deny that for thirty years the Jewish Defense League has been training a standing Army of heavily armed Jew Militia that has no concern for America or its Christian people; they are trained in warfare to protect Jews only and to kill everyone in their way. They are armed and trained to a point that they would overwhelm and smash within a few days the local American Militias, who have been so demoralized and demeaned and infiltrated by Jew spies that they are not even a house of cards. What God has cut out for the Christians to do will not be easy because the Mongol Jews will not give up any of the loot or power they have stolen without creating WWIII. With the knowledge and strength God has given us, it can be done without fire and destruction and deadly upheaval.

As I am writing this Report to the People, another serious event occurred in Salem, Oregon. It involves a Jew teacher at the Sprague High School and the South Salem High School.

An organization called “Volksfront” allegedly circulated fliers in Salem, Or., regarding the Jew subject. In the Portland Oregonian October 19, 1997, their Editorialist branded them as being “racist fliers”, but for some reason the editor did not state one word of what the ‘flier’ said except that it was ‘racist’ by encouraging those interested in the advancement and survival of the White race in North America to join Volksfront.

I say allegedly circulated by this ‘Volksfront’ organization because I have no knowledge personally of this organization or that it even exists. I have no knowledge of who printed the fliers—I have not seen one of them and know nothing of what it says or who distributed them.

But in their editorial the Oregonian quotes a teacher, “There are a few things that get me to react and this is one of them. It’s a slap in the face of what you try to accomplish each day.” But this quoted teacher refuses to state his name. The Jewish teacher’s home allegedly was targeted with fliers and the Oregonian newspaper stirs up race riot and chaos by encouraging the Jew teacher’s neighbors to plan rallies to discourage White supremacists from trying to gain a foothold in South Salem. At that point of the Oregonian’s pot-stirring, the neighbors had no idea of any of the facts or who or what was behind this incident.

If these neighbors would go back to the Salem school incident, where the young boys tried to kill the little girl, and ferret out what and who was behind that, they would be much further ahead than letting the Oregonian suck them into race, riot and chaos.

Salem police Cpl. Jack Janssen said, “There’s little authorities can do because the First Amendment protects the fliers as free speech.”
Janssen leaves it at the point where it sounds like a crime occurred and the police are helpless to investigate the culprits. But what he really means is that no crime occurred and the police have no authority to investigate.

This entire incident relates to the French, ‘Pampon’ trial I have just written about and the ‘Jew Question’.

I ask Cpl. Jack Janssen to reveal to the public that one of first things a policeman has to learn ‘on the job’ is that there are two sides to every story and it is his duty to check out both sides before drawing conclusions or making accusations.

I ask Cpl. Jack Janssen to answer this question in relation to the Pampon case in WWII. You are a policeman in Salem, Oregon; President Franklin Roosevelt issues a Presidential Order declaring the Japanese people in the U.S. to be a menace to the country.

Your Superior, the Chief of Police, orders you to pick up a Japanese person and put him in jail where he would later be sent to a prison camp. Instead of obeying the Chief’s order, would you immediately organize and plan rallies by the Salem people to remove the Chief of Police and defy the Presidential Order? And what would happen to you and your job and your family if you took this course?

Please don’t answer with “Well, these are different times, things are different now,” or other such silly nonsense; just state the facts. Nothing is different, it is the same old problem that has existed for 2000 years.

[To be continued.]
"The most important aspect of any technology, more often than not, turns out to be how it is applied, by whom, and for what purpose. Consider lasers. They can be used for delicate eye surgery, rock dance light shows, pickups on CD players, and death rays. Corporate planners and politicians may decide what uses take precedence, but it is scientists, designers and design engineers (by whatever name) who make the deployment of a technology possible. They transform a basic technology into available products. It is unfortunate that persons with so important a mandate are so narrowly specialized and so vulnerable to compromise and corruption.

"Some of the worst problems arise when a new technology is utilized for weaponry. There is some truth to the cliché that guns don’t kill people, people kill people; but it won’t do. There is a curious short-sighted state of mind that seems to dominate weapons work. For example, thousands of anti-personnel mines, permanently undetectable by any means, are buried each year in the soil of what is (temporarily) regarded as “enemy territory”. Even the conqueror cannot use or reclaim the land, yet those mines are still sold. An ordinary citizen, perhaps a neighbor, got up one morning, had coffee, kissed the wife and kids, and went to the office to design those mines on purpose to be an ongoing, irretrievable scourge. Other good citizens made, packed and shipped the unselectively maiming devices. I wonder what those folks tell their kids they do for a living? Dark-tech tends to darken mind and spirit.

"Seemingly benign technologies may have equally undesirable consequences designed into them. Automobiles were once hailed as freedom-bringing, egalitarian transport, and for their role in banishing dangerous urban diseases engendered by streets fouled by manure (horse exhaust). But car exhaust has turned out to be a leading cause of disease and environmental degradation in ways not easily foreseen a hundred years ago.

"Some technologies inherently require a pact with the Devil. Auto collisions have killed and injured millions of people and animals, a price societies seem willing to pay. Some carnage is inevitable if people are to move about quickly and easily. (If cars had not been developed, millions of horses would probably be even more dangerous.) Some of the environmental damage is preventable by better car design. But what’s really needed is a redesign of the entire auto-based transport system, considering every aspect. Many other technological systems need similar attention if they (and perhaps we) are to continue.

"Designers have not been educated or required to consider the effects of their decisions. Their clients are often investors or marketers rather than the actual users (much less Nature, who is
always a client nevertheless). Until recently, designers and those who hired them had little concern for such matters as the fate of worn-out products, or the safety of the fabricating workers. Environmental problems belonged to somebody else. It is now obvious that technology-caused problems belong to all of us. People acting as designers, and their masters, must think comprehensively if technology is to be employed for the greatest good while doing little harm.

“To accomplish this, Buckminster Fuller called for a new discipline—Comprehensive Anticipatory Design Science. It’s still not formally taught. Ranging far beyond generalists who know a little bit about a lot of things, comprehensivists work to understand many specialties and the connections between them. A high standard of integrity is required. Demonstrations of comprehensive thought are scarce, but impressive. (The Rocky Mountain Institute is an inspiring example.) Since nobody can be entirely comprehensive, there’s obviously plenty left to do.”

3 charts on patents

Thank you, J. Baldwin—from *The Millennium Whole Earth Catalog: Access To Tools and Ideas For The 21st Century.*

In the first two parts of this series on the U.S. Patent Office, we have reviewed the various (and complex) definitions and aspects of applying for a patent. Caution is an important keynote to any would-be inventor. There are many ways to go about something, and product development is no exception. Proprietary information is wisely held close, and NOT distributed out of your immediate control. With this in mind, let’s continue in our examination of securing a patent, companies which are there to “help you” with your invention, and the patent office’s agenda for the next several years.

**DID YOU KNOW?**

Patents are often taken for granted or, in most cases, not considered. But some things in our day-to-day life are worth knowing a little more about. For example, do YOU know who invented Liquid Paper? The woman’s name is Betty Nesmith Graham. In 1951 she started using a white paint to correct her typographical errors. After her coworkers began requesting bottles of the paint, she started a small company to sell it. Over the years her small company grew to a large industry.

Did you know that Abraham Lincoln held a patent? He did. It was for a device to help steamboats pass over sand bars. It was never tested or manufactured. He is the only president to ever hold a patent.

What patents were issued to Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens)? In 1871 he was issued a patent for suspenders. His second patent was for his famous Mark Twain’s Self-Pasting Scrapbook. His third patent was in 1885 for an educational game that helped players remember important historical dates.

Why are pencils yellow? Painting pencils yellow became a sign of quality during the 1890s. The practice
had originated as early as 1854 in Keswick, England, most likely to cover the imperfect wood used in some pencils. It was the American Koh-I-Noor Company whose successful, high-quality yellow pencil became firmly established as a sign of “pencilness” in the minds of users; any other color was assumed to indicate an inferior pencil. Yellow has thus become established as the preferred color for a writing pencil.

What was the first patent issued in the United States? It was in 1790, issued to Samuel Hopkins for making pot and pearl ashes—a cleaning formula called potash (a key ingredient for soap-making then). The first really significant patent was issued for a cotton gin, to Eli Whitney in 1794.

WHAT CANNOT BE PATENTED?

In *The Inventor’s Desktop Companion*, we find the following: [quoting]

Many things are not open to patent protection:

The laws of Nature, physical phenomena and abstract ideas.

A new mineral or a new plant found in the wild.

Inventions useful solely in the utilization of special nuclear material or atomic energy for weapons.

A machine that is not *useful* (i.e. does not have a useful purpose or does not operate to perform the intended purpose).

Methods of doing business.

Printed matter.

In the case of mixtures of ingredients, such as medicines, a patent cannot be granted unless the effect of the mixture is more than the effect of its components.

Human beings cannot be patented. (*Yet.*)

Mere substitution of one material for another or changes in size to a previously known useful invention without “novelty”. [End quoting.]

FINANCING YOUR INVENTION

In *The Inventor’s Handbook*, we read the following: [quoting]

The following companies are interested in financing promising inventions. We would suggest that an inventor contact these companies only after a successful prototype model has been built or an experiment run so that they would be in a better position to judge the worth of an invention.

The financial help and assistance could be in the form of development or setting up a corporation to
develop and market the invention and the purchase of some of the corporation stock, or in the form of a loan with the invention as collateral, etc. These firms often will have the experience of where and how to commercialize the invention.

Battelle Development Corporation, 505 King Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43201;

American Research and Development Corp., 200 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass. 02116;

Adelphia Capital Investment Corp., room 807, 1518 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19101; and


The submission of inventions from outside sources is welcomed by Arthur D. Little, Inc. Because it recognizes that individuals and corporations cannot always properly commercialize their own inventions, ADL can under a variety of special circumstances provide technical and commercial assistance at no cost to invention owners. [End quoting.]

So, on a hunch, I decided to check out one of these companies, at random, on the Internet. Here’s what I found.

**ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC.**


ADL at a Glance...[quoting:]

For more than a century, Arthur D. Little has been a leader in the consulting industry. Founded in 1886 by Arthur Dehon Little, it was the world’s first consulting firm. Today, it is one of the world’s premier consulting firms, with staff members based in more than 50 offices and laboratories around the globe. [Still quoting, elsewhere on the homepage:]

Making Technology Work: Cambridge (England) Consultants Limited (CCL) has been one of Europe’s leading innovators for more than 30 years. We use our broad industry knowledge and technology base to help companies define the way ahead. We offer a complete innovation service, applying our skills in design, development and manufacturing integration to produce practical solutions. We work closely with our clients to ensure control and clear direction—and we pass on the benefits of best practice. [Still elsewhere on the homepage:]

Invention Management On Line. Arthur D. Little Enterprises (ADLE) is the invention management subsidiary of Arthur D. Little, Inc., one of the world’s premier consulting firms. Through expertise in technology development, intellectual property and technology transfer, our Invention Management Program commer-
cializes innovations by turning early-stage ideas into successfully licensed technologies. If you’re looking for help in bringing your innovation to market—or want to learn more about the invention marketing process—you’ve come to the right place.

These are exciting times in the world of intellectual property management. Patents, trademarks, trade secrets and other forms of intellectual property are now at the center of a company’s assets. Such intellectual property is providing a competitive edge, keeping the competition at bay, and in many cases, generating unprecedented licensing income. More and more countries are adhering to international standards protecting intellectual property, paving the way for innovators worldwide to advance the field of knowledge. The sky is the limit when innovation is valued and protected. [And still elsewhere:]

Our Foundation: Arthur D. Little was founded to provide technology expertise to industry. For more than a century, we have helped leading companies and government organizations leverage technology for strategic benefit. Today, our highly sophisticated research facilities and laboratories include both our U.S.-based operations and Cambridge Consultants Limited, one of Europe’s foremost contract design and development companies. Our experts provide hands-on assistance across a wide range of existing and emerging technologies to help our clients create innovative products and technological solutions. [End quoting.]

And now, let’s move directly to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office’s own website. The next series of quotes is quite long, and perhaps very dry reading to the non-interested—however, if you ARE interested in the future of patents via this office, please pay attention. Here goes: [quoting]

**THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE**

Congress established the United States Patent and Trademark Office to issue patents on behalf of the Government. The Patent and Trademark Office as a distinct bureau may be said to date from the year 1802 when a separate official in the Department of State who became known as Superintendent of Patents was placed in charge of patents.

The revision of the patent laws enacted in 1836 reorganized the Patent and Trademark Office and designated the official in charge as Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. The Patent and Trademark Office remained in the Department of State until 1849 when it was transferred to the Department of Interior. In 1925 it was transferred to the Department of Commerce where it is today.

The Patent and Trademark Office administers the patent laws as they relate to the granting of patents for inventions, and performs other duties relating to patents. It examines applications for patents to determine if the applicants are entitled to patents under the law and grants the patents when they are so entitled; it publishes issued patents and various publications concerning patents, records assignments of patents, maintains a search room for the use of the public to examine issued patents and records, supplies copies of records and other papers, and the like. Similar functions are performed with respect to the registration of trademarks. The Patent and Trademark Office has no jurisdiction over questions of infringement and the enforcement of patents, nor over matters relating to the promotion or utilization of patents or inventions.
The head of the Office is the Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, and his staff includes the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Deputy Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, several assistant commissioners, and other officials. As head of the Office, the Commissioner superintends or performs all duties respecting the granting and issuing of patents and the registration of trademarks; exercises general supervision over the entire work of the Patent and Trademark Office; prescribes the rules, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Commerce, for the conduct of proceedings in the Patent and Trademark Office, and for recognition of attorneys and agents; decides various questions brought before him by petition as prescribed by the rules; and performs other duties necessary and required for the administration of the Patent and Trademark Office.

The work of examining applications for patents is divided among a number of examining groups, each group having jurisdiction over certain assigned fields of technology. Each group is headed by a group director and staffed by examiners. The examiners review applications for patents and determine whether patents can be granted. An appeal can be taken to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences from their decisions refusing to grant a patent, and a review by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks may be had on other matters by petition.

The examiners also identify applications that claim the same invention and initiate proceedings, known as interferences, to determine who was the first inventor. In addition to the examining groups, other offices perform various services, such as receiving and distributing mail, receiving new applications, handling sales of printed copies of patents, making copies of records, inspecting drawings, and recording assignments. At present, the Patent and Trademark Office has about 5,700 employees, of whom about half are examiners and others with technical and legal training. Patent applications are received at the rate of over 200,000 per year. The Patent and Trademark Office receives over five million pieces of mail each year.

[Still quoting from the Patent Office’s website:]

**WHAT CAN BE PATENTED?**

The patent law specifies the general field of subject matter that can be patented and the conditions under which a patent may be obtained.

In the language of the statute, any person who invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent, subject to the conditions and requirements of the law. The word process is defined by law as a process, act or method, and primarily includes industrial or technical processes. The term machine used in the statute needs no explanation. The term manufacture refers to articles which are made, and includes all manufactured articles. The term composition of matter relates to chemical compositions and may include mixtures of ingredients as well as new chemical compounds. These classes of subject matter taken together include practically everything which is made by man and the processes for making the products.

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 excludes the patenting of inventions useful solely in the utilization of special nuclear material or atomic energy for atomic weapons.

The patent law specifies that the subject matter must be useful. The term useful in this connection refers to the condition that the subject matter has a useful purpose and also includes operativeness, that is, a ma-
chine which will not operate to perform the intended purpose would not be called useful, and therefore would not be granted a patent.

Interpretations of the statute by the courts have defined the limits of the field of subject matter which can be patented; thus it has been held that the laws of Nature, physical phenomena and abstract ideas are not patentable subject matter.

A patent cannot be obtained upon a mere idea or suggestion. The patent is granted upon the new machine, manufacture, etc., as has been said, and not upon the idea or suggestion of the new machine. A complete description of the actual machine or other subject matter for which a patent is sought is required.

INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS

Infringement of a patent consists of the unauthorized making, using, offering for sale or selling any patented invention within the United States or United States Territories, or importing into the United States of any patented invention during the term of the patent. If a patent is infringed, the patentee may sue for relief in the appropriate Federal court. The patentee may ask the court for an injunction to prevent the continuation of the infringement and may also ask the court for an award of damages because of the infringement. In such an infringement suit, the defendant may raise the question of the validity of the patent, which is then decided by the court. Infringement is determined primarily by the language of the claims of the patent and, if what the defendant is making does not fall within the language of any of the claims of the patent, there is no literal infringement.

Suits for infringement of patents follow the rules of procedure of the Federal courts. From the decision of the District Court, there is an appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The Supreme Court may thereafter take a case by writ of certiorari. If the United States Government infringes a patent, the patentee has a remedy for damages in the United States Court of Federal Claims. The Government may use any patented invention without permission of the patentee, but the patentee is entitled to obtain compensation for the use by or for the Government.

The Office has no jurisdiction over questions relating to infringement of patents. In examining applications for patent, no determination is made as to whether the invention sought to be patented infringes any prior patent. An improvement invention may be patentable, but it might infringe a prior unexpired patent for the invention improved upon, if there is one.

PATENT OFFICE’S STRATEGIC INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY PLAN FOR FISCAL YEARS 1997-2002
EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

In the PTO Strategic Plan for the 1996-2001 period, I outlined a new vision and goals for the PTO which recognized the importance of intellectual property protection in a global and technology-based economy. The attached Strategic Information Technology Plan documents the role that information technology plays
in achieving the PTO’s vision and goals. The plan also defines a vision for the PTO’s information technology environment that will greatly enhance the quality of the PTO’s service to its customers and guide the PTO Information Technology Program during the FY1997 to FY2002 period.

As a result of the FY1997 Congressional and FY1998 OMB budget decisions, the PTO was required to substantially modify its information technology program plans. Our strategic information technology vision remains the same; it will simply take longer to attain the vision. Many FY1997 and FY1998 information technology project activities were reduced, and others that could not be completed by September 1998, were deferred until FY1999 and beyond. While these modifications are significant, I want to assure you that every effort has been made to ensure that needed information technology capabilities are provided to the PTO work force.

This plan continues to emphasize the need to migrate the PTO’s existing information technology capabilities to a standards-based open system environment while continuing to improve automation support to the PTO’s customers. The plan documents the following proposed enhancements:

**Making PTOnet Robust, Reliable, and Scaleable to Meet Future Needs**

**Making all PTO Software Applications Accessible from Desktop Workstations**

**Expanding the Content of and Improving Access to Patent and Trademark Search Data Bases**

**Redesigning Legacy Systems to Operate in an Open Systems Environment**

**Implementing Reengineered Patent and Trademark Business Processes**

**Improving Electronic Information Dissemination to the PTO’s Customers**

All PTO organizational units should ensure that current and planned information technology program initiatives are in conformance with this plan. This plan will be used as the primary basis for justifying and prioritizing future budget requests involving information technology resources.

**INTRODUCTION**

The Patent and Trademark Office’s (PTO) mission is to administer the laws relating to patents and trademarks, promote industrial and technical progress in the United States, and strengthen the national economy. As an integral part of this mission, the PTO provides inventors and entrepreneurs with the protection and encouragement they need to turn their inventive and creative ideas into tangible realities. The PTO has also established the following two business plan goals designed to protect intellectual property:

* Play a leadership role in intellectual property rights policy development.
Provide our customers with the highest level of quality and service in all aspects of the PTO operations.

An important component of the PTO’s strategic agenda is its corporate foundation strategy for leveraging information technology, to more effectively support its business environment.

The PTO’s overall corporate vision is to lead the world in providing customer-valued intellectual property rights that spark innovation, create consumer confidence, and promote creativity. To achieve this vision and meet the challenges of the future, the PTO has developed an ambitious strategic agenda to help position the agency to operate more successfully and efficiently in the 21st century. An important component of the PTO’s strategic agenda is its corporate foundation strategy for leveraging information technology to more effectively support its business environment.

To help managers and employees better understand this corporate foundation strategy, as well as their role in helping the PTO achieve its mission, goals, and objectives, the Chief Information Officer annually prepares and issues the Strategic Information Technology Plan (SITP). The SITP directly supports, and is issued as an Appendix to, the PTO’s Corporate Performance Plan. The SITP provides important information on the PTO’s long-term strategic vision for its ongoing information technology modernization effort, as well as its associated program goals, governing strategies, objectives and priorities. The SITP also contains important descriptive, scheduling, and funding information on information technology initiatives currently underway, as well as those planned during the Fiscal Year (FY) 1997-2002 period. During this period, the PTO plans to spend nearly $1 billion to develop, maintain, enhance, and operate its automated information systems and the underlying information technology infrastructure.

PTO’S STRATEGIC VISION FOR LEVERAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Whether employees are examining a patent or trademark application, assessing fees, answering customer questions, or providing assistance in the public search facilities, the quality, accuracy, and efficiency of their effort often depends on their ability to access information in a timely manner and in a useful format. With this in mind, the PTO is focusing on a strategic direction to develop an information technology environment for itself, its international partners, and the public, where patent and trademark information is created once, managed effectively, used often, and evolved over time to electronic commerce whereby most internal and external transactions are performed electronically and are accessible through the Global Information Infrastructure.

CURRENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT

The current PTO information technology environment represents the baseline from which future improvements will evolve. The PTO’s current information technology environment is comprised of the following six components:

Patent Systems

Trademark Systems
Administrative Systems

Information Dissemination Systems

Information Technology Infrastructure

General and Other Support

The PTO’s programmatic systems (patent, trademark, and administrative systems) represent the primary automation support provided to examiners and administrative personnel. The PTO’s information dissemination program uses various information technology products and services to provide intellectual property information to its customers throughout the world. The information technology infrastructure area encompasses all of the foundation hardware, system and data base software, and communications that have been deployed in support of the PTO mission. General and other support includes those information technology activities that support all PTO AISs, such as information technology acquisitions, system engineering, data management, and software product assurance.

A distinctive characteristic of the PTO’s information technology environment is the management of large and continually growing text and image data bases coupled with a requirement to process very large volumes of transactions to support Patent and Trademark application processing. Patent application filings are expected to reach approximately 258,000 [annually] by FY2002.

Trademark application filings are also expected to continue their growth and reach approximately 351,000 filings by FY2002.

In FY1996, other PTO workload activities reached the following levels:

The PTO received 191,116 utility, plant, and reissue (UPR) patent applications and examiners issued 105,529 UPR patents.

The PTO received 22,353 provisional patent application filings.

The PTO received 200,640 Federal trademark applications and registered 91,339 trademarks in all classes of goods and services.

The PTO managed the accessibility, accuracy, and integrity of over 38 million patent and trademark related documents (referred to as search files). Examiner search transactions averaged close to 400,000 per month. Administrative system transactions averaged close to 6 million per month.

EXPAND THE CONTENT OF AND IMPROVE ACCESS TO PATENT AND TRADEMARK SEARCH DATA BASES

The PTO is building an open system standards-based information technology infrastructure to support the examination of patent and trademark applications and to support information dissemination. The PTO
plans to replace the existing text search systems with modern COTS products, expand the content of PTO
data bases, and provide greater access to external data bases and administrative functions. The infrastruc-
ture includes the ability to electronically search the text of U.S. patents issued since January 1971 and the
more than two million trademark registrations and applications. These text search functions are provided
by commercial products modified to meet the PTO’s requirements. The patent and trademark search
systems are expensive to maintain and can be difficult to learn and use. In addition, both the Patent and
Trademark search systems are limited by the number of concurrent users that can be supported (less than
100 under the current configuration). The PTO plans to replace the existing text search systems with
modern COTS products, expand the content of PTO data bases, and provide greater access to external
data bases.

The PTO currently plans to begin replacing its current Patent Text Search System early in FY1998 and
complete this replacement by FY2000.

Patent examiners will need extensive search capabilities for both text and other patent content in order to
shift the reliance on paper files to the electronic files. Text search is a key component to a number of the
PTO operations, including examination and classification. The PTO plans major improvements to the
content of, and access to, patent prior art data bases and the functionality and user friendliness of the
search tools. The PTO currently plans to begin replacing its current Patent Text Search System early in
FY1998 and complete this replacement by FY2000. The PTO envisions a number of COTS search
products to support the unique requirements of the different art groups. Future text search products will be
able to search the text, sections of text (e.g., claims) and ultimately, graphics and other complex work units
attached to a patent, such as chemical structures, and be fully integrated into the PTO’s electronic op-
erations. All patent data, U.S. and foreign, will be treated as a single comprehensive search resource,
whereby an examiner can conduct a single search using multiple search products and data bases and
receive a consolidated search result. The PTO also plans to work with its Trilateral partners to develop
common search tools in an acceptable cost-sharing arrangement.

The PTO plans to incrementally load the full foreign patent images and make Japanese and
European images available by October 1998. Based on the search of the European and Japa-
nese abstracts, patent examiners will be able to obtain foreign patents from their desktop PCs
through the Foreign Patent Access System. The PTO plans to incrementally load the full foreign
patent images and make Japanese and European images available by October 1998. Working
with our Trilateral partners, the PTO plans to incrementally load foreign patents from Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) countries beginning in 1999.

The PTO has determined that Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology can provide a cost-
effective method to create text-searchable prior art. The PTO plans a three-phased approach to capture
text information of U.S. patents issued prior to January 1971. The PTO will establish an OCR Production
Facility in July 1997 and begin scanning and converting the U.S. backfile. The PTO plans to convert all
U.S. patents back to 1960 and selected arts to earlier periods by September 1999. The European Patent
Office (EPO) has a similar OCR project. The PTO also plans to obtain from the EPO the full text of non-
U.S. patent documents through a data exchange and cost-sharing program.

The PTO also plans to make significant improvements in the performance of the current Trademark Search
System by expanding this system’s ability to support a greater number of concurrent users....

The PTO also plans to make significant improvements in the performance of the current Trademark Search System, by expanding this system’s ability to support a greater number of concurrent users now that it is accessible from the examining attorney’s desktop workstation over PTOnet. The PTO also plans to evaluate COTS search tools to replace the current system. Additional search functions required include range searching, additional search fields, and the capability to stop a search in progress. [End quoting from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office website.]

**BROADENING THE VIEW**

Now, if you’re still reading, consider this from Connections by James Burke: [quoting]

It seems inevitable that, unless changes are made in the way information is disseminated, we will soon become a society consisting of two classes: the informed elite, and the rest. The danger inherent in such a development is obvious.

In the meantime, we appear to be at another of the major crossroads in history. We are increasingly aware of the need to assess our use of technology and its impact on us, and indeed it is technology which has given us the tools with which to make such an assessment. [Still quoting, later:]  

The high rate of change to which we have become accustomed affects the manner in which information is presented: when the viewer is deemed to be bored after only a few minutes of air time, or the reader after a few paragraphs, content is sacrificed for stimulus, and the problem is reinforced. The fundamental task of technology is to find a means to end this vicious circle, and to bring us all to a fuller comprehension of the technological system which governs and supports our lives. It is a difficult task, because it will involve surmounting barriers that have taken centuries to construct. During that time we have carried with us, and cherished, beliefs that are pre-technological in nature. These faiths place art and philosophy at the centre of man’s existence, and science and technology on the periphery. According to this view, the former lead and the latter follow.

Yet, as this book has shown, the reverse is true. Without instruments, how could the Copernican revolution have taken place? Why are we taught that we gain insight and the experience of beauty only through art, when this is but a limited and second-hand representation of the infinitely deeper experience to be gained by direct observation of the world around us? For such observation to become significant it must be made in the light of knowledge. The sense of wonder and excitement to be derived from watching the way an insect’s wing functions, or an amoeba divides, or a foetus is formed comes in its greatest intensity only to those who have been given the opportunity to find out how these things happen.

Science and technology have immeasurably enriched our material lives. If we are to realize the immense potential of a society living in harmony with the systems and artifacts which it has created, we must learn—and learn soon—to use science and technology to enrich our intellectual lives. [End quoting.]

And now, returning to patents.

**CHANGING PATENT LAW**
In the June 2, 1997 issue of Business Week there is an article titled “Rumble At The Patent Office—Small inventors say proposed changes would favor Big Business”. Let’s see what it has to say: [quoting]

Patents provide the fuel of interest to the fire of genius, as Abraham Lincoln said. But these days, patent law is providing fuel for something else—a pitched battle over intellectual property. Congress is in the midst of altering U.S. patent law, and depending on whom you ask, the changes will either bolster the U.S. industry’s technological edge or kill off innovation. The likely outcome is a compromise that will change the U.S. patent system in a way that helps most companies. The new bills “will create a more efficient patent system,” says Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah).

In one corner is a small band of independent inventors and their congressional supporters. In their view, American corporations once habitually stole outside innovators’ ideas and infringed their patents, safe in the knowledge that many courts wouldn’t uphold the patents. [Still quoting, later in the article:]

Large companies are fighting back by trying to change the patent laws, small inventors charge. “They want to return to the good old days of stealing everything,” complains Grand Blanc (Mich.) inventor Ronald J. Riley. [Quoting, still later:]

But less government oversight would allow big companies to exert undue influence over patent decisions, small inventors argue. Another provision would require that all patent applications be published 18 months after filing instead of keeping them secret until the patents are actually granted—a process that sometimes takes years. The change, small inventors fear, would enable companies to steal their ideas or develop alternative technologies that circumvent the patents. [End quoting.]

FORFEITURE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Senate Bill 507, sponsored by Senator Orrin Hatch, paints a pretty scary picture to those concerned about patent rights. To quote one of CONTACT’s private sources, “This bill, termed The Omnibus Patent Bill, would call for a revamping of our current patent system and would facilitate efforts of foreign and domestic corporations who want to challenge an American patent while simultaneously invaliding patents already being issued. The result would be devastating to American patent holders, small businesses, and inventors alike.

“An opponent of S507, Senator Kit Bond, assured us that the bill ‘will destroy the certainty of a patent that is critical for the small guy to attract investors.’ It would force the inventor to challenge and defend his patent, which is a very costly process.”

“In addition to all that, Senator Hatch wants to strip inventors of their rights only 18 months after their patent applications are filed, whether or not the patent is ever granted. But, puzzling enough, at the same time, he supports strong copyright protections, including a bill before his own Judiciary Committee that would extend the term of copyright from 50 years to 70 years beyond the life of the author. I wonder why the inconsistency? Could it be that it’s because Senator Hatch recently released a compact disc of religious songs that he authored? As the Salt Lake Tribune points out, that release would now make Senator Hatch the proud holder of a copyright.”
And so, my recommendation, readers? PAY ATTENTION.

SOME CLOSING THOUGHTS
FOR CONSIDERATION

Man is a creative and inventive being, with the assistance of Divine Inspiration. Man is gifted with reason. In today’s increasingly complex society, government will continue to intrude and encroach upon all freedoms, and freedom of creative expression through invention is no exception. Under the auspices of “protection”, the people, mostly uninformed of the true agenda of control and manipulation, will go along with any new legislation that promises “protection for the greater good”.

In the era of New World Order, the Elite Controllers intend to HAVE IT ALL. How many “free energy” inventors have been killed over the years or have simply disappeared? How much of today’s technology was available to the Power Elite decades ago, only through subversion of the patent application process? And a better question still is: How much advanced technology has been available to the Elite in the private sector, as well as in the underground bases, that has NEVER SURFaced to be used by the general public? I guess we’ll never really know.

If you are an inventor: document, witness, draw and model your invention carefully and privately, then move right on to production and distribution in the private sector. That way you will be able to reap the rewards of your efforts and mankind will benefit from the idea. Be careful, be smart, and most of all, be aware. When God inspires man with an idea, man must also be a good steward of the idea, particularly if it is for the greater good of man. Do not tilt your cards in any winning game, be it poker or the discovery of the ages!
The following is Part II of a new Series from Calvin Burgin which began in the 11/18/97 issue of CONTACT as the Front Page story.

OUR FOUNDING FATHERS

The Founding Fathers of the United States were aware of the recent “outbreak of the destructive principle in Europe” (usually known by such names as what became the French Revolution) and tried to write into the Constitution laws that would prevent such from happening here.

For instance, to prevent the economic ravages caused by the banksters, they wrote into the Constitution that only gold and silver could be money, and only Congress (not a private bank) could issue money.

Let’s look at some examples of how they really felt. They do NOT teach these facts in your history classes. Mr. Charles Pinckney, one of the framers of the Constitution, published a diary for private distribution among his friends under the title “Chit-Chat Around the Table During Intermission” in which he said of Benjamin Franklin:

“Dr. Benjamin Franklin, a venerable figure, weighed down by years and wisdom, leaned one hand on his staff, the other on the table and said, ‘There is a greater menace to these United States of America...

“This great menace, Gentlemen, is the Jew!

“In whatever country Jews have settled in any great numbers they have lowered its moral tone; they have depreciated its commercial integrity; and segregated themselves; have not assimilated; have sneered at and tried to undermine the Christian religion upon which this nation is founded by objecting to its restrictions; have built up a state within a state, and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in the case of Spain and Portugal.

“If you do not exclude them from the United States in this Constitution, in less than two hundred years they will have swarmed here in such great numbers that they will dominate and devour the land, and change our form of government for which we Americans have shed our blood, given our lives, our substance, jeopardized our liberty, and put into it our best thoughts.

“Gentlemen, Jews are Asiatics. Let them be born where they will, or how many generations they are away from Asia, and they will never be otherwise. Their ideas do not conform to an American’s, even though they live among us ten generations. A leopard cannot change its spots. Jews are Asiatics, are a
menace to this country if permitted entrance, and should be excluded by this Constitution.”

Franklin was the American ambassador to France, and was well aware of what the Jewish banksters had done and were doing to Europe. He was also aware that Spain and Portugal had expelled the Jews, then afterwards became the wealthiest countries in the world.

Some will call me, this writer, anti-Semitic merely for quoting these famous persons, so I will point out that I am Semitic and this whole smear game of calling someone anti-Semitic who points out facts detrimental to the rulers is just another brainwashing tool of those rulers. Those who cry “anti-Semitic, anti-Semitic” are merely advertising their slavery to their brainwashing. And those who cry that they are Jews who are being persecuted, are usually not even Jews, but are only pretending, for political and economic advantage! Most who say they are Jews are racially descended from the Asiatic and Tartar Mongols such as Genghis Kahn (Kahn or Cohen is a prominent Jewish name). Thus most who claim to be Jews are actually Mongols (Mongoloids?). For further information on this, see for instance The Thirteenth Tribe by best-selling author Arthur Koestler, himself a Jew. The real (Sephardic) “Jews” are heavily persecuted by the Ashkenazic “Jews.”

One of the reasons Jews have been “persecuted” throughout history is the fact that they (I am speaking generally of the Jews who are not real Jews, but are only pretending) have developed tools, protocols and procedures to give them immoral control and advantage over others. These parasitic protocols and procedures tended to devastate the cities and countries where they were applied, and thus the rulers often tried to ban the Jews. Philip IV of France issued an expulsion fiat in 1306. In 1492, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella ordered all Jews expelled from Spain. In 1489, Charles VIII of France ordered all Jews to embrace Christianity and become loyal and good citizens and cease their parasitism or suffer forfeiture of their goods and chattels, and expulsion from France.

The French Jews under Charles VIII then wrote to the Elders of Zion in Constantinople, asking for advice as to what they should do. The Elders replied:

“Dear beloved brethren in Moses: We have received your letter in which you tell us of the anxieties and misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by as great pain to hear it as yourselves.

“The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the following:

“As for what you say that the King of France obliges you to become Christians; do it, since you cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses by kept in your hearts.

“As for what you say about the command to despoil you of your goods: make your sons merchants, that little by little they may despoil the Christians of theirs.

“As for what you say about their attempts on your lives: make your sons doctors and apothecaries that they may take away Christians’ lives.

“As for what you say of their destroying your synagogues: make your sons canons and clerics in order that they may destroy their churches.
“As for the many other vexations you complain of: Arrange that your sons become advocates and lawyers, and see that they always mix themselves up with the affairs of State, in order that by putting Christians under your yoke you may dominate the world and be avenged on them.

“Do not swerve from this order that we give you, because you will find by experience that, humiliated as you are, you will reach the actuality of power.”

As an example of how these instructions were applied, the Jesuit Order was established in the Catholic church by the Jewish Ignatius Loyola. When you are trying to find truth behind history and politics, you will often find Jesuits at the source of the problems (such as the Jesuit, President William Clinton). The Jesuits are one of the behind-the-scenes secret societies referred to by Benjamin Disraeli. Adam Weishaupt, founder of the Illuminati, was a Jesuit.

At the time of the American Revolution, which was essentially an economic revolution against the Royal British banksters and their King, the Founding Fathers had seen what had happened in Europe and did not want that happening here. Nesta H. Webster (died 1960) wrote much on these subjects in her books *The French Revolution, World Revolution, Secret Societies & Subversive Movements*, and *The Socialists Network*.

A writer contemporary with George Washington was Professor (Edinburgh University) John Robinson, author of *Proofs of a Conspiracy* (published 1798 in New York). This book documented a secret conspiracy called the Illuminati. The Reverend G. W. Snyder sent a copy of the book to George Washington, who replied to Snyder in a letter dated September 25, 1798:

“I have heard much of the nefarious, and dangerous plan, and doctrines of the Illuminati, but never saw the book until you were pleased to send it to me.... I must correct an error you have run into, of my Presiding over the English lodges in this Country. The fact is, I preside over none, nor have I been in one more than once or twice, within the last thirty years.” Washington was defending himself against an accusation that he was a member of a secret Masonic Lodge along with the Illuminati members.

Later (October 24, 1798), Washington wrote again to Snyder and stated:

“It was not my intention to doubt that, the Doctrines of the Illuminati, and principles of Jacobinism had not spread in the United States. On the contrary, no one is more truly satisfied of this fact than I am.” (John Fitzpatrick, ed., *Writings of Washington*, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1940, v. 36, pp. 452-453). Washington may have been referring also to another book called *Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism* by Abbe Augustin Barruel, which claimed that the Illuminati society had subverted the Freemasons into a conspiracy to undermine church and state and create a one-world government.

Washington also made another statement that few historians dare to quote. He said that Jews should be “hunted down as pests of society, and the greatest enemies we have to the happiness of the United States” (*Maxims of George Washington*, pp. 125-126).

JACOBINISM
Note that Washington recognized that the doctrines of the Illuminati were the same as the principles of Jacobinism, which reminds me of another subject many of you readers will have trouble understanding. It is a related subject so bear with me.

According to the Bible, when Moses went up on the mountain of Sinai, he asked God, who are you? What did God say (according to the story)?

For instance, the King James Bible says:

**Exodus 3:13**: And Moses said unto God, Behold, when I come unto the children of Israel, and shall say unto them, The God of your fathers hath sent me unto you; and they shall say to me, What is his name? what shall I say unto them?

**Exodus 3:14**: And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you.

However, the Hebrew manuscripts, and the Jewish Torah, and Tanakh in the newer English versions based on the Masoretic text, say that God said His name was “Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh”. “Ehyeh” is anglicized Hebrew for “I am”, but “Asher” is the name of a prominent “pagan” god and was also a name for the male sex organ.

The Jewish TORAH, The Five Books of Moses, A new translation of the Holy Scriptures according to the Masoretic text by the Jewish Publication Society, says: “And God said to Moses, ‘Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh.’ He continued, ‘Thus shall you say to the Israelites, ‘Ehyeh sent me to you.’”

The translators shifted the emphasis onto the words “I am” away from the too-blatantly obvious name, “Asher”. Some “experts” and “authorities” will disagree with me. Others, though, agree, and some modern translations clearly say “Asher”. Don’t blindly accept the opinions of “experts” or “authorities” OR ME. I merely bring these things to your attention; I hope you have the maturity to think and study and come to your own understanding.

George Lamsa’s Translation from the Aramaic of the Peshitta says: “And God said to Moses, I am AHIAH ASHAR HIGH (that is, THE LIVING GOD); and he said, Thus you shall say to the children of Israel, AHIAH has sent me to you.”

There can be no doubt that the Hebrew Masoretic text upon which the majority of Bible versions are based says “ehyeh Asher ehyeh”. The arguments occur over the interpretation of the words; some say it means this, others say it means that. Let me remind you that, according to the rules of translation, you do not translate proper names. President Eisenhower was Eisenhower in every language, he was not President “Iron-worker”. You might argue that Asher means “that” or “black” (see Strong’s Concordance #806) or “I Am” or “tree” or whatever. Nevertheless, by the rules of translation, the name is not translated, it is transliterated. Asher is Asher, but the translators violate their own rules and conventions and LIE to you. There is plenty of proof that the old manuscripts said “I am Asher.”

Adam Clarke’s Commentary, Earle’s Abridgement, p. 94, concerning this verse, says: “14. IAM THAT
I AM. *Eheyeh asher Eheyeh.* These words have been variously understood. The *Vulgate* translates, ‘I am who am.’ The *Septuagint*, ‘I am he who exists.’ The *Syriac*, the *Persic*, and the *Chaldee* preserve the original words without any gloss.”

Most Hebrew scholars agree that “eheyeh” or “ehyeh” means “I am.” So you have “I am Asher I am.” Hebrew reads from right to left, and when it was transposed into left to right, an extra “I am” was put in. If you want to check it out, you will find that “I” and “am” are not in the *Strong’s* or *Young’s* concordances which are usually used to research Biblical words such as these unless you know how to find them. Try *Strong’s* #1961, *hayah*. The “h” is often silent in ancient languages such as what we (wrongly) call Hebrew (as in Har-mageddon or Armageddon, and see *Judges* 12:6 where 42,000 Israelites were murdered by other Israelites because of this). *Ehyeh* and *hayah* were basically the same Hebrew word, spelled (misspelled) to confuse you.

The emphasis had to be shifted to “I am,” away from “Asher”! We can argue over who and what was Asher, but you will find that the Asher was anciently considered to be the male sex organ! And a strange thing is—the *Bible* condemns worshipping the Asher! One example out of many that could be given: “And they forsook the house of the Lord, the God of their fathers, and served the Asherim [plural of Asher] and the idols; and wrath came upon Judah and Jerusalem for this their guiltiness.” (2 Chron. 24:18, *The Holy Scriptures According to the Masoretic Text*).

In *Exodus* 33:18-23, we are told that only Moses is allowed to see God, and only from the back. God covers Moses’ eyes “while My glory passeth by”. The Hebrew word used here for “glory” is *kabod*. This word *kabod* “is sometimes used idiomatically to refer to the male reproductive organ” (*The Harlot By The Side of the Road—Forbidden Tales of the Bible* by Jonathan Kirsh, Ballantine Books, 1997, page 8). Jack Miles, in *God: A Biography*, says: “The fact that the Lord wanted to be seen only from behind may suggest that he is concealing his genitalia from Moses.”

I have a friend who has done research on this and he learned that the “kabod” was worshipped as the male organ. An ancient Hebrew word for God was the letters which transliterate to “IE” and are pronounced “ehyah” or “eeyou” which, we have seen above, are also translated “I AM”, another name for God. The God Peter was IE-PETER or “eeyou-piter” or “Jupiter”. The God Zeus was simply “IE” or “eeyou” with the Latin terminus added. The “God Zeus” became “eeyou-zeus”, or in modern English, “Jesus”. The penis was also called the God Kabod or the “IE KABOD” or “eeyou-kabod” and has come down to us in English as “JACOB”. In fact the word “Jew” is the same as the older word for “God”, which was usually represented by the phallus and is now translated “I Am”. There was no “J” in Hebrew and there was no “J” in English until a few hundred years ago. The books will tell you that “Jacob” comes from “heel”, but they usually won’t tell you that “heel” is a euphemism for the male “protuberance”. See *Strong’s Concordance* #6119 and *Jeremiah* 13:22: “For the greatness of thine iniquity are thy skirts uncovered, and thy heels made bare.” The word “heil” means “virility”.

“A king’s virility [heil] was periodically tested, and when it waned, he was usually killed and replaced,” p. 379, *The Woman’s Encyclopedia of Myths And Secrets*. That’s why some “heil” the king (or Hitler). When the word was used in Greek (*John* 13:18: “He...hath lifted up his heel against me”). The Greek word for “heel” was “pterna”, from the same root as “peter”. My friend has much more evidence backing this, but my point is that if you will study the Illuminati Jacobites you will find considerable evidence that shows that the Illuminati worship Lucifer, who pretends to be God, and that the sex rituals and symbols are
a very considerable part of their practices! The practices are camouflaged to the public and to the initiate, but become more blatant as the initiate progresses in the degrees of the “mysteries”. There are massive conspiracies going on here, involving even the “Christian” “very elect”, stemming from things we are taught that we do not try to verify.

THE NEFARIOUS ILLUMINATI

On May 1, 1776, a prominent date among Communists and Satanists, a secret society called The Illuminati was formally founded by a representative of the banksters named Adam Weishaupt. Mrs. Webster wrote that the ideals of the Illuminati were:

1. Hatred of God and all forms of religion.

2. Destruction of private property and inheritance.

3. Absolute social and racial equality, promotion of class hatred.

4. Destruction of all forms of either monarchical or democratic governments, including civil liberties, such as freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly and of trial by jury.

5. Destruction of all nationalism, love of country, patriotism and allegiance to civil or political rulers.

6. Abolition of marriage and practice of free love.

How well do you suppose those ideals have been achieved? These same protocols were later adopted by the Communists.

REDCOATS, RED SHIELDS AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

In Germany, Amschel Mayer (Mayer Amschel Bauer), with his five sons and daughters, was applying the protocols. One thing he did was to approach William the Landgrave of Hesse and sell him coins. William was a coin collector. Mayer had what we would call a pawn shop. Outside the shop was a red shield, advertising the shop, which became known as the house of the red shield. In German, “red shield” is “rot schild”, so the Mayer Amschel family became known as the family of the House of the Rothschild.

In the meantime, the Americans were revolting against King George III of Britain. George needed soldiers to fight against the American rebels, so he made a deal with William the Landgrave of Hesse for the use of 17,000 Hessians for which George III was to pay the sum of nearly $20,000,000. William and his financial partner Mayer (who had arranged the deal with the King) had a secret friend in America known as Haym Solomon of Philadelphia, who made it possible for Robert Morris to finance the American rebels, with money that traced back to Rothschild/Mayer and King George, against whom they were fighting. Thus the Jews Solomon and Mayer were financing both sides of the Revolutionary War. Robert Morris became the first president of the Bank of North America chartered by Congress in 1782 at Philadelphia. To start the bank, he used money obtained from Rothschild in 1781 to finance Washington’s Yorktown campaign and his own money obtained while he was Superintendent of Finance (1781-84) under the
Articles of Confederation. In 1775 he contracted with the Continental Congress to import guns and ammunition. War is profitable! Thomas Paine and others attacked him for profiteering.

Here’s the skinny of how it worked: Solomon and Morris financed the Rebels and egged them on against King George. King George then had to hire 17,000 Hessians to fight the American Rebels. He hired the Hessians from William the Landgrave of Hesse, and it cost him $20,000,000 which was loaned to Mayer for 20 years (Mayer had arranged the deal). Mayer then used the money to make loans (for interest, of course) to the Revolutionists and to finance bringing the Jews out of the ghettos and making them fellow banksters. He also financed the rise of Napoleon. Neat, huh?

SPARTACUS

Mayer/Rothschild sent Adam Weishaupt to America to help establish the Rothschild banking system. Weishaupt wrote a book describing his plans for the Illuminati. An original of his book was in the library in Philadelphia but they did not want to loan it out, so in 1981 I obtained a xerox copy of the book. The book is written in Old German. A friend arranged for a local German lady to translate it. Weishaupt called himself Spartacus (that’s what the book says). Here is a sample translation of what it says, beginning with the cover page: [Quoting]

First Partition [Section] Correspondence More Original Letters from Spartacus (Weishaupt). I have now read all communicata [letters], and will send them back next Thursday with the messenger. I have seen, that you put in a lot of effort [had a lot of trouble] to get everything in order, but it will always be hard work. The destruction [decay] will be very big [great] and the indifference [unconcern] against the [at this point in the text is a circle with a dot in the center, some sort of code] takes the upper hand.

To be effectual, I will use the following rules.

1. I will look for steady, active, hard working men. I believe (24.) Z == [another code of some sort] should not be neglected. You will read about my other project in my letter to Celsus.

2. During the meeting I would put people in leading positions who have dignity, authority, influence, and who are admired by the young people as Oracul, and who are serious and have high morality [morals].

3. The recruiting would be done by our own capable people, who know how to drill [train] the people. Plinius and Pythagoras have excellent skill in that. [End of quoting]

There are 251 pages. It is more evidence of the great banker conspiracy going on, whose purpose was to take control of the world. At first glance, some of these things seem rather silly and harmless, but keep in mind that there was SERIOUS money behind these efforts, resulting in major wars and losses of thousands (eventually millions) of lives.

In 1774, Weishaupt received orders from Rothschild to foment wars in England, France and the American Colonies. The French Revolution was scheduled to start in 1789, but in 1784 a copy of the orders were being sent to Bospiere [sic], who was to head the French Revolution, when the courier was struck by lightning. The Bavarian police found the manuscript, and as a result raided the Lodges of the Masonic
Grand Orient and the homes of Weishaupt and his associates. In 1785, the Bavarian government outlawed the Illuminati and closed all lodges of the Grand Orient in Bavaria. In 1786, they published details of the plot and sent them to European heads of government, who simply ignored them. As a result, the Revolution took place as planned in 1789.

Weishaupt recruited secret agents to form secret societies inside secret societies in order to carry out their plans. He tried to recruit a high-ranking Mason named John Robinson, a professor of Natural History at the University of Edinborough. Robinson did not fall for the scheme but obtained a copy of Weishaupt’s Constitution and in 1789 published a book called Proofs Of A Conspiracy To Destroy All Governments and Religions. Once again, most did not believe him and the plans of the Illuminati went forward. They infiltrated the Scottish Rites groups of Masonic Lodges in America, in spite of the protest of George Washington.

On July 19, 1789, the President of Harvard University, himself a high-ranking Mason, warned against the Illuminati. John Quincy Adams, who had helped organize the New England Masonic Lodges, also issued a warning. Adams outlined the details of how Thomas Jefferson was using his influence to aid the Illuminati. Thomas Jefferson was a member of the Illuminati. The letters were in the Whittenberg Library in Philadelphia.

The Russian Czar did take the warnings seriously and would not cooperate with the Illuminati, so the Illuminists made plans to eventually eliminate the Czar and his family.

**ROTHSCHILD’S VICTORY AT WATERLOO**

During the Battle of Waterloo in 1815, the Rothschilds were able to falsify a report of the battle, so that the English people believed that Napoleon had won. The British stock market crashed, while Rothschild agents were there buying up the stocks at pennies-on-the-dollar prices. Later when the truth came out, the stocks skyrocketed, resulting in huge profits for the Rothschilds, who then were able to take control of Europe. They also took control of the British banking system and forced Britain to set up a new Bank of England, totally controlled by Rothschild.

In the 1850s a British Illuminist named Wright held a secret meeting in New York in which a plan was launched to organize atheists, Nihilists and other subversives into an international organization which later came to be known as Communism. It was to be the tool to conquer the world. Horace Greeley, Quentin Roosevelt (ancestor of FDR) and Charles Dana were appointed to head a commission to raise funds for the new venture.

**ALEXANDER HAMILTON**

Alexander Hamilton was born as Alexander Levine in 1757 on the island of Nevis in the British West Indies. In 1772 he went to New York and married Elizabeth in 1780. In 1782 he established a law office in New York and entered politics. In 1782 he was elected to the Continental Congress and in 1789 he became Secretary of the Treasury. He was often in conflict with Jefferson and Madison and others because of his disdain for the common man, his extreme sympathies for Great Britain, and his questionable business practices. He called the British government “the best in the world”. He wanted to establish a
monarchy in America. Newspaper accounts appeared in the summer of 1787 alleging that a plot was under way to invite the second son of George III, Frederick, Duke of York, the secular bishop of Osnaburgh in Prussia, to become “king of the United States”.

Alexander Hamilton set up the Bank of the United States, the first of the British-affiliated American banks, in 1791. Due to growing awareness of its danger and political opposition, its charter was not renewed in 1811, resulting in the War of 1812 in which the angry Britishers burned Washington, D.C. Its assets were acquired by Stephen Girard who continued the business as the Girard Bank.

Hamilton was killed in a duel with Aaron Burr in 1804.

Demand grew for another bank because of the indebtedness created by the War of 1812 and because of cash payoffs to our politicians from the British, so a second Bank of the United States opened in 1816 and issued notes redeemable in coin “on demand” and were called “demand notes”. This bank continued until Andrew Jackson became President, and in 1833 he removed the public money from the bank. The charter was not renewed in 1836. It became a state-chartered bank, but failed in 1841.

During this period the British banksters encouraged fraudulent banks and “wildcat” banks. A few investors with a few thousand dollars could buy state bonds, on margin. They would then deposit them with the state Treasurer and obtain a bank charter. They could then issue money up to the value of the bonds. So they would promptly use the new money to pay off the bonds. Many canals and turnpikes were financed this way, resulting in waves of failures and losses.

Another type of bank was called the “Wildcat Bank”. These were non-existent banks chartered in some faraway place so far out in the sticks that “only wildcats could be found there”. They would then try to swap their phony money for other money or goods of value. Variations on this theme are still going on these days—how many of you bought the coins from the Marshall Islands that were advertised so heavily on TV? Have you tried to sell or swap in your coins?

Daniel Boone

Daniel was the sixth child of 11 born to Squire and Sarah Boone, who came to Pennsylvania from Devon, England. Squire was a weaver and a Quaker. Daniel was born in Berks County, PA, in 1734, where he grew up on the farm. His days were filled with heavy chores and hunting.

When he was 16, in 1750, his family moved down the Great Valley Road in the Shenandoah Valley to Linville, where they settled a while, then moved on south to the Yadkin River Valley, about 12 miles from Salisbury, N.C. In 1755, Daniel became a wagoner in General Braddock’s army, and was at the defeat of Braddock at Ft. Duquesne in western Pennsylvania. Among the survivors were Daniel Boone, George Washington, Christopher Gist, and John Findlay.

In 1756 Daniel married 17-year-old Rebecca Bryan, and in 1759 he paid his father 50 pounds for 640 acres of land in the Yadkin area where he began farming. He did very poorly, and in 1763 some citizens of Salisbury sued him for nonpayment of debts. He took to the woods and in 1763 bought some land in Pensacola, Florida. When he returned, his wife refused to go with him to Florida, perhaps because she did
not want to leave her friends.

In 1768, Boone was visited by John Findlay. Findlay had been in Kentucky as early as 1752 and wanted to return. He asked Boone to go with him.

Attorney Richard Henderson had dreams of setting up an empire in Kentucky, where he would sell land and become rich. Records show that other land speculators of that period include Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and George Washington. Washington sent his own agent out in 1767 to secretly spy out the land “under the pretense of hunting other game....” The fact that it was done secretly and other factors indicate that there was something going on that was not quite “kosher”. This might account for some of the soft attitudes towards banks by our early “Founding Fathers”. Washington, for instance, was a friend and supporter of Alexander Hamilton who was a spokesman for the British and Rothschild banksters.

Henderson bailed Daniel Boone out of his financial troubles and sponsored him to, also secretly, spy out Kentucky for him, so Daniel and four others, with Findlay as a guide, set out from Salisbury for Kentucky on May 1, 1769, through the Cumberland Gap. The Cumberland Gap has become associated with Daniel Boone in history, but actually the Gap had been discovered 19 years earlier by Dr. Thomas Walker.

The party disbanded when attacked by Indians, but Boone stayed and explored for two years. Then in 1773 he undertook to guide his family and other settlers to Kentucky, but they were attacked by Indians near the Cumberland Gap and Daniel’s oldest son James was killed. They retreated to Virginia. In 1774, James Harrod had built the first town (fort) in Kentucky at Harrodsburg. In 1775, Boone gathered the Cherokee Indians to a meeting with Richard Henderson. At this meeting, Henderson bought twenty million acres from the Indians, and paid them with pots, pans, tools, etc. Henderson now had his empire, which he called Transylvania. How much George Washington knew and how much he was an unknowing victim is debatable, as when Washington heard about Henderson’s deal, he said, “There is something in that affair which I neither understand, nor like, and wish I may not have cause to dislike it worse as the mystery unfolds.”

The Indians were happy to sell Henderson the land, since it did not belong to them anyway! For the most part, Indians did not live in Kentucky. They used Kentucky as a hunting ground. Indians from the north would go south into Kentucky to do their hunting, then would return home. Indians from the south would go north into Kentucky for the same reason, then return home. When the various tribes met, there was often a battle, so Kentucky was known as “a dark and bloody ground”. But for the most part, there were no Indians settled there.

Henderson hired Daniel Boone to lead some armed men into Kentucky to take possession of his newly acquired land. They were attacked near the Kentucky River by Shawnees. Two men were killed and others began to flee, but Boone gathered them together and fought off the Indians. He then had the men build a fort, but they foolishly built it below some hills where the Indians could fire down into the fort, and built it on a flood plain. When Henderson arrived, he ordered a new fort be built at a better location.

After the Revolutionary War, Virginia annexed Kentucky as a county of Virginia, in December 1776, and let Henderson keep 200,000 acres of prime land. Boone’s only reward was being named a captain in the Virginia Militia, and having the capital of Henderson’s colony named Boonesborough. He never received
the land that Henderson had promised to him. The history of banking is tied in with the history of these questionable land deals and speculations, beginning at the time of Columbus and spreading westward with the migration of the Europeans.

In 1776, Indians captured Daniel’s daughter and two other girls. Daniel and the boyfriends of the three girls followed them and captured them back (the girls later married their rescuers). In 1778, Boone and about 30 men traveled about 70 miles to the salt springs at Blue Lick, on New Years Day. There they boiled down the salty water to gather salt, necessary for the preservation of meat. By February 7, they had about 300 bushels. Boone went off to check some traps and ran into a party of Indians. It was snowing so hard that they were right upon him before he saw them. Ah, but I digress! If you want to know the rest of the story, you will have to look it up!

**SIMON KENTON AND ANDREW JACKSON**

An interesting book covering the time period of Daniel Boone and George Washington is *The Frontiersmen* by Allen Eckert, copyright 1967, published by Little, Brown and Co. and available through any library. It is about Simon Kenton, the leading Indian fighter in the Kentucky area at the time of Boone. Kenton once rescued Daniel Boone from the Indians. One incident in the book I want to bring to your attention is on pages 210-212. It seems that Andrew Jackson, who is famous for winning the Battle of New Orleans (against the British) and became President of the United States, was somewhat of a brawler and bully in his younger days. He was head of a survey crew (and bragged that he had beaten up every man on the crew). He went into a bar near Harrodsburg, where he saw the famous Simon Kenton. Just like in the movies, Jackson picked a fight with Kenton. Kenton, a professional killer, or in more polite terms, a combat soldier, would have beaten Jackson to death had not others pulled him off. But if you check when this event happened (31 Oct. 1779) and check when Andrew Jackson was born, you find that Andy was only 12 years old at this time (born 1767). How could a twelve-year-old boy be head of a survey crew? Obviously Allen Eckert was in error about when this event occurred, right? Wrong! The answer is—Andrew Jackson was born overseas. According to the *Constitution*, someone born overseas cannot become President of the United States. Jackson had his birthdate and birthplace changed so that he could become President. I have read an interview with the midwife who was present at Jackson’s birth, overseas. This is another example of how historical “facts” are often altered by the powers-that-be. *[Historical Magazine*, May, 1859, has an article by Judge John James who talked with Kenton at his home in 1833 and took notes. General Henry Lee corroborates this information, the original documents are in the Draper Collection (a collection well known to genealogists). Judge James said in the magazine article: “In September, 1840, when General Harrison was coming to Urbana from the Western countries to attend one of the large meetings of that day, I was requested as I was personally known to him and they not. I was accompanied by John Chambers of Kentucky, who took a seat with me, and I drove him to Urbana. Among the many things said during that drive, this statement by him is most vividly remembered: ‘There is in my neighborhood an old woman, of humble rank, but a member of a church, and very much respected, who says that she came to America in the same ship with Gen. Jackson’s parents, and that Jackson was born at sea, three days from land. (The “land” that they were three days from, as I recall, was Ireland.) She said, “I received him in my own hands.”’ Mr. Chambers said he had intended to have her statement reduced to writing, and verified, but he had neglected it. Her statement was doubtless known to others in Kentucky.” Andrew was born in either 1754 or 1756.]
THOMAS HART BENTON

One close friend of Andrew Jackson was “Old Bullion Benton”, although Thomas Hart Benton (1782 - 1858) nearly killed Jackson in a duel. At that point in history duels and brawling were very common. Benton fought with Jackson against the British in the War of 1812, and against the Indians, who had been stirred up by the British. Part of the trouble between the “White man” and the “Indian” was directly the result of British agitation.

During the period from 1811 to 1816, the number of note-issuing state banks jumped from 88 to 246, while their note circulation was extended from $45 million to $100 million between 1812 and 1817. The force behind these banks was generally people like John Jacob Astor and Stephen Girard, who were pro-British. The United States did not have paper money until forced into it by the Civil War, but there were many private issues. Before the Civil War, most bank loans were made by issuing notes on the bank to the borrower, instead of establishing credit or a deposit in the borrower’s name. Each bank engraved its own notes in its own design.

At this time (1812), the official price of gold was $17.777777 per troy ounce and silver was $1.074344648 per troy ounce (Numismatic News, Sep. 1, 1987, p. 10).

Benton became a bank speculator and got involved with the Bank of St. Louis which began in 1816. He was arrested because of some banking squabbles, and by 1819 the bank had failed. He was learning the hard way about banks. He later became editor of the St. Louis Enquirer newspaper and promoted the fur trade and western growth. His daughter married the famous explorer John Fremont. He promoted growth along the Oregon Trail and promoted the fur trade and other interests in opposition to the British-backed John Jacob Astor American Fur Company interests.

The booming land interests drew many state-chartered banks, which supplied ever-expanding credit at inflated prices backed by nothing. Benton’s newspaper began printing articles telling about banks that were going bust and warning about the paper-money mania. His newspaper stated: “Banish paper and you introduce gold and silver. Where gold and silver is the standard, the price of everything is reasonable, and a dollar stands for a dollar.”

Benton was nominated for state senator by Thomas Boone, son of Daniel Boone and by 1821 Benton became the first Senator from the State of Missouri. Later Andrew Jackson became a fellow Senator, and although they had tried to kill each other ten years earlier, as they worked together they eventually became good friends.

ANDREW JACKSON AND THE BANKS

Andrew Jackson hated banks. When Jackson became President, in his first message to Congress in 1829, he questioned “both the constitutionality and expediency” of the Bank of the United States (which was actually a British-backed institution), and in February Benton issued a resolution “That the charter of the Bank of the United States ought not to be renewed”. Benton warned that it was an institution “too great and too powerful to be tolerated in a government of free and equal laws”. He said that “great moneyed powers” would “make the rich richer, and the poor poorer; to multiply nabobs and paupers”.
He pointed out that by expanding and contracting credit, the banks had the power to transfer all wealth into their own hands “to the Neptunes who preside over the flux and reflux of paper”.

Benton said that when the re-charter of the first national bank had been refused in 1811, they made a great mistake by not providing a national substitute for the national bank’s currency. He said that “gold and silver is the best currency for a republic; it suits the men of middle property and the working people.” The common people liked what Benton said, but his colleagues in government, many of whom were getting under-the-table payoffs from the British-backed banksters, were less enthusiastic. Henry Clay was one who originally bitterly opposed banksters, but was bought off and hired by the banksters and by 1820 had become one of their highest-paid attorneys. The aristocrat (and head of the Bank of the United States) Nicholas Biddle wrote to Clay “your remuneration, liberal as it was designed to be, has been amply earned.” (Nicholas Biddle to Clay, March 11, 1825, Clay Papers.) Clay and Biddle became close political allies.

Recharter of the bank was finally achieved by the Biddle/Clay forces on June 11, 1832, by a vote of 28 to 20. Biddle wrote to Cadwalader, “Now for the President” (Biddle to Cadwalader, July 3, 1832, in McGrane, Correspondence, p. 192), meaning that now they were going to “get Jackson”. They in fact tried to kill President Jackson. Jackson said, “The bank, Mr. Van Buren, is trying to kill me, but I will kill it!” He said “the rich and powerful...bend the acts of government to their selfish purposes.”

THE ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF ANDREW JACKSON

On January 30, 1835, Richard Lawrence attempted to fire two pistols at President Jackson, and they both misfired. He was tried and found innocent by reason of insanity, and he later boasted that he was working for the European banksters who had promised to protect him if he were caught. They protected him by declaring him insane, and who can believe the testimony of an insane man?

The reason they tried to kill Jackson was because he vetoed the banking bill. Here is a quote from his Veto Message, Washington, July 10, 1832: [quoting]

To the Senate:

The bill “to modify and continue” the act, entitled, “an act to incorporate the subscribers, to the bank of the United States,” was presented to me on 4th July, instant. Having considered it, with solemn regard to the principles of the Constitution, which the day was calculated to inspire, and come to the conclusion that it is not to become a law, I herewith return it to the Senate, in which it originated, with my objections. A bank of the United States is, in many respects, convenient for the Government and useful to the people. Entertaining this opinion, and deeply impressed, with the belief that some of the powers and privileges possessed, by the existing bank, are unauthorized by the Constitution, subversive to the rights of the States, and dangerous to the liberties of the people, I felt it my duty, at an early period of my administration, to call the attention of congress, to the practicability, of organizing an institution, combining all its advantages, and obviating these objections. I, sincerely, regret, that in the act before me, I can perceive none of those modifications, of the bank charter which are necessary, in my opinion, to make it compatible with justice, with sound policy, or with the Constitution of our country.
... More than eight millions of the stock of this bank are held by foreigners, by this act the American Republic proposes virtually to make them, a present of some millions of dollars.... The present corporation has enjoyed its monopoly during the period stipulated in the original contract. If we must have such a corporation, why should not the Government sell out the whole stock and thus secure to the people the full market value of the privileges granted? Why should not Congress create and sell twenty eight millions of stock, incorporating the purchasers with all the powers and privileges secure in this act and putting the premium upon the sales into the treasury?

But this act does not permit competition in the purchase of this monopoly. It seems to be predicated on the erroneous idea that the present stockholders have a prescriptive right not only to the favor but to the bounty of the Government. It appears that more than a fourth part of the stock is held by foreigners and the residue is held by a few hundred of our own citizens, chiefly of the richest class. For their benefit does this act exclude the whole American people.... [End of quoting]

Note that the bill was presented for Jackson’s signature on July 4th!

Other famous statements of Jackson, that were in history books when I was a kid but have since been removed as the controllers continually rewrite history, include:

“You [bankers] are a den of vipers and thieves and I intend to rout you out, and by the Eternal God, I will rout you out.” (address to Congress, 1829).

“If the American people only understood the rank injustice of our money and banking system—there would be a revolution before morning....”

“If Congress has the right to issue paper money, it was given them to be used by themselves, and not to be delegated to individuals or corporations.”

Jackson removed the government deposits from the Bank in September 1833. When Treasurer Louis McLane balked, Jackson removed him and replaced him with William J. Duane, who also did not want to cooperate, so Jackson removed him and brought in Robert B. Taney as Secretary. The Biddle/Clay bankster crowd counterattacked by reducing credit and causing a depression. By fall of 1834, the financial panic created by Biddle came to an end and the bankster forces were losing. In June of 1834, coinage legislation was passed to increase coinage, resulting in increased mintage of many coins in 1834 and 1835, and resulting in the reinstatement of the minting of silver dollars in 1836 (the minting of silver dollars had ceased in 1803).

This was a period of “hard times” created by the angry banksters. To help alleviate the crisis, many stores issued their own metallic money which became known as “Hard Times Tokens”. These often had political commentary on them such as “Substitute for Shinplasters”. Shinplasters referred to paper money.

For more information about Benton, see Old Bullion Benton, Senator From The New West by William Nisbet Chambers, copyright 1956, Little, Brown and Company.

JUDAH P. BENJAMIN

> “Judah P. Benjamin, the dapper Jew
> Seal-sleek, black-eyed, lawyer and epicure,
> Able, well-hated, face alive with life....”

Judah Philip Benjamin was born August 6, 1811, on the island of St. Thomas, British West Indies. His parents were Orthodox Jews. He became a lawyer and politician (Senator from Louisiana), and was one of the first southern senators to advise secession. The Rothschild banksters placed their man Judah P. Benjamin in the Confederacy, and in hindsight it appears that his job was to help create the war the banksters wanted. On December 8, 1860, he particularly advocated separate secession from the Union by Louisiana. The Jewish writer Benjamin Kaplan, in an article about Mr. Benjamin in the book *Jews in the South* (Louisiana State University Press, 1973), said: “As Benjamin entered the ferment surrounding secession and war, his zeal burned with a fire that did not always seem a pure flame. This writer believes that his fervor was made to serve a purpose of which most biographers are as yet unaware.” (p. 84).

Kaplan said that Benjamin was extremely fervent in FAVOR of slavery.

Strangely, Benjamin also became a close friend of Jefferson Davis. Davis said: “Mr. Benjamin, of Louisiana, had a very high reputation as a lawyer, and my acquaintance with him in the Senate had impressed me with the lucidity of his intellect, his systematic habits and capacity for labor.” (Jefferson Davis, *The Rise and Fall of the Confederate Government*, New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1881, I, 242). J.P. Benjamin was the only known Jew high ranking in the Confederacy, and became the Adjutant General, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of State. His picture is on the Confederate $5 bill, 1861 issue. This September 2, 1861 issue with Benjamin’s picture was never authorized, so the reference books say the date must be an error. One of the bills *authorized* that year had a picture of someone called “Ceres”.

Benjamin was Jefferson Davis’ closest advisor, even though others such as Confederate General Joseph E. Johnston were bitterly against him. Johnston wrote to Davis: “The course of the Secretary of War [Benjamin] has not only impaired discipline, but deprived me of the influence in the army, without which there can be little hope of success.” [The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies (Washington, D.C., 1881), Ser. I, Vol. V, 1087.]

Kaplan said: “As secretary of state, Benjamin did his best to obtain recognition for the Confederacy from Great Britain and France and endeavored to secure foreign aid wherever he thought possible, but European countries were pessimistic about the South’s chances for success and remained aloof.” (p. 86). Near the end of the war he fled to Britain, where he was knighted for his services to the British and became Sir Benjamin, or so I have heard but I cannot now find the proof. In 1870 he was made queen’s counsel for the county of Palatine of Lancaster, and was honored at a banquet given by the bar of England in the Inner Temple Hall (*ibid*, p. 87).

**THE ASSASSINATION OF LINCOLN**

Just days before his assassination, President Lincoln said: “As a result of the war, corporations have been enthroned and an era of corruption in high places will follow and the money power of the country will
endeavor to prolong its reign by working on the prejudices of the people until wealth is aggregated in the hands of a few and the Republic is destroyed. I feel at this moment more anxiety for the safety of my country than ever before, even in the midst of war.”

I have in my office an original copy of The New York Herald for Saturday, April 15, 1865. It does not have headlines in the manner we are accustomed; it has headlines only for items in the columns. The front page is seven columns wide and the left column is headed: “IMPORTANT—ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN—The President Shot at the Theatre Last Evening—SECRETARY SEWARD DAGGERED IN HIS BED BUT NOT MORTALLY WOUNDED—Clarence and Frederick Seward BADLY HURT. ESCAPE OF THE ASSASSINS—INTENSE EXCITEMENT IN WASHINGTON—Scene at the Deathbed of Mr. Lincoln—J. WILKES BOOTH, THE ACTOR, THE ALLEGED ASSASSIN OF THE PRESIDENT, &c., &c., &c.” These are all headlines in the left column.

The article then continues: “THE OFFICIAL DISPATCH. War Department—Washington, April 15—1:30 P. M. Major General Dix, New York:—

“This evening at about 9:30 P. M. at Ford’s Theatre, the President, while sitting in his private box with Mrs. Lincoln, Mrs. Harris and Major Rathbone, was shot by an assassin who suddenly entered the box and approached behind the President.

“The assassin then leaped upon the stage, brandishing a large dagger or knife, and made his escape in the rear of the theatre.

“The pistol ball entered the back of the President’s head and penetrated nearly through the head. The wound is mortal....”

A couple of paragraphs tell of the stabbing of Frederick and Clarence Seward, then continues: “General Grant and wife were advertised to be at the theatre this evening, but he started to Burlington at six this evening.”

The article is signed by Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War.

Another article in the same column says: SECOND DISPATCH—Washington, April 14, 1865. An attempt was made about 10 o’clock this evening to assassinate the President and Secretary Seward. The President was shot at Ford’s Theatre. Result not yet known. Mr. Seward’s throat was cut, and his son badly wounded. There is immense excitement here.”

I did not realize until reading this paper, that Lincoln was shot on Good Friday.

An article in the fifth column (no pun intended) says: “It is now ascertained with reasonable certainty that two assassins were engaged in the horrible crime. Wilkes Booth being the one who shot the President, and the other an accomplice, whose description is so clear that he can hardly escape.

“It appears from papers found in Booth’s trunk that the murder was planned before the 4th of March, but fell through then because the accomplice backed out, until ‘Richmond could be heard from.’”
Isn’t it strange that Presidential assassins and lone bombers always leave diaries and papers around implicating themselves? Or perhaps this is merely the coverup *modus operandi* of the true killers? Works, doesn’t it.

Other articles said that cotton was 42 cents a pound, flour was $9.00 per barrel. About half the paper was devoted to advertisements and personal testimonies concerning a miracle cure called Hepaticure, price one dollar per bottle. One column lists over 50 items that will be cured by Hepaticure, items such as sudden stoppage of urine, pain in back, pain in joints, loss of flesh, coated tongue, tube casts, “tired and sleepless”, falling of the womb, etc. According to all the written testimonies, the stuff must have really worked. I suspect it was alcohol and something else, perhaps cocaine or mercury or arsenic.

There were previous attempted assassinations of Lincoln, including one before he was inaugurated. Upon his arrival in Washington, as he was preparing to assume office, the armed Knights of the Golden Circle were preparing to kill him and seize the capital but were prevented by General Winfield Scott.

**THE JEWISH B’NAI B’RITH AND THE ASSASSINATION OF LINCOLN**

Another of the Rothschild “emissaries” was Simon Wolf (1835-1923) who was the head of the Order of B’nai B’rith in Washington, D.C., for the period of the Civil War. In 1862, Wolf was arrested by Lafayette C. Baker, who was the chief of detectives for the city of Washington and later Lincoln’s chief of the U. S. Secret Service, on charges that Wolf was spying and blockade running on behalf of the Confederacy. Wolf was charged with being part of a conspiratorial organization (the B’nai B’rith) which was working with Jews who were spying for the South. “B’nai B’rith” means “Sons of the Covenant”, the covenant being circumcision.

When General Grant took command of the Western Front, he immediately issued Order No. 11, which expelled all Jews from the military district within 24 hours of its implementation because he had information that they were working with Judah P. Benjamin. Lincoln, afraid that it would seem to be an attack on religion, rescinded the order, and thus it could be said that he thereby sealed his own doom.

A very good book on the Lincoln assassination is *The Lincoln Conspiracy* by David Balsiger and Charles E. Sellier, Jr. Balsiger is the author of many books including *In Search of Noah’s Ark* and *The Satan Seller*. Sellier is producer of films including *The Lincoln Conspiracy*, *In Search of Noah’s Ark* and *The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams*. The Lincoln assassination documents were sealed for 75 years, just as they did with the Kennedy documents, but the 75 years have passed and Balsiger and Sellier gained access to many of the documents and to secret service documents, congressmen’s diaries, old letters, deathbed confessions, and the purported missing pages from the John Wilkes Booth diary and correspondence secretly intercepted by Secretary of War Edwin Stanton. The book is very good as far as it goes; the authors apparently were not aware of the British banker connection, although they do say that evidence showed that Booth escaped to go to England.

In the chapter titled “The Moneymen Conspire”, they say that certain congressmen arranged for Booth to meet Judah Benjamin, to carry out the conspiracy against Lincoln. “Booth made another trip to Richmond to see Judah Benjamin...” (p. 58, paperback). Benjamin arranged for Booth to meet with him and Jay
Cooke, Henry Cooke (head of the First National Bank and National Life Insurance Company), Senator Zecharia Chandler, cotton broker Samuel Noble, and political boss Thurlow Weed. “I think most highly of Judah Benjamin. And I must acknowledge that anyone the old fox should send would be the best man available,” said Henry Cooke to Booth (p.60). “Rebel Judah Benjamin had set up a meeting between him and the Northern financiers and speculators” (p. 69). And thus the arrangements were made for the assassination of Lincoln.

The authors said that afterwards, Secretary of War Edwin Stanton, Chief of Secret Service Lafayette Baker, Chief of War Department Telegraph Office Major Thomas Eckert (later president of Western Union), Assistant Secretary of War Charles Dana and others high in the government directed the conspiracy cover-up. Booth went to England where he married Elizabeth Marshall Burnley. He had changed his name to John Byron Wilkes.

On page 122 of the book, the authors said that on the morning of the assassination, “Booth breakfasted in Washington’s National Hotel dining room with Miss Carrie Bean, a merchant’s daughter. The actor spoke briefly with another young woman, Lucy Hale, as he left the hotel and went to the barbershop for his morning shave.” Keep this meeting with Hale in mind as we look at this next quotation.

In 1987, the ADL (Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith) published an authorized biography of Simon Wolf, which of course painted Wolf in the most favorable light. It says:

“Locally the group’s theatrical productions received a good press. Wolf, who would often play the Ghost in Hamlet or Shylock in The Merchant of Venice, bore an uncanny resemblance to John Wilkes Booth, Lincoln’s assassin. Earlier in Cleveland, Booth had joined Wolf and Peixotto in dramatic performances. Years afterward, Wolf remembered that he had met Booth once again at the Willard Hotel, on the morning of the day Lincoln was shot. There, at the bar, Booth explained that Senator John P. Hale’s daughter had just rejected his marriage proposal. Wolf attributed Lincoln’s murder to this personal tragedy in Booth’s own life. Wolf also recalled that once he sat for a picture entitled ‘The Assassination of President Lincoln’.”

Considering that Wolf was Booth’s liaison with J. P. Benjamin, do you think the ADL told the whole story about that meeting? In Wolf’s book, Presidents I Have Known, Wolf says that he and his longtime acquaintance John Wilkes Booth did some drinking together at the Willard Hotel on the day Booth shot Lincoln. Benjamin Peixotto, mentioned above, was also a high B’nai B’rith figure.

When the British and Rothschild banksters failed to regain America in the War of 1812, they did not give up trying. In 1801, the pro-British Tory faction of U. S. Freemasonry set up as the “Grand Council of the Princes of Jerusalem of the Mother Supreme Council of the Knights Commander of the House of the Temple of Solomon of the Thirty-third Degree of the Ancient and Accepted Order of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry in the United States.” This lodge was chartered in Charleston, S.C.. It was this lodge that later was in charge of creating the Civil War. Through their network of spies and politicians, they became very wealthy, mostly from cotton and the slave trade. The founders of the Charleston Scottish Rite Lodge were Isaac DaCosta, Moses Cohen, Israel De Lieben, Dr. Isaac Held, Moses Levi, and Moses Peixotto, probably related to the Benjamin Peixotto mentioned above. The B’nai B’rith’s own magazine, The Menorah, said this about the founders of the group:
“Their reunions were frequent and several of them being members of existing benevolent societies, especially the order of Free Masons and Odd Fellows, they finally concluded that a somewhat similar organization, but based upon the ‘Jewish idea’, would best obtain their object. The Jewish religion has many observances and customs corresponding to the secret societies known to us. The synagogue, for instance, might be compared to a lodge room. It used to be open twice a day. For a Jew desiring to find a friend, they had but to go there and make themselves known by a certain sign and token. The sign consisted of a grip with a full hand and the magical word Sholem Alachem. The messussah on the doorpost was the countersign. Shema Israel (Hear, O Israel) was the password.”

The purpose of the B’nai B’rith was to destroy the Union and pave the way for the reconquest by Britain. Israel Joseph Benjamin, in his memoirs *Three Years In America, 1859-62*, wrote of the B’nai B’rith that “this is a secret society, like the Freemasons, with passwords and the like and was quite a new phenomenon for me...still I think the existence of such a society not at all necessary.”

When Judah P. Benjamin moved from the British West Indies to the U.S., he went to Charleston, S.C., and became involved with the B’nai B’rith. He later became the actual head of the Confederate secret service charged with protecting Jefferson Davis, and he used this opportunity to arrange the assassination of Lincoln by Booth and John Surratt.

Benjamin’s liaison with Rothschild and the British banksters was a Northerner, August Belmont (real name Schoenberg), who was chairman of the Democratic Party and a fellow member of the Charleston, S.C., B’nai B’rith. Belmont’s daughter was married to John Slidell, who was a business partner of Judah Benjamin. Belmont was a private secretary to the British House of Rothschild before he went to New York in 1837. The head of the Mother Lodge of the Scottish Rite in England was at that time Lord Palmerston, Britain’s Prime Minister and head of the British secret service.

Fellow slave traders and cotton traders from the Charleston Scottish Rite Lodge included the Lehman Brothers, who moved to New York after the assassination and became prominent in Wall Street banking and stock brokerage and eventually part owners of the Federal Reserve Bank system.

When Andrew Johnson became President after Lincoln’s murder, he pardoned the Scottish Rite insurrectionists—including Albert Pike—and accepted a rank of 32nd Degree in the Freemasons. He also absolved Simon Wolf at this time. Albert Pike went to Tennessee and founded the Ku Klux Klan, using Scottish Rite leadership!

The British Scottish Rite directors were the heads of the British East India Company, including Prime Minister Palmerston. Henry Carey, one of the architects of Lincoln’s Reconstruction program, wrote a book in 1853 called *The Slave Trade, Domestic and Foreign* in which he warned about Britain’s Opium War against China (forcing China to accept opium). The Chinese fought back, using a strange form of boxing (now known as kung fu), and it became known as The Boxers’ Rebellion. The British Royal Family and banksters are still to this day behind the world’s major illegal drug trade (and legal, for that matter). For exhaustive details see *Dope, Inc.* by the editors of *Executive Intelligence Review*. The back cover of that book says:

“*Dope, Inc.*, The Book That Drove Henry Kissinger and the Anti-Defamation League Crazy.... When the
first edition of *Dope, Inc.* was published in 1978, the most powerful bankers of London and Wall Street went running for cover, and the gangsters at the Anti-Defamation League launched a multimillion dollar drive to bury its authors under an avalanche of slanders and government dirty tricks. Why? Because *Dope, Inc.* revealed the most deeply held secrets of the big names behind the world’s illegal narcotics trade.”

After Simon Wolf was forgiven by President Johnson, he went on to later become advisor to President Theodore Roosevelt in mobilizing support for the overthrow of the Russian Czar. In his autobiography, he says he met secretly with Roosevelt at his Sagamore Hills estate to launch a drive to brand the Czar as “anti-Semitic”. The Jews hated the Czar, going back to his recognition of the danger of the Illuminati at the time of the American Revolution. During the Civil War, in 1863, Czar Alexander II dispatched the Russian Navy to New York and San Francisco to come to the aid of Abraham Lincoln and threatened to go to war against Britain if the Royalty joined the war on the side of the Confederacy (with their man Judah P. Benjamin).

In 1972, a publication called *Jew In Review* quoted from the *Jewish Tribune* which said: “Masonry is based on Judaism. Eliminate the teachings of Judaism from the Masonic ritual and what is left?”

The *Jewish Encyclopedia* says: “The technical language, symbolism, and rites of Masonry are full of Jewish ideas and terms.”

**WHY WAS LINCOLN ASSASSINATED?**

Because Lincoln was forced into the War between the States, he was forced to use paper money. The United States had no paper money until the Civil War, except for private and state bank issues. Because of the war, there were simply not enough coins. The banksters offered Lincoln money at 24-36% interest. Lincoln reasoned: Why should we borrow money from these foreigners at such outrageous interest, when we could issue our own money for no interest? He pulled the rug out from under their plans by asking Congress to pass a law authorizing the printing of legal tender United States Notes. The Treasury issued over 400 million dollars in what were called “Lincoln Greenbacks”, United States Notes with no interest. A note, by the way, is a loan, that has to be paid back, usually with interest.

The British banksters did not like being defeated in their scheme to collect interest, so they issued the order to “Get Lincoln”.

On December 28, 1861, the New York Associated Banks suspended specie payments to the government. You could no longer get gold out of the bank, and they stopped transferring gold to the government which had been pledged for the purchase of government bonds. Other banks followed. In 1862 the bankers headed by James Gallatin tried to force the government to sell high-interest bonds to the European bankers. William Cullen Bryant, editor of the *New York Post*, began a series of articles attacking Lincoln’s policies. In Britain, August Belmont, who was then meeting with the Rothschilds, dispatched protesting messages to Lincoln.

Belmont met with the Rothschilds and Britain’s Prime Minister Henry Palmerston (the head of the Mother Lodge of the Scottish Rite in England and head of their secret service) and Chancellor of the Exchequer
William Gladstone. By controlling the world’s gold supply, the British ruled the world, and they did not like what Lincoln was doing. They made plans for war.

On January 1, 1862, there were 1,496 banks in the United States. There were around 7,000 legitimate notes issued, and about 5,500 counterfeit notes. The notes were no longer backed by gold under the suspension by the Associated Banks. The banking system was in turmoil.

On February 25, 1863, Lincoln signed the National Currency Act and the National Banking Act on June 3, 1864. As a provision of the Banking Act of 1863, commercial banks could be incorporated under federal charter, instead of state charter. A 10-percent tax was levied on all notes issued by state banks. The number of uncontrolled state banks fell to 297, and the number of federally-chartered banks rose to 1,634.

Usury laws were put into effect limiting usury to 7 percent or less. If a bank was caught exceeding this limitation, it would forfeit the loan and would have to refund the victim double his money. Banks were not allowed to hold real estate for more than 5 years (excepting the property upon which the bank sat).

The Legal Tender Acts were billed as a wartime emergency measure designed to help damage the enemy. Representative John Crisfield of Maryland said:

“...to handle the vast amount of means necessary for the prosecution of this war, to enable the people to pay in and the government to pay out, we must have a larger and more abundant currency that [sic] we have heretofore found to be necessary. The accustomed currency is wholly inadequate. The Government has for many years used only gold and silver for this purpose.... The business of the Government and the business of the country require some substitute for coin. We must therefore create a new...[paper] currency. We must therefore create a public debt, establish a currency, and impose new taxes.” (Congressional Globe, 37th Congress, 2nd Session, Appendix, page 43 et. seq., Feb. 5, 1862).

Lincoln issued a national currency, $450 million called “greenbacks” because the backs were printed in green. The greenbacks were attacked by British-backed newspapers as needless instruments of inflation. In the meantime, J. P. Morgan sold huge quantities of U. S. gold overseas, to try to wreck the U. S. currency. Other newspapers openly attacked Morgan and his British-backed traitors.

The new greenbacks were issued by Secretary of the Treasury Solmon P. Chase through Philadelphia banker Jay Cooke, who was the sole agent for the bonds. Cooke, recall, was one of the bankers who met with John Wilkes Booth to arrange the assassination of Lincoln, and the Chase family later married into the Rockefeller family and started the Chase Manhattan bank. Ah, the tangled webs!

WHO PUT “IN GOD WE TRUST” ON OUR MONEY?
Lincoln’s Secretary of the Treasury, Solmon P. Chase, was the one who ordered “In God We Trust” to be added to money. His picture is on the 10,000 dollar bill, the largest ever issued except for some inter-bank transfer documents. Think about it, why should “In God We Trust” be put on MONEY of all things? In a letter to James Pollock, director of the Mint, dated December 9, 1863, Chase wrote:

“I approve your mottoes, only suggesting that on that with the Washington obverse the motto should begin with the word ‘Our’, so as to read:

“‘Our God and our Country’. And on that with the shield, it should be changed so as to read: ‘In God we Trust’.”

On March 3, 1865, the words were added to our coins by Act of Congress.

The following month, Lincoln was assassinated, on April 5, 1865. Chase helped in the subsequent coverup of the crime, and therefore I suspect he was involved in other ways, but I have no proof.

[To be continued.]
The following information is from the International News section of the September 1997 issue of Dr. John Coleman's superb World In Review. We share this intelligence from his well placed Middle-Eastern sources as important background for making sense out of the mush the media has been slinging as things continue to heat-up in this most volatile arena.

From John’s outlay you can more clearly see how the chess pieces are REALLY lining-up on this turbulent playing field. You can also better appreciate important connections to other matters such as the Swiss banking extortion plot by the Khazarian Zionists. Also note who is selling arms to whom and why. What makes the world go ‘round is surely different from what fictions abound through our mind-programing television screens.

—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

THE MIDDLE EAST

War between Israel and several Arab and Muslim states in the Middle East looms larger with every passing day. Mrs. Albright’s failed mission to Israel, Egypt and Lebanon was a foregone conclusion intended to make it look as if President Clinton was actually doing something to ease the explosive anger of the Palestinians, and the Israelis, shocked by the Jerusalem bombing of Machane Yehuda market. Dennis Ross, President Clinton’s Middle East advisor and holdover from the Bush Administration is being blamed for putting too rosy a shine on his plan which Mrs. Albright followed.

Dennis Pipes, editor of the Middle East Quarterly was also consulted before Albright’s trip. Pipes told the Clinton Administration that Albright “is going to be more even-handed than her predecessor ... I think the emphasis is going to be on mutuality, and that will lead to more strain. It’s likely now to be more evident.” Pipes said that Albright should place the blame for the breakdown of the Oslo accord, where it belongs, with the Arabs: “We’re seeing one party backslide. What ought to happen is that the secretary of state tells the Palestinians, and behind them, the Arab states, that it is up to them to make this work.”

Founder of “Americans for Peace Now”, Mark Rosenbaum told State Department officials involved with Albright’s tour: “I hope Albright sticks to her double-barreled guns. We are looking for mutual concessions on both the Palestinian and Israeli sides to stop the melting down in the peace process.”

The purchase of a house in the Ras al-Amud district of East Jerusalem by Irving Moskowitz did not help Mrs. Albright. But the owner of the house, who was dragged out and threatened with death for selling his property to Moskowitz, denied that he had done so. “I did not sell my house; I did not sell my house to Mr.
Moskowitz,” the 55-year-old Fouad Hadiya, a blacksmith, shouted as he tried to get past Israeli security guards posted around the house. As if to confirm Hadiya’s denials, Moskowitz’s lawyers said the home was purchased from Jews and not from Arabs, but did not give any specifics.

Added to Albright’s problems was the situation in Israel’s “security zone” inside Lebanon where 29 Israeli soldiers have been killed in the past six weeks. According to accounts published by correspondent Arieh O’Sullivan, a mission undertaken by a 16-man commando Israeli Army unit was to rout the Hizbollah from positions inside Lebanon from where they were launching attacks into the security zone, ended in disaster: “The 16-man commando team was landed 3 kilometers away, between Sidon and Tyre, its target, the village of Ansaria, when a Hizbollah-laid mine blew it apart. A rain of gunfire cut down those who were not wounded in the explosion. Of the 16 raiders, 10 were killed, including the force commander…”

In a separate battle, an Israeli force in South Lebanon was caught in a brush fire after a battle between itself and Hizbollah units. The Israelis called for mortar and artillery fire to be directed toward the area where the Hizbollah were thought to be, on a hillside, opposite their position. It was believed that a mortar round set the bush on the hillside on fire. The Israelies stayed in their positions, when suddenly, the wind shifted and the flames roared through their position, burning four soldiers to death as they tried to flee.

Prime Minister Netanyahu is refusing all demands by the Israeli military and members of his own political party to end the occupation of Lebanon, and my source says that if Netanyahu continues to resist the advice of his army specialists, “he will be left with only one way to go, and that is a full-scale invasion of Lebanon.”

My source’s report does not look promising: “If that happens, it will surely bring a swift response from Syria, a key player in the region, yet the one country Mrs. Albright did not visit. If the United States is drawn into the conflict, the Russian military might well depose Yeltsin and come to the aid of Syria. Iran is more than likely to step into the fray, and, eventually, Egypt will be sucked in, although for now, it is officially standing aloof but privately backing Syria to the hilt. An even-handed approach by the U.S. would go a long way to defusing the perilous situation, but it is not likely to come from President Clinton or the Congress. That leaves the possibility of an all-out war looming on the horizon.”

LIBYA

The Arab League has decided to ignore U.S.-inspired U.N. sanctions against Libya and announced their intention to allow Libyan aircraft to overfly any Arab state and land at any of its airfields. “This is more than a mere gesture,” my Cairo source told me, “this is the first explicit rejection of the U.S.-imposed U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992,” he said.

The resolution read: “We invite Arab countries to take measures to alleviate the sanctions on Libya until a peaceful and just solution to the crisis can be found.” The resolution was signed by 18 Arab foreign ministers, “and reflects the animosity felt toward the United States as Israel’s chief backer and what they see as a clear bias in favor of Israel and its lack of neutrality in dealing with violations of the peace agreement,” my source told me. “After the new Jewish settlement was opened up in East Jerusalem, there was a considerable hardening toward relations with the U.S. by the Arab states, and this is likely to continue and go even further than this resolution,” he told me.
IRAN

The CIA and the DIA got quite a bit of information from the Saudi citizen arrested in Canada and later released to Jordan, although the FBI wanted to get its hands on him in the U.S. Hani Abdel Rahim Sayegh told the DIA that Iranian intelligence General Ahmed Sharifi was behind the bomb attack on the Al Khobar building in Saudi Arabia that killed 23 U.S. servicemen. The Saudis had already told U.S. security agents that Gen. Sharifi was behind the bomb plot of June 1996. Although one of the most important members of the Pasdarans cooperating with the Al Qods force, whose spiritual and political head is Hezbollah’s mullah Ahmed Salek Kashani, Sharifi denies any linkage to the Al Khobar bombing.

The U.S. preoccupation with Iran has caused the government to lash out at what it calls “unsubstantiated rumors against us”. The war of words is over U.S. intelligence reports that North Korea and Russia are working together to arm the Iranians with medium and long-range missiles of the Nodong ballistic missile in service with North Korea. The U.S. is accusing Russia of building the Shahab-3 with a range of 800-900 miles and capable of carrying chemical and bacteriological warheads as well as nuclear warheads of 1,650 pounds. The Shahab-4 has a range of 1,240 miles and is capable of carrying the same warheads as the shorter-range Shahab-3, but with a weight of 2,200 pounds.

The missiles will be ready for service by 1999 and will cover the entire Middle East and as far away as Italy and Germany. The U.S. and Israeli intelligence services say that Rosvooruzheniye, the Russian arms manufacturer, is the company working with the Iranians and that the missiles will be operated by Russian-trained special forces units of the Iranian Army. General Alexander Kotelkin dismisses U.S. and Israeli concerns as coming from “external enemies”. (See “Russia” herein.)

Israel and the U.S. charge that by building the Shahab-3 and Shahab-4, Iran is violating the Missile Technology Control protocol, signed by 31 nations to ban the production of missiles with a greater range than 186 miles capable of carrying warheads in excess of 1,100 pounds.

RUSSIA

Still seething over the Clinton insult of refusing it NATO membership, sources told me that Russia’s military leaders are taking a hand in forging closer economic ties with Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Qatar and Sudan, South Korea, and Cyprus as well as stationing substantial groups of military advisors in these countries. The first fruit of the new drive is the formation of the first Islamic bank, Badr Bank, with start-up capital of $20 million. “The U.S. can go on telling the world we are a spent force,” my source, who is a member of PAMYAT, told me, “and let them go on lying to their people; Washington has always excelled in that area.”

Nikolai Kovalyov, head of the Federalnaja Sluzba Besopasnosti (FSB) Russia’s counter intelligence agency, is offering protection for companies engaged in industry in Russia. Lashing out against what he called “U.S. spying in Russia”, Kovalyov said that the U.S. spy agencies “have set up shop in Russia, but we will protect foreign companies working in Russia against American intrigue.” Kovalyov spoke at a Davos, Switzerland, economic conclave in that city, the first time that a Russian delegate was invited to attend.

He met with several prominent Swiss businessmen and according to my source, they exchanged views
with him about recent claims of world Jewry against Swiss banks, which an aide of Kovalyov dismissed as
“Bronfman bombast”. Kovalyov was told that the Swiss people “are deeply angered by what they see as
an American-inspired attack on their sovereignty to the point where the entire Swiss government might be
thrown out at the next election. They are angry with the government for caving in to what they see as unjust
demands,” Kovalyov was told.

Kovalyov may also have been referring to Rosvooruzheiy, the giant Russian armaments company which
is locked in a bitter struggle with the Clinton Administration over the sale of its sophisticated S-300-V
(NATO designation SA12) antimissile missile which is being sold in increasing numbers to clients in the
Middle East like Syria and Iran. The S-300-V is far superior to the American “Patriot” missile. In fact the
S-300-V is the only antiballistic missile capable of shooting down short and medium-range missiles be-
tween 30 and 1,100 km.

Its performance is devastating when compared with that of the U.S. “Patriot”.

Kovalyov says that the U.S. has engaged in a campaign of slander and lies to put Saudi Arabia off buying
a large number of the missiles and that Clinton refused to give the Colombian president a visa, just because
he ordered Russian instead of American helicopters. The head of the Russian armaments agency,
Rosvooruzheniye, General Alexander Kotelkin, also lashed out against the U.S., saying in an interview
with the newspaper Nezavisimaya Gazeta: “Our external enemies are our Western rivals. We are espe-
cially worried by the fact that the U.S. Administration has joined the struggle against Rosvooruzheniye,
and is exerting unprecedented pressure on the governments and presidents of countries which are pre-
pared to become our clients.”

PALESTINE/GAZA

HAMAS, the Islamic fundamentalist group is facing a crisis within its ranks following the double terror
bombing in Jerusalem. A Palestinian delegation headed by Amin al Hindi, met with Israel’s Shin Bet secret
police on August 17th and let it be known that he would like to see HAMAS stamped out along with the
Islamic Jihad. He was vigorously opposed by Palestinian police chief Ghazi al Jbali, and the head of the
Preventative Security Force in Gaza, Colonel Jibril Rajoub, who believes that HAMAS and its militant
wing Ezzedine al Qassamazre, will play a decisive role in forcing Prime Minister Netanyahu to give up on
some of his election promises, and make a number of significant concessions to the Palestinians.

For one thing, al Hindi told the meeting at which several CIA agents were present, HAMAS is backed to
the hilt by Syri , and until Israel comes to an agreement with Syria, it will be impossible to neutralize
HAMAS. He added that Hizbollah was similarly backed by Iran which would never withdraw its support
and that fighting in the “occupied zone of Lebanon is going to escalate. They (the Israelis) have another
Vietnam shaping up and they better deal with it before it traps them,” al Hindi said.

The Palestinian delegation told Shin Bet and the CIA that the Jerusalem terror bombing was the work of a
new wing of HAMAS, operating outside of the West Bank and Gaza, over which Arafat has no control.

According to the Palestinians, the type of explosives used was not a part of the HAMAS arsenal, but of the
type which blew up members of Hizbollah in a Jerusalem hotel on April 6, 1996. The Palestinians said they
believed that the new wing of Hamas was founded in total secrecy to avenge the Shin Bet’s assassination of Yehia Ayyash “the engineer” in Gaza and the arrest of Hassan Salameh, his right-hand man, which resulted in the flight to Sudan by Mohamed Daif, the number-three man in Hamas.

The Palestinians say that the two bombers entered Israel on British passports from Sudan, where a large training camp is maintained, financed by Iran, and when they tried to interrogate some of the new Hamas recruits at Ain Heloue, near Saida in Lebanon, a violent confrontation occurred in which Arafat’s men beat a hasty retreat. In the aftermath, a car carrying Said Baraki, who has close connections with Iran and is one of the top men in Islamic Jihad in Lebanon, was attacked by two men with machine guns, killing the driver. Baraki escaped unharmed.

The special plan to involve the CIA directly in talks between the Israelis and the Palestinians is the work of Dennis Ross, Clinton’s Middle East troubleshooter, which he announced during his recent visit to Tel Aviv. Pointing out that direct cooperation between Arafat and Netanyahu has deteriorated with the advent of Netanyahu to power, which has stalled the peace process. But Ross intimated that his idea is not popular with Netanyahu and his inner circle.

U.S. spokesman for Netanyahu, Frank Gaffney, director of the Center for Security Policy (nothing to do with the Clinton Administration) and a former deputy assistant secretary of defense in the Reagan Administration, says that the plan is unworkable: “The Ross intelligence initiative puts the CIA station chief in an undesirable, if not unworkable position,” says Mr. Gaffney. David Wurmser, a research fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, joined Gaffney in criticizing the latest Clinton efforts to salvage what is left of the peace process: “America’s willingness to offer up its Tel Aviv station chief (of the CIA) illustrates the high price America is willing to pay to keep the process going and loss of perspective regarding the American interests involved. The system puts Israel on par with the PLO in terms of having its honesty judged by the CIA,” Wurmser said.

Surprising support for the Ross plan came from the American Jewish Committee’s Jason Isaacson, who said that he was briefed on the arrangement by American officials: “It may be just what is needed to get the peace process back on the move, encourage security cooperation and fight terrorism. If the three parties are in favor of this (the Ross initiative) then it is entirely a useful concept, a useful formula,” Isaacson said.

**TURKEY**

Having deposed the pro-Islamic government of Turkey, the U.S. now finds itself involved in the problems of how to solve another roadblock to full relations between Ankara and Tel-Aviv. “The Turkish Delight (a type of candy) has gone sour,” said my source. “The dilemma that the U.S. has to solve is how to get Israel’s choice of ambassador to Ankara, Ehud Toledano, ‘washed’. The difficulty is of Teledano’s own making. A few years ago he was on Israel state radio, accusing the Turks of committing genocide against the Armenians. The Ankara government thereupon rescinded Mr. Toledano’s research permit to study in the archives of the Ottoman Empire. If David Levy (Israel’s foreign minister) insists on forcing Toledano on the Turks, it could end military cooperation between the two governments at a time when the Clinton Administration is heavily relying on a military alliance between Ankara and Jerusalem, as a power-bloc against Iran, which heavily backs Syria.”
EGYPT

Commenting on the death of Princess Diana, the authoritative Egyptian newspaper Al Ahram, which mirrors government opinion, says that Lady Diana’s death “was a deliberate murder conducted by British intelligence because the British establishment could not accept an Arab Muslim stepfather of a future king of England...” said editor Anis Mansur. I remember the famous statesman-editor of Al Ahram, Mohamed Helkal, whom I mention in my book The Committee of 300 as being amazingly accurate in his contributions to the paper, and in personal interviews with leading world figures, like Chou En Lai. If the current editor is anything like his predecessor, he may know something more than the rest of us do.

CROATIA

Putting aside their differences, which date back to Croatian support of Hitler during the Second World War, the Croatian government has entered into a planned arms deal with Israel said to be worth $100 million. The Israeli government is pleased with the proposed deal, but Mark Weitzman, director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center’s Task Force on Hate is not altogether happy: “We still have a lot of concerns about some of the other things that have gone on over the last couple of years that smack of the rewriting of history,” he said. “Whether it is the renaming of places or the publication of the Protocols of Zion, there is still a question of atmosphere here,” Weitzman said.

CHINA

China is pressing ahead with its nuclear-powered electricity generating power stations and is exporting its nuclear power generating expertise to several other countries. Beijing plans to have 160 nuclear power stations on line in the country to keep pace with the planned industrial expansion and to help with the demand for power from individual users. China recently purchased four nuclear reactors from France at a cost of $4 billion, plus two more from Canada at a cost of $3 billion. The United States did not tender any bids, because Bill Clinton does not want to be seen as stomping on the environmentalists at home. Meanwhile, China is going ahead with its cooperation with Iran and Syria for the supply of sophisticated rocket launching systems, said to be easily capable of reaching any target in Israel and Saudi Arabia, as well as menacing shipping in the Persian Gulf.

Intelligence sources say that some of the sophisticated French warplanes China bought a year ago may be finding their way to Syria and Iran. My source says that in his recent visit to China, Israel’s Benjamin Netanyahu brought up the sensitive China-Syria-Iran relations, and told the Chinese, “Iran’s attempts to become a nuclear power must be thwarted not only for the sake of Israeli security, but also in the interests of world peace.”

KURDISTAN

While President Clinton is itching to have another cruise-missile go-around against Baghdad, Turkish military units continue to “mop up” the very same Kurds, for whose protection George Bush ostensibly
established his so-called “no-fly zones”. *WIR* has kept its readers well posted on developments about a Lebanon-style “security zone” to keep Kurdish nationalist forces from causing trouble in support of Kurds living in Turkey.

Turkey plans to restore 400 villages along the border with Iran, long since abandoned by the Kurds who fled in advance of marauding Turkish military forces. The funds will come from “humanitarian aid” money provided by Turkey. Meantime the Turks say that there haven’t been any concrete steps taken to implement the “security zone agreement” with the Kurds.
CHAPTER 5

THE YAMAICHI BANKRUPTCY BOMB
PRECURSOR TO A
COMPLETE WORLD ECONOMIC COLLAPSE?

Back in our 10/21/97 issue, in a short editorial a week before the Asian economic markets first showed ANY visible signs of trouble, we commented, on page 9, on the impending world financial collapse in conjunction with introducing an article “Boo! Are You Scared Of Another ’87 Crash?” We had received news, never really publicly confirmed, about the collapse of the premier bank in Japan that Monday 10/20/97. We still wonder if that is the REAL reason the Asian dominoes started to fall, within a week, in such a big way that the news could not be kept from the public arena.

With the above puzzle pieces in mind, we here share with you excerpts from three recent editions of the superb, fast-turnaround publication of Executive Intelligence Review called Executive Alert Service (Executive Intelligence Review, P.O. Box 17390, Washington, D.C. 20041; 703-777-9451).

—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

11/13/97 E.A.S. OF E.I.R.

JAPANESE FINANCIAL SECTOR NEARER THE EDGE

In the past 14 days Interbank “risk premia” have been charged to both Korean and Japanese banks, according to informed banking reports. Risk premia, which had been zero points above the benchmark London LIBOR rate for Japanese banks two weeks ago, are now 0.25% and rising as the Nikkei stock index falls dangerously near the 15,000 level. On Nov. 12 Tokyo Nikkei closed at 15,435.

The last time Japan banks were forced to pay risk premia was in August-October 1995 when the Nikkei stock index had plunged to near 14,000 and Daiwa Bank and others were reporting severe trading losses. At that time the US Treasury and Federal Reserve extended an emergency $500 billion credit window to Japanese banks should they have liquidity problems in their US affiliate banks.

IBCA LTD., the London bank rating agency has placed 11 Japanese banks on credit watch, because of the severe fall in the Nikkei Dow. According to the agency, if the Nikkei reaches 15,000 points, “technically then 11 of the 20 largest banks see their entire hidden reserves (equity holdings) become negative. That affects their ability to do international banking under BIS rules.”

THE THREAT OF THE KOREAN DISASTER

Far from calming after the dramatic $40 billion IMF-led “rescue package” for Indonesia, the shock waves
on the world financial markets have become even more ominous. By Nov. 7 the financial crisis had hit the
two largest advanced industrial economies of Asia, South Korea and Japan.

The Korean National Bank is fighting a desperate rear guard battle to slow the collapse of the currency, the
won. Since August it has slipped down more than 10% against the US dollar to which it has a so-called
“sliding peg”. To save the won, the Korean central bank is forced to raise interest rates, squeezing liquidity
from the banking system. This in turn is causing a plunge in the inflated Seoul Stock Exchange. The threat
now is that large foreign investors in the Korean stock market will make a panic exit, sending both won and
the market into collapse. The problems in South Korea are aggravated by the so-called “chaebol system”,
the interconnected cross-ownership between large industrial groups and key banks. The Korean banks
have been forced to take on huge new loan defaults and loan losses from companies such as KIA Motors.
Hanbo and several other industrial groups, which have gone bankrupt or threaten to.
The Korean banks and corporations sit atop a time-bomb of some $110 billion in foreign debt, of which
more than $80 billion falls due within the next 12 months. Reliable estimates put Korean dollar reserves at
only $15 billion, with the sum falling rapidly as the central bank tries to hold the currency by selling dollars
and buying won. A severe collapse of the won would make a South Korean foreign debt default a real
possibility, as Korean export earnings would not be able to service the high dollar or yen cost of debt
service. Because of the complex interlinks in Korean companies, a major default in any sector would
trigger a domino-effect in bankruptcies across the economy. Twice in the past week, IMF Director Michel
Camdessus has made public statements about willingness to extend IMF financial help to South Korea,
as the country stands on the brink of what some call a financial “meltdown”. If it is done, it will mark
the third IMF emergency intervention in an Asian country in the past 4 months, in vain attempts to contain the
It crisis.

Japanese Prime Minister Hashimoto is known to regard the Korean crisis as the most dangerous in Asia.
Japanese banks have huge, if unstated loan exposure to Korean companies in the post several years. More
alarming, however, is the deteriorating financial and economic situation inside Japan itself. Only four days
after Japan’s tenth largest stock broker, Sanyo Securities filed for bankruptcy protection in Tokyo, the
fourth largest brokerage, and a primary dealer in Japanese Government Bonds, Yamaichi Securities, is at
the edge of bankruptcy.

A default or bankruptcy of that size would have devastating impact on not only Japan, but world financial
markets. Moreover, because Japanese banks have been allowed by BIS rules to count their permanent
stock holdings as part of their required 8% core capital needed to do international banking, with the Nikkei
Dow stock market index well below 16,000 points, most large Japanese banks lose the needed 8%
capital reserve. Should the Nikkei continue to drop, it could detonate a global banking crisis of unheard-
of dimensions.

FIRST SIGNS OF A
DERIVATIVES SETTLEMENT CRISIS

According to reliable reports out of London, the bankrupt Sanyo Securities might have large unresolved
derivatives liabilities in the futures contracts of Japanese Government Bonds (JGB). Because of significant
potential settlement counterparty losses from the confused legal situation Japanese banks in London have reportedly stopped all dealing in JGB derivatives until the Japanese authorities clarify the situation at Sanyo. If the confusion as to legal liability is not very rapidly clarified, traders predict a major financial default crisis.

As well, according to highly reliable reports, a very large Wall Street firm, which is a primary dealer in US Treasury securities, faces serious solvency problems. Reportedly, the investment firm made to high-risk stock market derivatives contracts, written months ago when this US S&P-500 index was daily reaching new highs. In a collapsing or highly volatile stock market, the losses to the Wall Street firm reportedly would be enough to bankrupt it.

LOOK FOR TROUBLE IN CENTRAL, EASTERN EUROPE

The countries of Central/Eastern Europe are facing profound currency and financial market crises. Leading experts on these economies warn that rising current account deficits, trade deficits, declining tax revenues, and related factors, will lead to massive volatility in exchange rates, and what are euphemistically called “currency adjustments”.

The key trouble spots, in order of gravity, are Slovakia, Croatia, Estonia, Poland, Ukraine, and the Czech Republic.

The overall prospect is made yet more volatile by the general instability of the financial system worldwide, which both exacerbates the problems in Eastern and Central Europe, and is, in turn, exacerbated by the problems there. Many countries suffer from the following combination of circumstances: the rapid opening of capital markets to short-term foreign investments; weak governments which impose little regulation on the markets; high levels of over-the-counter financial transactions; high levels of purely speculative deals, both domestically and foreign counterparts; and the involvement of organized crime organizations, who dangerously exploit the delicate situation.

11/18/97 E.A.S. OF E.I.R

JAPAN BANKING CRISIS THREATENS MELTDOWN

The 23% plunge of the past two months of the Tokyo Nikkei stock index, to a Nov. 14 low of 15,082, brought the global finance and payments system to the very brink of systemic meltdown. Had, on Nov. 17, the Japanese government not intervened with a dramatic financial reassurance move for the bankrupt Hokkaido Takoshuko Bank, Japan’s 10th largest, spectacular pressure towards a global systemic meltdown would have developed that day.

On Nov. 17, the Japanese government declared that it would guarantee the deposits, take over the bank’s bad debts, and financially assist the bankruptcy reorganization of Hokkaido Takoshuko Bank. In addition, the Japanese Finance Ministry indicated, it would make available a special $62 billion fund, the ZAITO Fund, for banks with solvency problems. After this spectacular bailout move, the Tokyo Nikkei index
soared by 8% on Nov. 17.

This is the background to the emergency trip of US Treasury Deputy Secretary Lawrence Summers to Tokyo. Since late last week, Summers, Treasury Secretary Rubin and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan had been in highest-level closed-door emergency talks with their Tokyo counterparts. On Nov. 10, Rubin had written a letter to the Japanese Finance Minister Mitsuzuka, expressing “concern” on the ever-deteriorating Japanese financial crisis and pointing to its potential international consequences. The U.S. government obviously wanted to break a Japanese internal political deadlock on how to deal with the bad debt problem, estimated to range as high as $1.2 trillion, in the Japanese banking sector. Washington’s assessment is that the Japanese banking crisis has become the key potential detonator for a global systemic “meltdown”. $500 billion of US Treasury securities are held by Japanese bank and insurance companies as well as by the Bank of Japan. Were even a significant part of this amount liquidated to give Japanese banks cash, it would detonate a global systemic meltdown as US stock and bond markets collapse, the dollar goes into free fall, and financial markets from Tokyo to Frankfurt to Moscow collapse in panic selloff.

As of Nov. 14 the Interbank “Japan risk premia”, the penalty Japanese banks were being forced to pay above London LIBOR interest rates to borrow from other banks, had climbed to 0.37% over LIBOR. As well, were the Nikkei to go below 15,000, the “hidden reserves” of some 18 of Japan’s 20 largest banks would have vanished, pushing the ratio of core capital to loans outstanding below the 8% level, mandated by the Bank for International Settlements for banks operating on financial markets internationally.

At this point, Washington and Tokyo have done little more than to buy some precious time. The 8% rise in the Tokyo stock market Nov. 17 reflects mostly the fact that large speculative hedge funds and foreign investors had been caught wrong-footed, and were forced to buy stock to cover “short” positions in the market. Moreover, $63 billion of the ZAITO Fund is far below the $1.2 trillion in domestic bad debts, to say nothing of the potential $120 billion Asia bad debt exposure of Japanese banks. On Nov. 19, in Manila, US Treasury official Summers will meet Asian finance ministers for emergency talks on how to deal with the overall Asia crisis.

KOREAN FINANCIAL TIME-BOMB TICKING

The Central Bank of South Korea’s decision to abandon efforts to defend the exchange rate of the national currency, the won, on Nov. 17, opens the way to the next full scale Asia monetary crisis. With central bank dollar reserves seriously depleted in recent weeks in a fruitless effort to defend the won, the authorities in Seoul face a series of equally impossible options. Continued defense of the won, via severe high interest rates, would spell ultimate disaster for this Korean economy and the stock market, both of which have been severely damaged over the past 12 months. The decision to let the won float, now means that the cost of repaying South Korean foreign debt will soar to unpayable highs.

Korean firms hold an estimated $80 billion in loans which must be either rolled over or repaid within the coming 12 months or less. In Iota!, its foreign debt is some $120 billion. The won has fallen despite strong central bank efforts by some 14% in the past six months, making foreign debt service 14% more costly at a time Korean exports are down sharply.
The problem of Korea, unlike that of Thailand or Indonesia, is one involving “Korea, Inc.”, that is the totality of cross-holdings among the large Korean banks and the industry groups, called “chaebol”. Seven major industrial “chaebol” bankruptcies since March marked the beginning of the crisis. True extent of bad debts held by the banks are hidden in a system of opaqueness involving the banks, industry and the government. Moreover, the political will of the Korean government to act, in what is the worst crisis since the end of the Korean War in 1963, seems completely paralyzed. Presidential elections on Dec. 18 prevent any government action admitting the gravity of the situation, for fear of “losing face” among voters.

Serious estimates of any “bailout” support for the Korean banking system, at this juncture, run to an amount of “at least $100 billion”, twice the size of the 1995 Mexico bailout. On top of a $17 billion Thailand bailout in July, a $40 billion Indonesia bailout in October, a $100 billion South Korea bailout and an undisclosed amount for a potential Japan bailout, this puts the scale of the financial crisis into perspective.

THE YAMAICHI BANKRUPTCY

The Nov. 23 announcement of the bankruptcy of Japan’s 4th largest security house, Yamaichi Securities, signifies that the world financial crisis has entered a qualitatively new phase. The Japanese Finance Ministry apparently decided to force the bankruptcy, rather than attempt another mega-bailout, which would involve vast amounts of taxpayer money and the saving deposits of millions of average Japanese at the state-owned Postal Savings Bank. Contradictory statements and rumors over a state bail-out had driven the Tokyo Nikkei stock market into wild gyrations last week.

With Yamaichi, the largest domino in financial postwar history has fallen, dwarfing the Barings bankruptcy in 1995. What no one at present is able to say, is whether and how fast this event will topple other international financial institutions. With a declared total liabilities of $53 billion (yen 6.7 trillion), as well as perhaps another $7.5 billion in undisclosed illegal off balance-sheet obligations, derivatives, the collapse of Yamaichi puts the global financial system to its most severe test in history.

Inside Japan, there is a still unresolved hoisted factional debate about whether to use taxpayer money to bail out the many de facto insolvent banks, brokerage houses and insurance companies. Reportedly, the powerful Bureau of Budget of the Ministry of Finance insists that no taxpayer funds be used; rather, they are intent on a brutal downsizing of Japan’s financial sector. Yet-unspecified “emergency measures” are supposed to guarantee bank depositors, but unviable banks and finance groups are to shut down, regardless of layoffs or investor losses. Powerful interests, represented within the dominant LDP party by former Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, are arguing for a bailout of the estimated $1.2 trillion in bank bad debts. This political group wants to use public funds, of the world’s largest bank, Japan’s $2.8 trillion Postal Savings Bank, to buy the banks’ bad debts.

The Postal Savings Bank, in the past 5-6 years, has grown enormously as worried depositors have fled private banks, to the security of the government-owned postal bank giving it a colossal 45% of all Japanese deposits. However, the bank’s legal mandate, among other things, is to invest its deposits, to provide future retirement pensions for Japanese citizens. The attempts to soak the Japanese taxpayer and small
saver, to bail out the bad debts of the banks, will inevitably create a massive political brawl in Japan.

The statement by the Bank of Japan and Japan’s Finance Ministry, Nov. 24, that they are willing to provide “ample yen liquidity in the market, to counter any possible cut-off of interbank credit lines, points to the systemic danger. International counter-party liquidity problems, as a consequence of the Japanese financial crisis, cannot be adequately assessed as of this writing, but definitely do exist. Already, Nov. 21, Japanese banks were having to pay a drastic 1.75% Japan “risk premium”, for short-term interbank funds. As the crisis deepens, it could call into question the huge $370 billion of Japanese public and private dollar holdings, held in the US Treasury market [Treasury bonds, T-bills, etc.].

THE START OF THE DERIVATIVES COLLAPSE?

The dramatic collapse of Yamaichi Securities on Nov. 24 leaves unclear the extent of Yamaichi off-balance-sheet derivatives, especially via its mysterious Cayman Islands accounts. But, there are emerging hints that a growing crisis in the estimated $100 trillion global derivatives market may be already underway.

Major “personnel changes” have been occurring among senior derivatives traders at Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS) and Deutsche Morgan Grenfell, owned by Deutsche Bank. UBS has fired the London head of its “global equity derivatives” trading, the New York head of “risk management”, and two other senior derivatives executives, citing “substantial losses from trading stock derivatives” as the reason.

Similarly, following a series of major scandals in its London operations, where derivatives trading had been stated as the major source of profit for Germany’s largest bank. Deutsche Morgan Grenfell has fired its entire Asia Quantitative Analysis team as well as Emerging Market Debt team, with few details given. The presumption is of major losses from the recent Asia crises.

LAROCHE COMMENTS ON APEC SUMMIT, SO FAR

As of Monday evening, Nov. 24, the course of the APEC summit, and the remarks President Bill Clinton at the summit, on the nature of the crisis and the dominant role that must be played by the IMF, brought the following response by economist Lyndon LaRouche, in response to a request for evaluation by EIRAlert:

“The President is obviously under a great deal of pressure, menacing pressure, from people like Alan Greenspan. His statements are not truthful. Clearly, he’s being told to weigh how to deal tactically with people like Greenspan, but he’s responding by denying the systemic nature of the crises. If he continues to do that, he could find himself presiding over a United States in chaos, and himself booted out of the White House, when the devastating world financial collapse hits this country.”

NOW, IT’S SOUTH KOREA

Parallel to Japan’s financial crisis, with its systemic impact on world finances, the financial crisis in South Korea has escalated. Both the South Korean currency and the Seoul stock market have gone into a free fall. The Nov. 21 emergency call of the South Korean government, for a $20 billion IMF rescue credit line,
also underscores the systemic nature of the present crisis in Asia. Estimates of the ultimate size of emergency funds needed to deal with the massive bad debts of the Korean banking system range to $100 billion, i.e., potentially double the 1995 $50 billion Mexico bailout.

Two years after Mexico, came the $17 billion Thailand bailout. Just two months later, the $40 billion Indonesia bailout came. Now, three weeks later, South Korea requests a mega-bailout. Reportedly, the IMF is near the statutory limit of funds available, with some $50 billion prior to Korea’s call.

A sign of a growing hesitancy among central bankers, to go for one mega-bailout after the other, were the statements, Nov. 14, by Bundesbank President Hans Tietmeyer. He strongly warned against seeing financial bailouts as a “magical cure”. With ever-larger “liquidity injections” by “international institutions”, the financial crisis in Asia could “not be resolved”. A “full commitment” on “financial bail-out would not work”. In its latest monthly report, the Bundesbank warned that the liberalization process on financial markets must not lead to ever-increasing demands for IMF funds. Before further liberalization, national financial markets need to be “stabilized”, in particular by establishing efficient supervision regulatory systems. Obviously, these Bundesbank statements do not indicate any intent for genuine reform in financial and monetary policy, but they do reveal the growing fear that ever more and ever bigger bailouts cannot be the answer to the financial crisis.

While there is no discussion of Japan’s going to the IMF yet, the growing danger is of the Asia crisis detonating, worldwide, a full systemic crisis, not just in emerging market countries from Russia to Brazil, but also in Europe and the US—as American economist Lyndon LaRouche has forecast.
SURGEONS STEALING ORGANS—
AND PATIENTS DON’T EVEN KNOW IT!

Beware Of All Hospitals And Doctors’ Offices
Where They Use General Anesthesia!

From Weekly World News, 11/19/97: [quoting]

Unscrupulous surgeons are stealing vital organs from unsuspecting hospital patients at an alarming rate thanks to a sinister and growing black market for transplant kidneys, livers and hearts, a federal panel reports.

To make matters worse, no American who enters a hospital for any reason is safe. And the tragedy is that a doctor could steal an organ from you, compromising your health, without your even knowing it.

“All hospital patients—regardless of age or physical condition—are at risk,” read the concluding segment of a report issued by a federally-funded panel created to investigate the growing need for transplant organs in the United States.

“With kidneys selling for as much as $50,000 apiece, and hearts going for $200,000 and up, the incentive for doctors to steal organs from their patients is tremendous and impossible to ignore.

“Statistics suggest a problem of the first magnitude, with 18,000 to 20,000 patients losing organs each and every year.

“As the underground market flourishes, things will certainly get worse. The federal government has a moral obligation to warn citizens and tell them how to protect themselves.”

The panel’s 1,076-page report clearly wasn’t meant to be made public and nobody in the government will admit a connection to the panel that issued it. Six copies did turn up in the Washington area recently.

Mind-bogglingly, the mainstream media—including television networks—have largely ignored the report. In fact it might never have come to light if an alternative health journal hadn’t blown the lid off the scandal by printing a lengthy excerpt.

A portion of that published report noted how an unscrupulous surgeon might schedule a patient for a routine hernia operation—and remove one of his healthy kidneys during the procedure.

The kidney would then be shipped to a black market “go-between” who would find someone needing a
kidney and sell it for top dollar.

“Shockingly, doctors are not only removing single kidneys, which people can live without,” noted the panel. “They also remove healthy livers and hearts, which are replaced with diseased organs that will function for only a limited time at best.

“This is nothing short of murder. Somehow, it must be stopped.”

The report included testimony from Dr. X, an anonymous surgeon who claims to have removed and sold over 200 transplant organs between 1986 and 1995.

In a sworn statement Dr. X said he earned almost $4 million on the black market before advancing age and the fear of getting caught prompted him to hang up his scalpel and retire. [End quoting]

This has been going on for over eleven years at the least. I try to search out all kinds of mainly hidden information and have for many years, but this is the first time I’ve even heard any hint of this. The murderers have some highly-placed people covering their tracks for them.

BEWARE!! BEWARE!!

SERIOUS WARTIME ALERT

From a CONTACT reader, 11/22/97: [quoting]

A Kaiser Permanente supervisor in one of the largest Denver clinics received a voice mail informing him of a shortage of IMMUNOGLOBULIN, a plasma-based product used for preventative treatment of exposure to Hepatitis A. It was stated that none was available so there was no need to even try to order it from Kaiser’s main warehouse—there was none there. This situation was due to a quarantine placed on the product by the U.S. GOVERNMENT last week, which it usually does preceding a war or conflict likely requiring large use of the product by troops. It was further stated that all quantities of IMMUNOGLOBULIN remaining on hand in the individual clinics will be saved and used only in the case of an outbreak of Hepatitis A. There would no longer be any prophylactic use of the product and the travel department would no longer prescribe its use for patients leaving the country. Because of the difficulty in the manufacture of IMMUNOGLOBULIN, it was expected that the shortage would last a long time and no information was available as to when the shortage might end.

This supervisor will speak next week to the pharmacy person who sent this voicemail and more information about the situation may be available at that time.

STAY TUNED.

[End quoting]

Do you really believe that they can’t produce enough of this product? What is the real purpose of withholding this product? Could it be some more of the Elite’s planned illnesses and deaths? Keep your eyes open and use good sense.
Couples Turn to Ready-Made Embryos

Excerpted from *The Daily News*, Los Angeles, 11/23/97: [quoting]

Kathy Butler, a 47-year-old New Jersey woman, is pregnant with triplets. But the babies bear no relationship to her or to her husband, Gary. Instead, they are growing from ready-made embryos that the Butlers selected and paid for at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in Manhattan.

Doctors at the medical center had mixed human eggs and sperm to make a variety of embryos with different pedigrees. Then they froze the embryos. The idea was to allow prospective parents to select embryos whose parents resemble them physically or have the same ethnic background and are well-educated—the best possible sperm and egg donors for those who cannot have babies of their own.

The Butlers are part of a quiet but fast-emerging new world of assisted reproduction in the United States. Doctors have become skilled at creating human embryos, and anguished, infertile couples are more than willing to pay for whatever infertility clinics can offer. The technique has resulted in an unknown number of births.

Kathy Butler said she and her husband had few options. They had spent all their money on other infertility treatments, and so when they discovered that they could select a group of premade frozen embryos for $2,750 they were overjoyed.

For many who venture into the doors of leading infertility clinics, what the Butlers have done will be understandable, even enviable. After all, those few centers with embryos that are up for what the doctors euphemistically call “adoption” have waiting lists of couples who want them.

Premade human embryos are rare and largely confined to a handful of burgeoning centers like the one at Columbia-Presbyterian, where doctors quietly tell patients about the embryos but do not advertise them. “If you talk to smaller centers, they’ll say they never heard of such a thing,” said Dr. Mark Sauer of Columbia-Presbyterian.

Some embryos are custom made by doctors, while others have been made by doctors for infertile couples and then not used. These couples paid for their own egg and sperm donors and then ended up with more embryos than they needed. The clinics offer these embryos to people who cannot afford the more than $16,000 it would cost for a single attempt at pregnancy with sperm and egg donors they select themselves.

Is there something chilling about the idea of making embryos on speculation and selecting egg and sperm donors according to their looks, education and ethnicity?

“It does seem like a supermarket approach to embryos,” said Lori B. Andrews, a professor of law at Chicago-Kent College of Law.

Doctors who treat infertility say the questions are beside the point. “It’s normal human nature” to want to choose donors of eggs and sperm, Sauer said. “Behind closed doors, the most liberal-minded people are about as discriminating as you can get. So don’t accuse us of playing God.”
The premade embryos appear to inhabit ambiguous legal territory, Andrews said. Laws governing sperm and egg donors vary from state to state, and many states have no law. [End quoting]

Man thinks he’s ready to play God, but he is far from taking responsibility for his actions. Pretty soon medical science will simply take the human element out of life itself.

**WE’RE THE MEN WHO SAILED THE LIBERTY**

From A FLYER, source unknown, 1997: [quoting]

To: All Members of Congress  
Date: Mothers Day, May 11, 1997

From: Tony Fusco, Box 101, Salfordville, PA 18958  
Subject: The duty of Congress to investigate the attack on the U.S.S. LIBERTY

On June 8th, 1997, 30 years will have gone by since 34 Americans were killed and 171 were wounded in the two-hour attack on the U.S.S. LIBERTY by Israel’s Defense Forces.

The wounds on the hearts and minds of the relatives of those killed, the survivors of the attack, and many Americans, can be brought closer to healing when the truth of that attack is told to the American people. That healing process can be greatly helped by an investigation by Congress. I ask that you join in, in calling for that investigation.

The following are the lyrics to a song I wrote about the attack on the U.S.S. LIBERTY. More Information on that attack, and the cover-up that followed, can be obtained from the U.S.S. LIBERTY Veterans Association web site at: <http://www.halcyon.com/jim/ussliberty/>.

**WE’RE THE MEN WHO SAILED THE LIBERTY**

Words & Music by Tony Fusco, Sgt., Philadelphia P.D./Retired

1. It seems like it was yesterday,  
   that Israeli-Arab war.  
   We were on a peaceful mission  
   more than 12 miles from the shore.  
   But the treachery of politics  
   stooped to its lowest skill.  
   One-hundred-seventy-one they’d wound.  
   Thirty-four of us they’d kill.

Chorus:
We’re the men who sailed the *LIBERTY.*
Our country we served well,
But we were betrayed by Washington
and put through the fires of hell.
In broad daylight old glory flew.
It could be clearly seen
As the attack was launched on us
by Israel’s war machine.

2. For six hours their
reconnaissance flew right over us.
They were our good friends,
so we gave them all our trust.
They flew so close, they waved to us.
It couldn’t have been an error.
Their two-hour attack made on us
was plain deliberate terror.

3. At first It was the faster planes
that made the strafing runs.
Their rockets, shells and bullets
took out our defensive guns.
Then came the slower aircraft,
dropping napalm and their bombs.
And the list grew longer,
sent to sobbing wives and moms.

4. The *Saratoga* launched its aircraft.
They would soon be overhead.
But traitor politicians said
our blood could be shed.
They sent them back to their ship,
as we bled, burned and died.
Then to cover up their treachery
to the whole shocked world they lied.

5. As the blood thickened on the deck,
their torpedo boats closed in.
They blew a house-sized hole
where our Israeli flag had been.
In that cavern made of twisted steel
twenty-five of us had died.
This because our President
was on the other side.
6. They machine-gunned stretcher bearers
   as they made a mercy round
   Trying to help the men
   who kept the ship from going down.
   They even shot the life-rafts
   as we put them in the sea.
   They didn't want survivors.
   That was clear as it could be.

7. Their commando helicopters
   came in close for an assault.
   They were in full battle gear,
   but the attack came to a halt.
   They learned we launched our aircraft;
   they thought they were on the way
   And if the attack continued
   the world would learn the truth that day.

8. American Jews were in our crew.
   Some were among the dead.
   So don’t say we are prejudiced
   for what is being said.
   We’ve had it with the traitors
   on both sides of the sea.
   Right in our highest office
   was our worst enemy.

9. The *Maine*, the *Lusitania*,
   Pearl Harbor and some more,
   Were setup situations
   to drag us in a war.
   If the *Liberty* was sunk
and not one of us survived,
Were they going to blame the Arabs,
so we’d fight on Israel’s side?

10. Politicians can’t be trusted,
no matter where they “serve”.
If we let them get away with this,
we’ll get what we deserve,
A gang of lying traitors
who will sell out on the spot.
They will take away our freedom
and everything we’ve got.

11. In Israel and over here
we should hang our heads in shame
For the politicians we put in
that really share the blame.
Not just for our suffering
and the silence placed on us,
For even now they show us
they do not deserve our trust.

In conclusion, I ask: Will you be thought of as one more Member of Congress who refused to come out of the closet into responsibility, put on the out-of-style cloak of loyalty, and call for a long overdue Congressional investigation of this attack? Will your name be one more that is etched into the blood-red granite wall of politics? A wall that exists in the minds of ever-growing numbers of Americans. A wall of dishonor that bears the caption: DEDICATED TO MEMBERS OF CONGRESS FOR OUTSTANDING DERELICTION OF DUTY. A wall that is visited by many thinking, conscientious, loyal, voting Americans. Voters who reach out, touch familiar names and then withdraw their hand—and support. Withdraw because of the revulsion and disgust they associate with those congressional names.

Are your actions, or the lack of them, etching your name into that wall? Will you be remembered in history, and on election day, as one more Member of Congress who refused to come to the aid of the men who sailed the LIBERTY? [End quoting]

CONTACT and Phoenix Journal readers first saw Commander Hatonn’s description of the U.S.S. Liberty’s attack in Journal #18, Blood And Ashes.

RIGHTS ACTIVISTS RAP EX-SOVIET STATES ON SEX TRADE

From SPIRIT OF ‘76 fax, 11/10/97: [quoting]

Human rights organisations called on Russia and other countries from the former Soviet Union on Thursday to urgently address what they said was a growing problem with women being sent abroad as prosti-
“The current status of NIS (Newly Independent States) countries as sending, transit and receiving countries for trafficking in women demands an immediate response,” they said in a statement after an international conference in Moscow.

Posing as employment and travel agencies, criminal groups promise women jobs as waitresses and barmaids overseas but then treat them as slaves, forcing them to work as prostitutes to pay off thousand-dollar “debts”, the activists said.

The victims, typically women aged between 16 and 35, are often raped and beaten, have their passports confiscated and are threatened with harm to themselves or their families if they try to break their “contracts” or seek help.

“The international community has condemned this heinous crime through a convention which Russia has ratified—the Convention on the Suppression of Traffic of Persons and the Exploitation and Prostitution of Others,” said Michael Platzer of the U.N. body overseeing crime prevention based in Vienna.

Gillian Caldwell of the Global Survival Network said U.N. estimates showed the criminal groups raked in $7 billion annually from illegal trafficking in women.

Participants in the conference, the first of its kind to be held in Russia, urged governments to set up educational and victim-support programmes and to make trafficking a criminal offence but said the battle would be an uphill one.

Of a number of Russian government ministries invited to the conference, only the Justice Ministry and the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection sent top level delegates, said conference coordinator Yury Dzhibladze.

“The situation in my opinion is fairly indicative of the lack of interest and preparation in our government and the ministries to deal seriously with this problem.”

The growth of Russia’s criminal underworld has gripped people at home and abroad with a horrified fascination since the collapse of the Soviet Union.

But trafficking in human beings has so far focused primarily on adoptions of babies from the former Soviet Union by foreign couples and alleged abuses of the adoption system.

Russia says it is making strides in the fight against crime, but this week Interior Minister Anatoly Kulikov said a lack of funding for law-enforcement agencies was a severe problem.

He made no mention of the sex-trafficking problem.

But Caldwell said a two-year undercover investigation of the trafficking business by her agency had suggested links between traffickers and government ministries.
“We call upon the government of Russia and the governments of NIS countries to investigate such allegations of official complicity and corruption,” Caldwell said.

The human rights groups said the trafficking in women from the Soviet Union had exploded since 1989, with their percentage in the international sex market matching or overtaking previous sources of supply in Asia and Latin America.

“In 1989, there were 378 women from the former Soviet Union who entered Japan on entertainment visas. By 1995, from Russia alone there were 4,763 Russian women who entered Japan on entertainers’ visas,” said Caldwell.

“The numbers of Russian and NIS women trafficked into countries throughout Europe, Asia, North America and the Middle East are comparable,” she added.

Marjan Wejers, director of the Netherlands’ STV/Foundation Against Traffic in Women, said 80 percent of the women she now counselled were from the former Soviet bloc. [End quoting]

As long as we have corrupt governments this traffic will go on. Thank God for those who will stand up against corruption wherever they find it.

**WAVE OF QUAKES JOLTS MAMMOTH LAKES**

From *THE DAILY NEWS*, Los Angeles, for 11/23/97: [quoting]

Three moderate earthquakes rattled this ski-resort town Saturday as the latest seismic activity to hit the region caused an average of 50 quakes an hour but no damage or injuries, the U.S. Geological Survey said.

Twenty of the temblors had a 3.0 magnitude or above. The three strongest ranged from a magnitude of 4.5 to 4.8, the USGS reported.

“Yesterday, it looked like it was dying down, although since about 4:06 this morning the swarms seem to have intensified again,” said Dale Cox, USGS spokesman in Sacramento. “What this means at this point, we’re not sure.”

A 4.7-magnitude quake at 10:10 a.m. was preceded by a 4.8-magnitude temblor at 9:26 a.m. and a 4.5-magnitude tremor at 4:06 a.m., Cox said.

The third quake was centered two miles southeast of Mammoth Lakes. The two earlier ones were concentrated about three miles east-southeast of Mammoth Lakes, 215 miles northeast of Los Angeles.

A handful of people called to inquire about the shakers, but there were no immediate reports of injury, a Mono County sheriff’s dispatcher said.

More than 400 temblors were registered over an eight-hour period since the 4.5-magnitude quake hit early Saturday, Cox said.
The seismic activity prompted seismologists to again mark the area under “condition green”, a designation that means there is moderate unrest posing no immediate risk, Cox said.

A scientist was investigating the latest spate of volcanic activity, which registered a high of 600 quakes Monday and more than 2,000 in the past week, Cox said.

The shaking was likely due to the movement of molten rock, he said.

Scientists were preparing to upgrade the green condition to a more serious level of yellow, which usually happens once a decade, if the number of quakes did not level off. [End quoting]

Shake, rattle and roll, but we can’t take the hint when Mother Nature tell us it’s best to move out of her way. Of course, the people there will want help when the disaster does take place.

**SUSPENDED PARTICLE SHADE GLASS**

From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, Dec. 1997: [quoting]

“Smart” windows—panes of glass that change transparency in response to electric currents—work well enough, but until now they’ve been too expensive to attract much of a commercial following.

suspended particle glass

A new approach to limiting light transmission developed by Research Frontiers (RF) promises to make the economics more attractive. It is called suspended particle device (SPD) technology.

When no voltage is applied to an SPD window, tiny dust particles suspended randomly inside it absorb light. Applying a voltage causes these particles to align in a way that makes the glass or plastics more transparent.

In addition to being substantially cheaper to produce than other smart windows, the company says SPD could be used also in eyeglasses and video displays.

Expect to see the new windows at dealer showrooms next year. [End quoting]

Sounds like a wonderful new product. I hope the price is reasonable enough so the average person can afford it. It probably will help tremendously in helping to save energy also.

**WHAT A JOKE: CLINTON RETICENT ABOUT WIELDING TOO MUCH POWER?**

From the INTERNET, Truth in Media’s GLOBAL WATCH Bulletin, 11/8/97: [quoting]
Now, here’s one news story which ought to be good for a good laugh.

Or a cry.

Our lawmakers (thanks to Newt Gingrich?) waited until the Chinese president, Jiang Zemin, was safely back in Beijing and getting ready for his summit with Boris Yeltsin, before passing a law prohibiting Chinese military from operating businesses in the U.S. on Nov. 7.

Guess who is opposing such a law?

Bill Clinton. No surprise there, right?

But guess WHY Clinton is opposing it?

Because “it would put too much power into the hands of the President”, the ASSOCIATED PRESS reported on Nov. 7.

Are you laughing or crying right now?

For, let’s see:

First, Clinton committed our troops to Bosnia’s potentially hazardous “peacemaking” war duty—prior to the Dayton agreement signed in November 1995—and WITHOUT a prior congressional approval.

Second, Clinton sought and won the “line-item veto” which transferred additional powers to the White House, which had rested with Congress before.

Third, there is the on-going “fast track” legislation fight, in which Clinton is seeking more presidential power, and Congress is (or has so far been) balking at it, Gingrich excepted.

(This “Republican” House Speaker delayed the scheduled Friday vote to allow the “Democrat” Clinton more time to build additional support among his balking Democrats. What party did they say Gingrich was in?)

And now, after the most brazen power-grab in the history of American Presidency, and at a time when the country can least afford a “king” at the White House, Clinton opposes this anti-Chinese legislation allegedly because it would give him “too much power”?

What does the would-be “King Klinton” take his fellow-Americans for—a bunch of morons?

Guess so, if the House’s anti-Chinese legislation is allowed to die on the vine, as it seems likely due to a delay in the Senate.

Bob. [End quoting]
We have to give Clinton credit for he can get away with almost anything he desires. He must laugh himself
to sleep every night over the stupidity of the foolish, ignorant and lazy slaves that he governs. It’s as easy
as stealing candy from a baby for him. I would imagine he’s getting quite bored since there’s probably very
little challenge left in his game of “gotcha—again”!

PSYCHIATRIC THOUGHT POLICE

Excerpted from EXPOSURE, Vol. 4, 1997: [quoting]

...The other establishment, the “organised” church, provided its own opposition to the new spiritual insights
of the late nineteenth century by branding interest in the occult, Eastern, and ancient religious philosophies
(even Greek Mythology) as heretical and evil.

This follows a long suppression by the Church (since the time of the Inquisition) of all esoteric (inner)
beliefs. Following the Renaissance of the 15 and 1600s, when ancient knowledge such as that of the
Greeks and foreign ideas such as the American Indian, Indian, and Chinese philosophies were discovered
for the first time by Western thinkers, the Church actively persecuted those with such beliefs.

As a result, Western psychiatry (the thought police of the establishment) branded beliefs such as the
powers of telepathy, telekinesis, perception of auras, and inner “voices”, as bizarre “magical thinking”, thus
justifying the label of schizophrenia. This label is still enshrined in psychiatric textbooks, and such books
(which over the years have become increasingly confused about diagnostic criteria that can be used to
label people with mental illness) have now become training manuals for the labeling of normal people as
abnormal.

The labels vary from psychoses like manic-depression, mania and schizophrenia to personality disorders
and neuroses.

The problem is that Western society has no concept of normal, outside the individual, prejudiced and
highly subjective view of the psychiatrist who does the diagnosing. They use themselves as gauges of
normality which is an extremely bizarre phenomena in its own right. Psychiatrists, by the very nature of
their occupation, interact abnormally with other people, probing them for “evidence” of mental illness
which is reflected by anything that sounds “odd” to them, or anything they disagree with. Small wonder
that anyone who comes under the scrutiny of a psychiatrist will be given at least one label.

Generally, the more psychiatrists one sees, the greater one’s collection of labels grows. I speak through
experience, having now gained a veritable panorama of labels from different psychiatrists and psychiatry
registras: schizophrenia, manic depressive, hypomanic, paranoid psychotic, schitzo-affective disorder—all
wrong!

In a one-year journey through the public hospital psychiatric services in Australia in 1995—1996, I col-
clected all these labels which were applied to me by different psychiatrists at different times, usually after
cursory “examinations”. The only label that actually fits me in any way is that of hypomania, a mental state
(that is strangely described as an abnormality) characterised by increased self-confidence [“inflated” self-
esteem], new ideas [“grandiosity”], increased enthusiasm for life and activity, spontaneity [“impulsivity”],
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increased lateral thought and associations [“flight of ideas”], increased sociability and generosity and a happy [“elevated”] mood. Hypomania is also accompanied by reduced need for sleep and increase in “goal-directed activities” and motivation.

I have spent my life trying to develop these attributes in myself. That such a state should be described as a mental abnormality by psychiatrists, is complete insanity.

A strange society indeed, when the insane judge the sane.

The neurotic is the person who builds a castle in the air. The psychotic is the person who lives in it.

And the psychiatrist is the barstard who collects the rent! —Anonymous

[End quoting]

Psychiatry was set up by the Elite to be just that—thought police for their mind control.

KOREA TO SEEK ECONOMIC BAILOUT
SAYS ACTION UNAVOIDABLE

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 11/27/97: [quoting]

Bowing to what it called the “unthinkable” South Korea said today that it will ask the International Monetary Fund to bail out its once-mighty economy.

“We have decided to request IMF assistance,” Yoon Jeung-hyun, assistant minister for financial policy, told reporters. “We are discussing the size and conditions of such loans.”

It was a tough pill to swallow for South Korea, proud of its meteoric rise from a war-torn nation to the world’s 11th-largest economic powerhouse, and one it had delayed taking for weeks.

Although its problems were spinning out of control, the country insisted it would never seek an IMF bailout—which requires stringent economic reforms and policy controls.

Today, it conceded that the IMF bailout was unavoidable.

Earlier today, Finance and Economy Minister Lim Chang-yeul said the IMF had offered to provide South Korea with short-term funds to help improve the severe cash strains that are pushing the country to the brink of financial chaos.

He declined to comment on the size of the proposed aid.

South Korea is a member of the Washington-based IMF and is entitled to a direct $6 billion loan. But South Korean news reports said the IMF was likely to put together a bailout package of up to $60 billion with contributions from the United States, Japan and other member countries.
President Kim Young-sam planned to deliver a nationally televised speech Saturday to seek public support for that decision. South Korea’s dramatic downfall from an Asian tiger to an Asian beggar overlaps with Kim’s tumultuous five years in office. His term ends in February.

The president’s spokesman said the chief executive told an emergency meeting of his government and private economic ministers today that the nation should prepare for “bone-carving pains” to overcome its financial woes.

The IMF usually requires countries to conduct painful economic structural reforms in return for loans.

The Korea Composite Stock Price Index dropped slightly—3.67 points, to 484.74—at midday, partly because of concern that the strict IMF requirements could force more bankruptcies, dealers said.

But most analysts and economists have said the IMF’s bailout—with its promises of ensuring economic reform—eventually will help restore the confidence of foreign investors.

In the past week, South Korea has suffered the kind of symptoms that have shaken Southeast Asia recently: its currency fell, interest rates climbed, and foreigners scrambled to bail out and convert their holdings into dollars.

The nation had turned for help to the United States and Japan, but got a cold shoulder from both. Asking Japan, its former colonial ruler, for help was almost as galling as going to the IMF.

The United States insisted South Korea seek help from the International Monetary Fund, as did Thailand and Indonesia, whose economies also are in trouble. [End quoting]

World leaders who want to be their own boss are learning the hard way that when you deal with world bankers you become their slaves (not just a debtor or employee). This information is directly related to this week’s Front Page story.

### CALTRANS REVEALS QUAKE FIX PROBLEMS

**Bad Welds Found At 210-118 Interchange**

Excerpted from *THE DAILY NEWS*, Los Angeles, 11/19/97: [quoting]

Hundreds of substandard welds lie buried in concrete meant to keep freeway bridges in the San Fernando Valley and across the state from collapsing in an earthquake, according to documents obtained by the *Daily News*.

Caltrans memos show that the welding defects went undetected during construction work on more than 70 freeway bridges and overpasses—including the 210-118 interchange in the Valley—as part of the states $3.5 billion seismic retrofit program.
Discovery of the problems prompted officials to order thousands of welds torn out of one overpass in San Diego as a safety precaution. But when Caltrans found similar faults in about one-quarter of the bridges statewide, officials decided the problem would not diminish the bridges’ strength in a quake. [End quoting]

Why weren’t proper inspections made before being covered with cement? Payoffs?? And why were they unsafe only until there were too many of them? Who pays the bill if destruction takes place because of the faulty construction? You guessed it—just we innocent taxpayers.

**QUEEN TO MOVE KIN FOR DIANA MEMORIAL**

From *THE DAILY NEWS*, Los Angeles, 11/28/97: [quoting]

Queen Elizabeth II plans to move members of the royal family out of Kensington Palace, converting part of it into a memorial to Princess Diana, *The Sunday Times* reported.

The newspaper said the move is part of a restructuring of the monarchy that has been under discussion since Diana’s death in a Paris car wreck on Aug. 31.

It quoted senior royal sources as saying that the queen “now accepts that the family has to be further slimmed down to reflect the demands of public opinion”. [End quoting]

This reminds me of advisors telling old skin-flint John D. Rockefeller to become a philanthropist to get the people—who hated him—to like him. One of the methods he used was to hand out dimes to the kids on the streets. In the meantime he was stealing their poor parents blind. And most of the “philanthropy” he did was to make donations to charities he controlled and used to control more citizens as his slaves.

Let’s look at it this way: The Queen probably had a part in Diana’s murder and now sets up a shrine to remind others to not cross her

us snapshots

**BRITISH GUN CONFISCATION**

From *THE HOSKINS REPORT*, 11/2/97: [quoting]

Firearms enthusiasts have until the end of September to give up their weapons or face the prospect of up to 10 years in jail under new laws that are said to be the world’s toughest anti-gun legislation. An estimated 160M larger caliber pistols were made illegal as a result of a firearms act passed under the previous Tory administration, and a further 40M smaller .22 caliber handguns are set to be banned under a Bill put
forward by the new Labor government. Prime Minister Tony Blair said a handgun ban was necessary because “we owe a moral responsibility to the victims of Dunblane and their families.”  (*Citizen*, S. Africa, July 2, 1997) [End quoting]

If we don’t wake up it’s going to happen here also—*soon*!!

Isn’t it neat how the Elite set up a mass murder, and then come up with the solution that *always* takes away more freedom??

**MID-EAST FUSE**

From *THE HOSKINS REPORT*, 11/2/97: [quoting]

INDIA: Because of selective abortion there are now 31,000,000 more males in India than females. One of the reasons Indian Hindus migrate to America is to search for a Saxon wife. [End quoting]

Man sure knows how to unbalance Nature—now if he could only learn he has to pay the penalty.

**PLACE IN THE 50-YEAR CYCLE**

From *THE HOSKINS REPORT*, 11/2/97: [quoting]

In the past, major 50-year cycles end and the nation’s rise from depression comes when commodity prices begin to rise. Commodity prices are in a 14-year coil formation with a down bias. Near term, this is good for business and stock markets. Long term—continued commodity price declines mean eventual deflation. With the evidence available—it appears that the looked for major 50-year commodity bottom still lies in the future. Stock prices may continue higher for a time, but caution is warranted. It is late in the cycle. [End quoting]

See our Front Page story this week.

**HISTORY CENSORED**

From *THE HOSKINS REPORT*, 11/2/97: [quoting]

From 1998 onward, British schools will no longer teach children about our political history. Henry V, Elizabeth I, and Nelson are all to disappear. The Government has approved the move. (*The Recent News*, Interment from Gr. Britain) [End quoting]

The Elite don’t want educated slaves—they can’t be as easily controlled!

**RACE MONITORING**

From *THE HOSKINS REPORT*, 11/2/97: [quoting]
The BBC is to introduce more ‘race monitoring’ of news and current affairs broadcasting. The next stage will be quotas. The quotas, promoted by organizations like the BBC, have nothing to do with numbers of ethnic minorities in Britain. The ‘fair-quota’ will be a massive overrepresentation of nonwhites. (The Recent News, Interment from Gr. Britain) [End quoting]

The Elite’s goal is to wipe out the God-trusting people—no matter what color.

SYLVESTER’S PROPHECY

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Premier Issue, Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512: [quoting]

By the time my daughter Katie Lynn was six months old, she had undergone two major operations. Her chest looked like a road map of stitches and scars. Now she faced a third operation for a blood clot that had resulted from her last heart surgery. At 1:30 on a Friday afternoon in 1990 the surgeons at Children’s Hospital of Michigan started to operate. She wasn’t returned to the cardiac unit until 8:30 that night.

Although the surgery was successful, we didn’t know how long it would be before Katie could come home. The next day my wife, daughter, son and I sat by her bed. When visiting time was up, I went to get the car. Carolyn, my wife, wanted to spend a few minutes alone with Katie. Our son and daughter stopped at the cafeteria for a Coke.

As I waited for them in the lobby, I was joined by a man who stepped out from behind a pillar. He wore a workman’s blue coveralls and a hat; his hands were stained with grease. “How you doing, Rob?” he asked.

A little startled, I replied, “Good. How are you?” Sometimes people recognized me from my nightly weather report on a local TV station.

“I hear that your daughter is going home tomorrow.”

I shrugged and shook my head.

“I don’t think so. The doctors say she’ll be lucky if she can go home in a week.”

“Maybe I misunderstood.” With that he leaned up against the pillar, smiling kindly. “They call me Sly,” he introduced himself, “short for Sylvester.”

I nodded, then I looked down at the floor. When I looked up, Sly was gone.

We were on our way home, heading up I-75, when I suddenly turned to Carolyn and declared, “Katie is coming home tomorrow.”

She looked at me as if I’d lost my mind. “Rob that’s impossible, Katie won’t be home for at least a week.” She’s right, I thought, trying to dismiss the strange idea.
The following morning Carolyn and I were back at Children’s Hospital. As we entered the cardiac unit, Katie’s nurse stopped us. “I’ve been trying to reach you with a message,” she exclaimed. “Katie can go home.”

“What?” Carolyn asked.

“Katie is healed. The doctors are astounded!”

But I was even more astounded. The message had already been delivered.

“As a TV newsman, I would never claim I saw an angel unless I was absolutely positive.” — Rob Kress, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan [End quoting]

It is very inspiring to read about the numerous, unsuspected ways that God’s messages and gifts are given.
CHAPTER 7

THE FINAL TIME HAS COME
PART VI CONCLUDES THIS SERIES
by Gary Wean 11/17/97

Editor’s note: For those of you who may be new to our readership, meet Gary L. Wean: he entered the Los Angeles Police Department Academy in 1946, after making a number of distinguishing contributions in World War II. Along the road of a brilliant police career, he eventually became Chief Investigator for the Ventura County Public Defender Office. Gary had contributed many articles to CONTACT, but none created a bigger stir than our Front Page for our 9/6/94 issue, when he wrote the definitive story called, “O.J. Simpson Frame-Up: Jewish Mafia Conspiracy For Race Riots & Revolution” which we have, by popular demand, been pressured to reprint on several later occasions.

The following is Part VI and the conclusion of the Series from Gary which began in the 10/28/97 issue of CONTACT.

To survive, Christians must not forget—the Mongol Jews never sleep; the evil-devilry frothing in their blood will not let them rest. Like the slithering Asp spits out paralyzing death, the Mongol Jews’ poison sacs are kept constantly filled by the insane gyrations of their hate-filled brains.

But herein you will discover how the Light of Truth and the power of your faith in Christianity can utterly destroy the poisonous filth of the Mongol Jews and you need no longer fear them.

This story is only one of thousands of the constant, vicious schemes they conjure up. It exposes what extravagant depths and great lengths the Mongol Jews will go to with their saboteur and provocateur Hollywood resources of lie-filled scenario writers.

In the first week of January 1997, I was contacted by Gus Russo of Lancer Productions Inc. His headquarters are at 10 Columbus Circle, Suite 2210, New York, N.Y. 10019. Russo said he was the researcher for a new television documentary that Lancer Productions was going to make about President John F. Kennedy and Lancer was producing this program for ABC News. Russo explained that it would be based in part on the reporting of Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Seymour Hersh and would be hosted by Peter Jennings. Also a portion of the program would deal with events in Los Angeles during the 1960s, and Russo wanted a chance to talk to me about those events involving President Kennedy and Marilyn Monroe for the documentary.

Gus Russo’s home base is in Baltimore, but he was going to be at the Doubletree Hotel in Santa Monica, Ca., from January 15 through the 26th. (This trip was in relation to the O.J. Simpson civil trial farce in Santa Monica that the Mongol Jews were perpetrating, but that is yet another story.) On January 12, 1997, Russo called me from Baltimore around 7:00 p.m. (in California) and we talked for about 3 hours, until 1:00 a.m. Baltimore time. Russo wanted to know everything I knew about the John Kennedy and Marilyn sexcapades and the assassination. This would have taken a month, but I told him it was in my
book. He asked me to send him one and would I send it to the Doubletree because he wanted it while he
was meeting with certain people in Santa Monica.

I mailed him a copy of my book the next day and on January 28, 1997 Russo sent me a note and a check
for the book. This was 2 weeks after January 15 when he had been scheduled to return to New York;
however, he was still in California, but now at the Marina Del Rey. My book and my phone conversation
with Russo had terribly upset their applecart. I wrote a letter to Gus Russo in New York giving him
information about President Willie Clinton’s Chinese drug-connections, but I never got an answer; in fact
it was the last I ever heard from Russo.

However, this is just the beginning of what occurred involving the Kennedy-Monroe Documentary. It
turned out that what they were whipping up was a giant ABC News propaganda ‘spectacular’ ripping into
JFK and RFK and the Christian Faith with horribly denigrating, slanderous-libelous fury.

This video production would be in conjunction with the Mongol Jew Seymour Hersh’s book, The Dark
Side of Camelot. But, remember what you read earlier herein about conspirators getting fatally entrapped
in their own vicious, lying schemes. The true and inescapable facts exposed in my book had shattered all
their evil plans to change history. And after many secret meetings, they determined that they had to take
drastic action to keep their scheme from backfiring into a terrible disaster for them.

Hersh was conspiring with ABC News and Russo on their documentary based on his book, The Dark
Side of Camelot. And through their giant Jew news-media organizations they had been leaking enticing
blurbs (passages) of coming attractions titillating the lewd and lascivious lust of the prurient public. One
cute little blurb went like this: “Johnny, it seems we ‘DID’ hardly know you. The dirt’s leaking out from
Seymour Hersh’s book, The Dark Side of Camelot. Sources say the book, due out in the fall, reports
that President Kennedy was broke most of the time ‘cuz he was paying off so many women who threat-
ened to go public with their tales and photos of illicit sex. And that when he was in the Navy, Kennedy
contracted a venereal disease. And that before he married Jackie, he was secretly married to a divorceé
who lives today in Palm Beach, Florida. Daddy Joseph Kennedy got the union annulled.”

Hersh had spread it far and wide that he had hard proof, new documents and signed statements that former
President John F. Kennedy paid Marilyn Monroe to keep silent about their affair. Hersh stated that he had
gotten authentic documents in 1995 from a former law clerk and document dealer (what’s a document
dealer?), Lawrence Cusak. This amazing new evidence, according to Hersh’s coming book, quote, “proved
that President Kennedy had promised to put $1 million into a trust fund for Marilyn’s mother.”

The true facts in my book had exposed Hersh and his plotters as liars and his documents as forgeries. This
threw a panic into ABC News, Lancer Productions and Peter Jennings. To save their skins they came up
with a far out story to counteract the blurbs that Hersh had been pouring out to the public. To cover their
evil fraud and hoax ABC News went on the 20/20 news program and described their efforts to authenti-
cate the new documents that they had purportedly come up with.

Experts hired by ABC News concluded that the documents were forgeries as they had been typed on a
typewriter that was not manufactured until years after the date on the documents and Marilyn and JFK had
already been dead many years. One of the things in my book that had so frightened the plotters was the
revelation that the ‘famous’ Anne Frank ‘tear jerker’ was also a forgery and hoax. It was nothing but a Hollywood scenario writer’s wild brain-storm script. Experts analyzing Anne Frank’s alleged handwriting had discovered that the pen used was a type that hadn’t even been invented, and was not in existence until years after Anne Frank purportedly wrote it.

In Canada Christians are also becoming aware of the Hollywood scenario writers’ ‘Holocaust Hoax’. In Toronto the newspapers on November 13, 1997 carried this story: “Rights panel clears B.C. Columnist.”

A human rights tribunal ruled Wednesday that a newspaper columnist did not violate anti-hate laws by writing that Jews had orchestrated a ‘propaganda exercise’ based on the Holocaust.

The ruling came in a closely followed case involving a complaint by the Canadian Jewish Congress that a 1994 column in a weekly newspaper by Doug Collins violated the hate-law section of British Columbia’s Human Rights Act.

The British Columbia Press Council backed the newspaper, calling the case ‘the most serious threat to press freedom in Canada’ in 60 years.

In its ruling, the tribunal said the column itself did not violate the law, even though some people who read the column might be more likely to view Jews negatively.


In it, Collins predicted the movie Schindler’s List would win the Academy Award because it was part of Holocaust-related Jewish propaganda designed to extract ‘billions of dollars’ in compensation from Germany.

So, as herein before stated, all the crazy lies throughout the centuries that these Mongol Jew imposters have so insidiously crafted are ripping apart in huge chunks. The Light of Truth is demolishing the ‘Greatest Hoax’ the World has ever known. The Mongol Jews are destined to be consumed by their own lies. Everything the Mongol Jews say is a lie; Seymour Hersh claims he has statements from FBI and Secret Service agents describing the activities of the Kennedys. The Mongol Jews claimed in their propaganda against the Kennedys that an FBI Agent swore to them that he had loaned his Cadillac convertible to Bobby Kennedy. And Bobby was observed driving up to Marilyn Monroe’s house in this Cadillac and entering on the night Marilyn was murdered.

During the 1950s and 1960s my partner Frank and I had been investigating and surveilling L.A. gangster Mickey Cohen and the murderous Israeli terrorist Menachem Begin and their hoodlums. I had just left off my surveillance of Monroe’s house the night she was murdered and my informant took over. Later that evening my informant-operator called me and said he had observed Georgie Piscitelli (one of Cohen’s Italian mobsters) drive up in Sammy LoCigno’s Cad convertible and enter Marilyn’s house. He continued to surveil the house the rest of the evening and at no time did Bobby Kennedy ever appear at that location. LoCigno (another of Cohen’s Italian ‘lover-boys’) was in prison for the murder of Jack O’Hara at Rondelli’s Restaurant. Mickey Cohen had taken over Sammy’s Cad and his hoods were using it.
For Seymour Hersh’s (America’s No. 1 Investigative Journalist according to the Jews) edification, my operator was Henry (Hank) Jacobs, a Jew who spoke Yiddish. Henry didn’t like what the Mongol Jews were doing; he knew that terrorists and assassins like Cohen and Begin were leading the Jews into destruction and annihilation. This is all in my book *There’s A Fish In The Courthouse* which was taken to the U.S. Senate in 1987 and which they covered up.

Think about all the American military men and women who have been blown-up and killed in the Middle East since 1987 while protecting the Mongol Jews’ Israel. The United States Senators are totally responsible for these deaths, and those same old traitorous scum-bags are still sitting right there taking the Mongol Jews drug-money and plotting how they can kill more Americans in WWIII which the Jews are fomenting with Iraq. Without going into detail the Mongol Jews have more biological and nuclear weapons capabilities hidden in Dimona than all the rest of the world put together. When Iraq is annihilated and America’s military has been completely demoralized, the Mongol Jews will own the World.

And NATO is worthless—the Mongol Jews have nuclear missile sites massed all along the Mediterranean Coast aimed at the capitol and heartlands of every country in Europe. And where are the U.N. weapons inspectors when it comes to Israel?? You will also learn about Ed Tivnan, a Hollywood scenario writer who called me in 1987. He was upset that I was writing a book exposing Menachem Begin’s terrorist activities in America. He said he had been paid a huge sum of money by the Jews to write a book and refute the fact that Begin was connected to Jew gangsters in America. Ed Tivnan is still a Hollywood scenario writer and producer of Mongol Jew propaganda in association with Aaron Russo, another Hollywood producer of Mongol Jew lies to destroy Christians.

Aaron Russo presently is producing a scam wherein he is running for governor of Nevada. Russo is promising the voters the sky—everything he can think of, while knowing he doesn’t intend to keep any of his wild promises even if he could. Russo has enlisted Pierre Salinger, a fool, as his so-called ‘Press Secretary’. Salinger with long-time connections to the Kennedys is being used to give ‘insider’ credence to the Mongol Jews’ lies to harm the Kennedys, the Catholic Church and the Christians. At the same time Russo connects with a convicted felon, Lynn Nofziger, a Mongol Jew money handler for politicians. Nofziger (in my book) was deeply involved in Ventura County corruption with Judge Jerome Berenson, his law partner Ben Nordman and Federal Judge Harry Pregerson’s drug organization.

Russo has new digs in Reno, Nevada but back in Hollywood with his Mongol Jew buddies he hangs out at Jew restaurants and bars. You have to understand that all Jews are natural ‘stand-up comedians’. The Jews laugh uproariously as he regales them with stories of how he has fooled and taken in the stupid Christians and patriots in Nevada and has them eating out of his hand. One of the patriots leading men and tough fighters for the Constitution has embraced Russo’s scam. Dick Carver has fallen hook, line and sinker for Russo’s lies. Russo plays this to the hilt as one of his funniest stand-up comedy routines. His synagogue buddies love it. The next funniest is when he tells how he started his ‘Constitution Party’.

Russo and Nofziger are recruiting the Nevada casino workers by promising he will declare their tips as a gift and they will not be taxable. This is just another of Russo’s far-out promises he doesn’t intend to keep—it mounts up to just another of his cruel, ruthless lies to the people.

Russo sucks up to law enforcement, telling them he will stand behind them against illegal federal opera-
tions—but while he is snowing law enforcement with that bull, they better be looking at Russo’s administr- 
ators of their pension funds and conspiratorial Mongol Jew Wall Street investments in derivatives and 
Asia. These funds are huge sums of money that the Mongol Jews have been eye-balling for a long time. 
Once they get their hands in the pot the pensions are long gone. And get this promise—Russo is even going 
to keep the Ten Commandments.

If Nevada voters keep their eyes open they will observe that Aaron Russo gets none of the normal, vicious 
attacks from the Jew-controlled media that Christian candidates suffer. Notice also that Russo is spending 
a lot of his time with county election clerks and that it was the Jews who wrote the script for ‘voter-election 
 fraud’. Democrats and Republicans cannot cross over in the primary and Russo must win the primary— 
so how does he intend to do it???. One of Russo’s ‘high-priority’ secret motives is to get his hands into 
Nevada’s unique corporation setup and its confidentiality protection. This is a wealth of information that 
Abraham Foxman the head of the Mongol Jews ADL needs for their blackmail Dossiers. Up until now they 
have not been able to crack this extremely valuable source to the extent they want. This info on corpora-
tions and their owners is absolutely necessary for their blackmail and intimidation operations which they 
use to bludgeon Congressmen and Senators to do their evil work.

On the TV, Abraham Foxman, a grubby, potbellied, unwashed low-life Mongol Jew orders the U.S. 
Congress to pass laws to censor and blank out the Christians right of Free Speech to use the Internet. 
Where in the world does this Mongol Jew nobody get the power to order our U.S. Congressmen to 
sabotage American Christians? That takes us right back to Freeh’s FBI and to Foxman’s ADL secret 
‘Dossiers’. And what happened to the Senate’s investigation into these Dossier crimes???. Write, fax, 
phone, and confront your U.S. representatives on the street—tell them in no uncertain terms to keep their 
greasy hands ‘off’ the Internet.

I agree without reservation that the sick sex pornos on Internet are gross, but that is part of the Christians’ 
moral standings of the parents teaching their children right and wrong. The porno on Internet serves an-
other purpose. It is a constant reminder to Christians that Satan and his evil legions lurk close beneath the 
surface with their sick, detestable temptations eager to lead Christians to their destruction. It is the Light of 
Truth, ‘not laws’, that will destroy Satan. We have all the laws we need on the books already.

By now Christians can easily visualize what would be happening if Seymour Hersh, ABC News, Russo’s 
Lancer Productions and Peter Jennings had been able to lash out with their phony documentary and its 
grandiose, bombastic sensationalism. Their phony lies and accusations against JFK, RFK and Christianity 
in a stupendous Hollywood TV, radio, newspaper, Time magazine, etc., extravaganza would be their 
biggest promotion of the decade, far bigger than even their O.J. production.

What many people don’t realize is the huge sums of money they make along with all the damage they do to 
Christianity at the same time. It’s called killing two birds with one stone and the Mongol Jews love it as they 
watch the Christians buying up all their magazines, newspapers and VCR tapes. The publishers of Hersh’s 
lies, Little, Brown and Company, owned by the Mongol Jews’ Time Inc., printed out only 350,000 copies. 
They originally planned to print 3 million copies and up the price on the book. That was before the true 
facts from my book There’s a Fish in the Courthouse frightened Russo and Lancer Productions so bad 
they forced Hersh to admit publicly that his famous documents on JFK and Marilyn were phony, forger-
ies, a completely evil hoax. It forced Hersh to remove his entire section on Kennedy and Monroe from his
book and to stop the documentary. This so depleted Hersh’s book that he had to revamp it and make up a whole new conglomeration of his silly sex fantasies and lies to put on JFK. Hersh’s ‘Late Term Abortion’, The Dark Side of Camelot is full of ‘it’.

I will, in this REPORT TO THE PEOPLE, note just a few of Hersh’s lies in his outrageous Mongol Jew conspiracy designed to destroy Christianity. Hersh states that, quote: “Kennedy expected Castro would be quickly assassinated by gangster Sam Giancana’s men.” He continues the ridiculous lies, quote: “the Kennedy brothers were the U.S. Government’s strongest advocates of the CIA’s plans to kill Castro. The necessity of Castro’s death became a presidential obsession for personal reasons because the family name was besmirched by the Bay of Pigs debacle.”

Hersh, in an insanity of purpose, then claims that Kennedy was to blame for the Cuban missile crisis, quote: “because of his secret plotting against Castro which the Cuban leader knew about and it was because of Kennedy’s policies that the missiles were brought there.” What Castro already knew was that the CIA had been trying to kill him for years, all through the Eisenhower Presidency and that Kennedy knew nothing about it.

Hersh becomes more of a Mongolian-idiot by the minute. He claims that JFK had South Vietnam’s President, Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother assassinated. The truth behind all of these events, the attempts on Castro’s life, the Diem killings, etc., etc., etc., are that a Mongol Jew secret agent, deeply imbedded in the CIA during the 1950s, 60s and 70s, was responsible and the Kennedy brothers had no inkling of these murderous CIA conspiracies.

The CIA’s Technical Services Staff was under the absolute control of Dr. Sidney Gottlieb and Samuel Halpern, his conspirator. Halpern, a high-ranking CIA official and Gottlieb, a CIA chief, both sinister Mongol Jews had been trying to kill Castro for years before JFK ever became president. Gottlieb designed all kinds of weird weapons and schemes to kill Castro with—a poisoned wet suit—explosive cigars—exploding envelopes and numerous other technical means.

Gottlieb and Halpern were also the brains of the horrible, evil force and plot in the death-dealing drug-testing of using LSD on unsuspecting Americans in their mind-control experiments and techniques designed to terrorize people. Gottlieb devised a super-secret electric pistol firing poison pellets that killed many people. Gottlieb and Halpern are Mongol Jews tied in closely with Hollywood’s Mongol Jew scenario writers who wrote their murderous scripts targeting poor unfortunate, unsuspecting souls who were to be the victims of elimination.

Gottlieb and Halpern got their secret orders direct from Federal Judge Harry Pregerson and Menachem Begin; even Caspar Weinberger, a powerful Mongol Jew, received his orders from Pregerson and Begin. The Diem brothers who Hersh claims JFK ordered killed were not killed because of any political reasons—they were killed by Pregerson’s and Begin’s Mishpucka agents because President Ngo and his brother were interfering in Pregerson’s Asian drug shipments to America.

In 1963, shortly after the assassination of President Kennedy my partner Frank and I met with Senator John Tower, Dallas Sheriff Bill Decker and Audie Murphy in Ruidoso, New Mexico. Senator Tower gave us documents and related the facts of who killed Pres. JFK and why. At that time Audie had interjected
into Tower’s story with his astute observation, “My God! It sounds exactly like a Hollywood script.” Audie and Tower were both killed in identical scenario airplane crashes. Robert Kennedy was assassinated in an extension of JFK’s murder because he had let his feelings be known that, quote, “the only way I can have the power to learn who really killed my brother is to become President.”

Only a matter of hours after Det. Sgt. Ed Patton and I gave RFK revelatory documents in Oxnard, California, RFK was dead. These documents were phone records. They revealed a phone call had been made from Federal Commissioner Ben Nordman’s and Ventura Superior Court Judge Jerome Berenson’s law office over twenty minutes before JFK was assassinated that “he was going to be killed.” RFK was also given the names of the persons making the phone call.

The FBI has known of this phone call since shortly after JFK’s murder but J. Edgar Hoover ordered silence, and it has been covered up ever since. The who and why of RFK’s murder was published in the CONTACT newspaper; it will soon appear in a ‘REPORT TO THE PEOPLE’ on the Internet.

From their frenzied activities it is evident that the Jews are in terrible dread of their ‘Great Hoax’ being unveiled—Hersh’s desperate, lying attempts to demonize America and Christians is recognized as the Mongol Jews’ death throes.

One thing really bothers me: Edward Kennedy and the rest of the cowardly Kennedy clan should be clamoring at the top of their lungs and beating on the walls and suing the Jews for everything they’ve got. Make them prove their insane lies and expose the killers of their brothers. I know I sure as hell would be. Are the secret Dossiers that the Mongol Jews Louie Freeh and the miserable Abraham Foxman hold over the Kennedys such terrible blackmail that Senator Edward Kennedy must let his dead brothers who cannot fight back endure such sick accusations.

Now we go to more of Seymour’s lies wherein he gloats that he got the information right from the mouth of JFK’s long time friend Charles Spaulding. Years ago the Mongol Jew scenario writers scripted sensational propaganda that, quote, “JFK, while a 22-year-old student in 1939, married a divorceé and was later secretly divorced. This woman in 1939 had been dated a few times by JFK’s older brother Joseph Kennedy and JFK had taken over.” But now Hersh moves it up to 1947 and comes up with a whole new story since he claims he has an eye witness, Charles Spaulding. Forcing round pegs in square holes of his scenario, Hersh claims that JFK married this woman in 1947 and divorced her in 1953. But JFK’s brother Joseph couldn’t have been dating this woman in 1947 because he was killed in WWII several years before. As Spaulding puts it, “unfortunately a lawyer and I destroyed all the marriage records.”

Under Hersh’s directions Spaulding also claims that he was sent by JFK in 1960 to California on a mission to silence Marilyn about her and JFK’s sexcapades. But again the eye witness and Seymour, the great Nobel Prize-winning journalist, are caught spouting outrageous lies, because JFK and Marilyn didn’t even meet until months after this alleged trip by Spaulding to California. The first meeting between Marilyn and JFK was in Santa Monica, Ca., after the Democratic Convention in 1960. It was a set-up arranged by the Hollywood Mongol Jew ‘stand-up comedian’ Joey Bishop—and nobody knows this better than Bishop (who is still alive) who set up this meeting at the orders of gangster Mickey Cohen and the terrorist Menachem Begin. Full verification of all these facts involving Joey Bishop are available from BBC writer Anthony Summers who wrote a book on Marilyn Monroe.
While Hersh and ABC News keep the people busy with JFK and Marilyn, Willy Clinton just met secretly with Jeffrey Katzenberg, David Geffen, Stephen Spielberg and a gaggle of other high-powered Mongol Jews in Santa Monica to pick up millions of unlaundred drug-money and received his orders from the Mongol Jews as to how to proceed with their Iraqi plans to precipitate WWIII.

/s/Gareth L. Wean
The following is Part III of a new Series from Calvin Burgin which began in the 11/18/97 issue of CONTACT as the Front Page story.

PERPETRATORS

One branch of the Rothschild family financed Napoleon and another branch financed Britain and Germany in the Napoleonic Wars. They sabotaged Napoleon and used their insider knowledge to make a fortune in the British stock market when Napoleon lost at Waterloo, then used the fortune to start what is now the Bank of England. The Rothschild Illuminati then called a Congress in Vienna to create the League of Nations. The goal was to create a One World Order with the Rothschilds as the dictators. However, the Czar of Russia knew what was going on and sabotaged their efforts. Nathan Rothschild swore (in 1814, when an earlier Czar thwarted their plans) to eventually get revenge, resulting in the Illuminati training the terrorists that later assassinated the Czar. The true story about all this has been told, but you must seek it out; it is not taught in your school classes.

The Rothschilds selected a man named Jacob Schiff who was born in one of their houses and sent him to America to get control of the American banking system, right after the Civil War. He bought a partnership into the firm of Kuhn & Loeb, who were selling goods to settlers who were moving West, from Lafayette, Indiana, and later in Cincinnati and St. Louis. They started loaning money and got into the banking business. Schiff married Loeb’s daughter and eventually bought out the business and moved it to New York, where it became Kuhn, Loeb & Company. He worked with J. P. Morgan, the Biddles, the Drexels, etc., and became the patron saint of John D. Rockefeller, Edward R. Harriman, and Andrew Carnegie. He financed the Standard Oil Company for Rockefeller, the railroad empire for Harriman, and the steel empire for Carnegie. He worked with other Rothschild agents including the Lehman Brothers (who had been involved in the Lincoln assassination), Goldman-Sachs, etc. He set up many Jewish groups and started the NAACP (the first few heads of the NAACP were Jews, such as Arthur and Joel Spingarn). In 1913 he set up the terrorist organization called the Anti-Defamation League of the B’nai B’rith (which has an openly armed branch of bombers and assassins called the Jewish Defense League). He was head of Schiff Pharmaceuticals and Schiff vitamins.

Schiff, with the Warburgs and Rothschilds, financed such notables as Lenin, Trotsky, Karl Marx and Stalin. One man from the Lower East Side of New York City who was often seen visiting Schiff’s palatial mansion was a man named Leon Trotsky, before he and 300 of his Lower East Side friends vanished onto a ship bound for Switzerland where they were to meet up with Lenin and his gang for a party (a gang which included Col. Edward Mandell House and Max Warburg, the Rothschilds, Litvinoff, Goganovich, and a train-robber named Stalin). On the ship was $20 million in gold given to them by Schiff. The Schiff-
chartered ship was intercepted and taken into custody by the British government. They were quickly released when Schiff ordered President Wilson to threaten the British and tell them the ship was on official U.S. business. You may think this is a wild story, but when Hearst newspaperman Charlie Knickerbocker interviewed John Schiff, the grandson of Jacob, John confirmed the story and revealed the $20 million figure which was not known until then.

**THE HOUSE OF HOUSE**

One man who amassed a large fortune during the Civil War was Thomas P. House, a Rothschild agent who supplied the South with materials from France and England. Thomas had a son named Edward Mandell House, also a Rothschild agent, who gained national prominence in 1912 while campaigning for Woodrow Wilson. After Wilson became President, Colonel House was Wilson’s main advisor and was in fact the power behind Wilson. Wilson sent House to Europe as his chief foreign diplomat on secret missions that led to the American involvement in World War I (1917). In 1918, Wilson became the leading spokesman for and chief architect of the League of Nations, but he was only the front for Rothschild agent House. House was author of a book advocating “Socialism as dreamed by Karl Marx” (*Philip Dru: Administrator*). On May 30, 1919, Colonel House met with U. S. Army Chief of Staff General Tasker H. Bliss, professor Archibald Coolidge, Dr. James T. Shotwell, Whitney H. Shepardson and Britain’s Lord Robert Cecil, Lionel Curtis, and Lord Eustace Percy and proposed the organization of the Institute of International Affairs. On June 5, 1919, they decided to instead have separate groups, so they organized the Council on Foreign Relations in New York and the Royal Institute of International Affairs in London (out of the Chatham House Study Group). They also established the Institute of Pacific Relations. Money for the groups came mostly from J. P. Morgan, Bernard Baruch, Otto Kahn, Jacob Schiff, Paul Warburg, and John D. Rockefeller. The CFR’s original board of directors included Isaiah Bowman, Archibald Coolidge, John W. Davis, Norman H. Davis, Stephen Duggan, Otto Kahn, William Shepard, Whitney Shepardson, and Paul Warburg. Directors of the CFR include names we have learned to love such as Isadore Lipschitz (better known as Walter Lippmann), Adlai Stevenson, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Paul Volker, George Herbert Walker Bush, Henry Kissinger, David Rockefeller, Alan Greenspan, etc. George Bush, you may recall, was and is determined to bring us into bondage to Britain and Rothschild (remember that the Bank of England is a Rothschild bank) under their New World Order (his words).

Two weeks after Pearl Harbor, Secretary of State Cordell Hull, under directions from the CFR, recommended to Franklin Roosevelt in a letter dated 22 December, 1941, the founding of a Presidential Advisory Committee on Post War Foreign Policy. This committee was the planning commission for what became the United Nations. Ten of the fourteen members of the committee were CFR members, and intelligence agent Lt. Col. Archibald Roberts said, “Each member of the committee...was without exception, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, or under the control of the Council on Foreign Relations.”

**THE COMMUNIST UNITED NATIONS**

In 1945, forty-seven members of the CFR were delegates to the founding conference of the United Nations. A document called Post-war Foreign Policy Preparation 1939-45 identifies the key figures in the United States contingent which helped to shape the U. N. charter as the following: Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter White (real name Weiss), Virginius Frank Coe, Dean Acheson, Noel Field, Laurence Duggan,
Henry Julian Wadleigh, John Carter Vincent, David Weintraub, Nathan Gregory Silvermaster, Harold Glasser, Victor Perlo, Irving Kaplan, Abraham George Silverman, Soloman Adler, William L. Ullman and William H. Taylor. The Interlocking Subversion in Government Departments subcommittee report July 30, 1953, and Senate hearings on Activities of U. S. Citizens Employed by the United Nations, and hearings on the Institute of Pacific Relations, show that ALL of the above-named individuals were proven in sworn testimony to be secret Communist agents, with the sole exception of Dean Acheson. Acheson, however, was one of the BOSSES of the Communists, and was too high up the ladder to be identified in official hearings. Alger Hiss’ brother Donald, also named by Whitaker Chambers as an underground Communist, worked for the State Department until he was exposed and then transferred to Acheson’s law firm and was still working there in the 1950’s.

In 1946 the Communist-controlled government of Poland requested a $90 million loan from the United States. The anti-Communist State Department official Arthur Bliss Lane strongly protested against this loan and pointed out the terrorist activities of the Communists, the imprisonment of American citizens and the fact that much of the loan was slated to equip the Communist terror police. Nevertheless, Acheson granted the loan. Acheson reluctantly admitted to a Senate committee investigating the matter that he, as Under Secretary of State, had the power of decision in the matter and was responsible for granting the loan. He further admitted that his own law firm had handled the private end of the negotiation for the loan, with Donald Hiss personally in charge, and that the Acheson law firm had received a fee of over $50,000 when the loan was granted by Acheson (Hearings on Nomination of Dean Acheson as Secretary of State, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearings, Jan. 13, 1949, pp. 2-6).

Acheson was a speaker at a rally sponsored by the National Council of Soviet-American Friendship, which was cited by the House Committee on Un-American Activities (March 29, 1944) as a Communist front and was on the Attorney General’s list of subversive organizations. I have a large volume of evidence that Acheson was a Communist.

The United Nations was from the start a Communist organization. In 1952, the Senate Security Subcommittee began an investigation of U. S. citizens employed at the United Nations and the chairman of the committee, Senator James O. Eastland, said: “I am appalled at the extensive evidence indicating that there is today in the U. N., among the American employees there, the greatest concentration of Communists that this Committee has ever encountered. I believe that the evidence shows that the security officers of our government knew, or at least had reason to know, that these people have been Communists for many years.” (Activities of U. S. Citizens Employed by the U.N., hearings before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 1952, pp. 181-182).

The top MILITARY position in the United Nations is the Undersecretary-General for Political and Security Council Affairs, within the Secretariat. This post has BY LAW always been held by a Soviet or Yugoslav Communist (United Nations Yearbook). This means that all UN military operations (including for instance the Korean Conflict) is controlled at the top by a Soviet Communist (General Douglas MacArthur learned this the hard way). The first Secretary General of the United Nations was Alger Hiss, who went to prison for lying about being a Communist when he was exposed by a then nearly-unknown named Richard Nixon. The famous Secretary General U. Thant was a Communist. Former UN Secretary General Trigvie Lee, who followed Alger Hiss, confirmed in his book For The Cause of Peace that Hiss had made a secret agreement with Molotov that a Russian general would always be head of the UN military, which is
still in effect. The General who was in charge over MacArthur was the Russian General Vasiliev. The charter of the UN was copied, mostly word for word, from the Marx Manifesto and the Russian Constitution. The only two senators who voted against the UN treaty were the only two senators who had read it.

A book from the library called You and the United Nations by Lois Fisher, Children’s Press, Inc., of Chicago, copyright 1947, has a chart in the back showing the organization of the United Nations. At the top is the Security Council, General Assembly, and International Court of Justice. Under the General Assembly are the Economic and Social Council, the Secretariat, and the Trusteeship Council. Under the Economic and Social Council are ten branches, one of which is Coordination. Under Coordination are the World Health Organization, the International Refugee Organization, the International Trade Organization, UNESCO, Food and Agriculture Organization, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Civil Aviation Organization, the International Labor Organization, and the International Monetary Fund. The chart ends at this point, but I want to add, under the International Monetary Fund are the Federal Reserve Bank and the U.S. Treasury Department!

I remember when Ronald Reagan was campaigning, one of his promises was that he would reduce the government bureaucracy. Sure enough, when he was elected, the bureaucracy grew at a tremendous rate. However, he DID do away with one bureaucracy. I remember when it was announced on the news, and written about in the local paper (unfortunately I did not keep the article), that Reagan had done away with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms! We had a friend who was a Secret Service agent (part of the Johnson Family protection) who was also a coin collector (he has since moved away). We went on a picnic one Sunday and I asked him, what happened to the BATF? He said that Reagan did away with it and the functions were being taken over partly by the Secret Service. How many of you remember when that happened? Well, as you well know, and as David Koresh of Waco found out, the BATF is still there! What happened?

It is very hard to find out the whole truth, but it appears to me that Reagan DID DO AWAY WITH THE BATF. He did it by GIVING it (in payment of debt) to the Treasury Department, which is part of the United Nations, not part of what you think of as YOUR government!

Ah, America. The top man in the U.S. military (Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff John M. Shalikashvili, born in Warsaw, Poland, and married to the former Joan Zimpelman) regularly goes back home to the former Soviet Union to visit his family! He speaks English with an accent. Are you too blind to see what is going on?

WORKING ON THE FEDERAL RESERVE RAILROAD

Woodrow Wilson, with the help of Colonel House, was elected President in 1912. Soon after, Senator Aldridge began working on railroading the Federal Reserve Act through Congress and on December 23, 1913, two days before Christmas when most Congressmen had gone home except for a carefully picked few, the Federal Reserve Act was passed and Wilson promptly signed it. This was against the Constitution, so they also railroaded an amendment to the Constitution into effect (the 16th Amendment).
I will not go into much detail here on the Federal Reserve, as others have written considerably on this already. The best source for more information is *The Secrets of the Federal Reserve* by Eustace Mullins (available from Bankers Research Institute, P. O. Box 1105, Staunton, VA 24401). You do NOT understand much about the Federal Reserve if you have not read Mullins’ book! Mullins worked for a while at the Library of Congress and thoroughly researched the subject. Also very good for an overall understanding is Phoenix Journal #53, *Tangled Webs*, Vol. IX (available at 1-800-800-5565).

There is a more easily available book called *Secrets of the Temple* by William Greider that I do not recommend. Greider’s book is a rip-off by Simon & Schuster of Mullins’ book. It barely mentions the secret Jekyll Island meeting at which the Fed was created and pooh-poohs any idea of a “conspiracy”. Greider was assistant managing editor for *The Washington Post* and national affairs editor for *Rolling Stone*. Greider’s book became a *New York Times* best-seller and is establishment propaganda. Pro-Communist Jim Wiggins, editor of *The Washington Post*, had been involved in arguments with Mullins about Communist Alger Hiss. At the time of the creation of the Federal Reserve, *The New York Times* (the paper that later made Greider’s book a best seller) was controlled by Paul Warburg, who is the one who wrote the Federal Reserve laws.

Readers, Roosevelt was a Communist. One of the first things he did as President was to recognize the Stalin regime, without asking Congress or anybody. Most of his administration was Communist. His right-hand man at the Yalta Conference (Feb. 1945) was Alger Hiss, Communist (later convicted). Yalta was where plans and agreements were made to turn China over to the Communists, when half of Germany and half the rest of Europe was turned over to the Communists, and the plans for the San Francisco conference that resulted in the United Nations were announced. Later that year, Truman met with famous Communist Owen Lattimore two days before the Potsdam Conference (Aug. 1945), continuing Roosevelt’s program. One of the McCarran Committee pointed out that the memorandum given to Truman by Lattimore served almost as a blueprint for America’s postwar pro-Communist foreign policy in China. There were those at the time that pointed this out, to no avail. For instance, Elizabeth Dilling, in 1936, wrote a book called *The Roosevelt Red Record and Its Background*.

Eisenhower was a Communist (see *The Politician* by Robert Welch, which documents that most of Eisenhower’s administration was Communist). Eisenhower’s “autobiography” *Crusade In Europe* was written by Joseph Fels Barnes, openly a Communist. The book *Other Losses* by James Bacque details many of Eisenhower’s crimes. Peter Worthington, a Canadian news reporter for the *Ottawa Sun*, in his column on September 12, 1989, said: “...it is hard to escape the conclusion that Dwight Eisenhower was a war criminal of epic proportions. His policy killed more Germans in peace than were killed in the European Theatre.” Eisenhower’s granddaughter recently married a Communist, a man who is an aide to Gorbachev. Does the apple fall very far from the tree?

President Clinton has a strongly Communist background, as I have documented in previous writings and as others have written extensively. Every President since Wilson has been strongly or totally controlled by the Rockefeller-Rothschild-British Royalty elite forces which are striving for a one world government under Lucifer (so THEY say), using tools such as Nazism, Communism, and Zionism.

**THE ILLUMINATI VICTORY**

**THE ROOSEVELT GOLD THEFT**

93
On April 5, 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt stole all the gold from the American public. He did it by Executive Order demanding that all gold be turned in before May 1st or face 10 years in prison and a $10,000 fine. The Executive Order stated:

“By virtue of the authority vested in me by Section 5(b) of the Act of Oct. 6, 1971 [also known as the Trading With The Enemy Act], as amended by Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled “An Act to provide relief in the existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes,” in which amendatory Act Congress declared that a serious emergency exists, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, do declare that said national emergency still continues to exist and pursuant to said section do hereby prohibit the hoarding of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates within the continental United States by individuals, partnerships, associations and corporations and hereby prescribe the following...[etc.]

“The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and empowered to issue such further regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes of his order and to issue licenses thereunder, through such officers or agencies as he may designate [such as BATF]....”

“This order and these regulations may be modified or revoked at any time. Franklin D. Roosevelt.” Were you aware that the Secretary of the Treasury can make laws?

WAR AND EMERGENCY POWERS—
THE END OF THE CONSTITUTION

“Since March the 9th, 1933, the United States has been in a state of declared national emergency,” says the first sentence in Senate Report 93-549, in 1973.

“We may well wonder in view of the precedents now established,” said Charles E. Hughes, (Supreme Court Justice) in 1920, “whether constitutional government as heretofore maintained in this Republic could survive another great war even victoriously waged.”

That’s a curious statement. If we won the war, wouldn’t we be better off? Justice Hughes continued, “The conflict known as the World War had ended as far as military hostilities were concerned, but was not yet officially terminated. Most of the war statutes were still in effect, many of the emergency organizations were still in operation.”

In 1933, Congressman Beck, speaking from the Congressional Record, states, "I think of all the damnable heresies that have ever been suggested in connection with the Constitution, the doctrine of emergency is the worst. It means that when Congress declares an emergency, there is no Constitution. This means its death. It is the very doctrine that the German chancellor is invoking today in the dying hours of the parliamentary body of the German republic, namely, that because of an emergency, it should grant to the German chancellor absolute power to pass any law, even though the law contradicts the Constitution of the German republic. Chancellor Hitler is at least frank about it. We pay the Constitution lip-service, but the result is the same.”

He went on to say, “But the Constitution of the United States, as a restraining influence in keeping the federal government within the carefully prescribed channels of power, is moribund, if not dead. We are
witnessing its death-agonies, for when this bill becomes a law, if unhappily it becomes a law, there is no longer any workable Constitution to keep the Congress within the limits of its Constitutional powers.”

What was “this bill” that Congressman Beck was talking about? In 1933, “the House passed the Farm Bill by a vote of more than three to one.” Here was the doctrine of emergency, hidden in an innocent-sounding farm bill.

If a national emergency is declared, there is no Constitution. It becomes null and of no effect. Since March the 9th of 1933, the United States has been, in legal fact, in a state of declared national emergency. Every year, the emergency is renewed.

The introduction to Senate Report 93-549 says: “A majority of the people of the United States have lived all their lives under emergency rule.”

Remember, this report was produced in 1973. The introduction goes on to say:

“For 40 years, freedoms and governmental procedures guaranteed by the Constitution have, in varying degrees, been abridged by laws brought into force by states of national emergency.”

The introduction continues: “And, in the United States, actions taken by the government in times of great crisis have—from, at least, the Civil War— in important ways shaped the present phenomenon of a permanent state of national emergency.”

How many of you were taught that in school? How could it possibly be that something which could suspend our Constitution would not be taught in school?

In Article 1, Section 9 of the Constitution of the United States of America we find:

“The privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion, the public Safety may require it.”

The Writ of Habeas Corpus is the writ which guarantees that the government cannot charge us and hold us with any crime, unless they follow the procedure of due process of law. This writ also says, in effect, that the privilege of due process of law cannot be suspended, and that the government cannot operate its arbitrary prerogative power against We the People. But we see that the great Writ of Liberty can, in fact, under the Constitution, be suspended when an invasion or a rebellion or other emergency requires it.

In the 5th Amendment to the Constitution, it says:

“No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger...”

But recall it says: “except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in times of War or public danger...”
The framers of the Constitution were already contemplating times when there would be conditions under which it might be necessary to suspend the guarantees of the Constitution.

Senate Report 93-549: “They are quite careful and restrictive on the power, but the power to suspend is specifically contemplated by the Constitution in the Writ of Habeas Corpus.”

In France, the situation under which the constitution could be suspended is called the State of Siege. In Great Britain, it’s called the Defense of the Realm Acts. In Germany, in which Hitler became a dictator, it was simply called Article 48. In the United States, it is called the War Powers.

In the USC or United States Code, 12 USC, Section 95 (b) states:

“The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations heretofore or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the President of the United States or the Secretary of the Treasury since March the 4th, 1933, pursuant to the authority conferred by Subsection (b) of Section 5 of the Act of October 6th, 1917, as amended [12 USCS, Sec. 95a], are hereby approved and confirmed. (Mar. 9, 1933, c. 1, Title I, Sec. 1, 48 Stat. 1.).”

Note that this says that everything the President or the Secretary of the Treasury has done since March the 4th of 1933, or anything that the President or the Secretary of the Treasury is hereafter going to do, is automatically approved and confirmed.

According to the Congressional Record of 1973, the United States has been in a state of national emergency since 1933. Then we realize that 12 USC, Section 95 (b) is current law. This is the law that exists over these United States right this moment.

THE INAUGURATION OF
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

WHAT HAPPENED ON
MARCH THE 4TH OF 1933?

On March the 4th of 1933, Franklin Delano Roosevelt was inaugurated as President of United States. This was during the throes of the Great Depression, although I will point out that the nation was already in the process of recovering, thanks to the efforts of Herbert Hoover. Roosevelt came along in time to take credit for Hoover’s achievements, and at a time when Hoover was being blamed for creating problems he merely inherited.

In Roosevelt’s inaugural address, he said:

“I am prepared under my constitutional duty to recommend the measures that a stricken nation in the midst of a stricken world may require. These measures, or such other measures as the Congress may build out of its experience and wisdom, I shall seek, within my constitutional authority, to bring to speedy adoption. But in the event that the Congress shall fail to take one of these two courses, and in the event that the national emergency is still critical, I shall not evade the clear course of duty that will then confront me. I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to meet the crisis—broad Executive power to wage a war
against the emergency, as great as the power that would be given to me if we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.”

On March 5th, President Roosevelt asked for a special and extraordinary session of Congress in Proclamation 2038. He called for the special session of Congress to meet on March 9th at noon. And at that Congress, he presented a bill, an Act, to provide for relief in the existing national emergency in banking and for other purposes.

In the enabling portion of that Act it states:

“Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Congress hereby declares that a serious emergency exists and that it is imperatively necessary speedily to put into effect remedies of uniform national application.”

THE RULE OF NECESSITY

What is the concept of the “rule of necessity”, referred to above as “imperatively necessary speedily”? The rule of necessity is a rule of law which states that necessity knows no law. A good example of the rule of necessity would be the concept of self-defense. The law says, “Thou shalt not kill.” But also know that, if you are in dire danger, in danger of losing your life, then you have the absolute right of self-defense. You have the right to kill to protect your own life. That is the ultimate rule of necessity.

The rule of necessity overrides all other law, and, in fact, allows one to do that which would normally be against the law. So it is reasonable to assume that the wording of the enabling portion of the Act of March 9, 1933, is an indication that what follows is something which will probably be against the law. It will probably be against the Constitution of the United States, or it would not require that the rule of necessity be invoked to enact it.

TRADING WITH THE ENEMY

The Act of March 9, 1933, further states in Title 1, Section 1:

“The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations heretofore or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the President of the United States or the Secretary of the Treasury since March the 4th, 1933, pursuant to the authority conferred by subdivision (b) of Section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby approved and confirmed.”

The language in Title 12, USC 95 (b) is exactly the same as that found in the Act of March 9, 1933, Chapter 1, Title 1, Section 48, Statute 1. The Act of March 9, 1933, is still in full force and effect today. We are still under the Rule of Necessity. We are still in a declared state of national emergency, a state of emergency which has existed, uninterrupted, since 1933. The Constitution has not been in effect since 1933.

The authority to do this was conferred by Subsection (b) of Section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended. If we look at that Act we see that it states that it was:
An Act To define, regulate, and punish **trading with the enemy**, and for other purposes.”

Congress passed this Act which identified who could be declared enemies of the United States, and, in this Act, we gave the government total authority over those enemies. We also see, however, in Section 2, Subdivision (c): “other than citizens of the United States.”

This Act specifically excluded citizens of the United States.

Section 5 (b) of the same Act, states:

“That the President may investigate, regulate, or prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange, export or earmarkings of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, transfers of credit in any form (other than credits relating solely to transactions to be executed wholly within the United States).”

Again, citizens and the transactions of citizens made wholly within the United States were specifically excluded from the war powers of this Act.

**CITIZENS BECOME ENEMIES**

In Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933 “Subdivision (b) of Section 5 of 1917 (40 Stat. L. 411), as amended, is hereby amended to read as follows:

“During time of war or during any other period of national emergency declared by the President, the President may, through any agency that he may designate, or otherwise, investigate, regulate, or prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange, transfers of credit between or payments by banking institutions as defined by the President and export, hoarding, melting, or earmarkings of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, by **any person within the United States or anyplace subject to the jurisdiction thereof.**”

Note that this amended act now includes “any person within the United States”. On October 6th, 1917, at the beginning of America’s involvement in World War I, Congress passed a Trading With The Enemy Act empowering the government to take control over any and all commercial, monetary or business transactions **conducted by enemies** or allies of enemies within our continental borders. That Act also defined the term “enemy” and **excluded from that definition citizens of the United States.**

But in Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933, we see that the phrase excluding wholly domestic transactions has been removed from the amended version and replaced with “by any person within the United States or anyplace subject to the jurisdiction thereof.”

The people of the United States now came under the power of the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, as amended. For the purposes of all commercial, monetary and, in effect, all business transactions, We, the People, became the same as the enemy, and were treated no differently.

It is important here to note that, in the Acts of October 6, 1917 and March 9, 1933, it states: “during times
of war or during any other national emergency declared by the President...” The war powers not only included a period of war, but also a period of “national emergency” as defined by the President of the United States. When either of these two situations occur, the President may, “through any agency that he may designate, or otherwise, investigate, regulate or prohibit under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe by means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange, transfers of credit between or payments by banking institutions as defined by the President and export, hoarding, melting or earmarking of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency by any person within the United States or anyplace subject to the jurisdiction thereof.”

CONSTITUTIONAL DICTATORSHIP

We are now enemies of “our own government”, that is, the government in control of our land. What can the President now do to the We, the People, under this Section? He can do anything he wants to do. This is called a constitutional dictatorship. We never were a democracy, and we are no longer a republic.

Senate Document 93-549 in 1973 declared: “48 Stat. 1. The exclusion of domestic transactions, formerly found in the Act, was deleted from Sect. 5 (b) at this time.” Domestic transactions now come under the Trading with the Enemy Act.

A Supreme Court decision, Stoehr v. Wallace, 1921, said:

“The Trading With the Enemy Act, originally and as amended, is strictly a war measure, and finds its sanction in the provision empowering Congress ‘to declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning captures on land and water’ Const. Art. I, Sect. 8, cl. 11. P. 241.”

According to the Constitution, “Congress shall have the power to declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal and make all rules concerning the captures on the land and the water of the enemies.” It says “all rules”.

CASE LAW PROOFS

Look at the memorandum of law that now covers trading with the enemy, the “Memorandum of American Cases and Recent English Cases on The Law of Trading With the Enemy”, remembering that we are now the same as the enemy. This memorandum states: “Every species of intercourse with the enemy is illegal. This prohibition is not limited to mere commercial intercourse.”

This is the case of The Rapid (1814). Additionally, “No contract is considered as valid between enemies, at least so far as to give them a remedy in the courts of either government, and they have, in the language of the civil law, no ability to sustain a persona standi in judicio.”

In other words, they have no personal rights at law in court. This is the case of The Julia (1813).
In the next case, the case of The Sally (1814), we read the words:

“By the general law of prize, property engaged in an illegal intercourse with the enemy is deemed enemy property. It is of no consequence whether it belong to an ally or to a citizen; the illegal traffic stamps it with the hostile character, and attaches to it all the penal consequences of enemy ownership.”

Reading further in the memorandum, again from the case of The Rapid:

“The law of prize is part of the law of nations. In it, a hostile character is attached to trade, independently of the character of the trader who pursues or directs it. Condemnation to the use of the captor is equally the fate of the property of the belligerent and of the property found engaged in anti-neutral trade. But a citizen or an ally may be engaged in a hostile trade, and thereby involve his property in the fate of those in whose cause he embarks.”

Again from the memorandum:

“The produce of the soil of the hostile territory, as well as other property engaged in the commerce of the hostile power, as the source of its wealth and strength, are always regarded as legitimate prize, without regard to the domicile of the owner.”

From the case of The William Bagaley (1866)

“In general, during war, contracts with, or powers of attorney or agency from, the enemy executed after outbreak of war are illegal and void; contracts entered into with the enemy prior to the war are either suspended or are absolutely terminated; partnerships with an enemy are dissolved; powers of attorney from the enemy, with certain exceptions, lapse; payments to the enemy (except to agents in the United States appointed prior to the war and confirmed since the war) are illegal and void; all rights of an enemy to sue in the courts are suspended.”

From Senate Report No. 113, in which we find An Act to Define, Regulate, and Punish Trading with the Enemy, and For Other Purposes, we read:

“The trade or commerce regulated or prohibited is defined in Subsections (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), page 4. This trade covers almost every imaginable transaction, and is forbidden and made unlawful except when allowed under the form of licenses issued by the Secretary of Commerce (p. 4, sec. 3, line 18). This authorization of trading under licenses constitutes the principal modification of the rule of international law forbidding trade between the citizens of belligerents, for the power to grant such licenses, and therefore exemption from the operation of law, is given by the bill.”

It says no trade can be conducted or no intercourse can be conducted without a license, because, by mere definition of the enemy, and under the prize law, all intercourse is illegal.

That was the first case we looked at, wasn’t it? So once we were declared enemies, all intercourse became illegal for us. The only way we could now do business or any type of legal intercourse was to obtain permission from our government by means of a license. We are certainly required to
have a Social Security Card, which is a license to work, and a Drivers License, which gives the government the ability to restrict travel; all business in which we engage ourselves requires us to have a license, does it not? We are all enemy alien prisoners of war, as viewed by our government.

Returning once again to the Memorandum of Law:

“But it is necessary always to bear in mind that a war cannot be carried on without hurting somebody, even, at times, our own citizens. The public good, however, must prevail over private gain. As we said in Bishop v. Jones (28 Texas, 294), there cannot be “a war for arms and a peace for commerce.” One of the most important features of the bill is that which provides for the temporary taking over of the enemy property.”

**ONCE EMERGENCY ENDS, RIGHTS AND PROPERTY TO BE RETURNED**

This point of law is important to keep in mind, for it authorizes the temporary take-over of enemy property. The question is: Once the war terminates, the property must be returned—mustn’t it?

The property that is confiscated, and the belligerent right of the government during the period of war, must be returned when the war terminates. Let us take the case of a ship in harbor; war breaks out, and the Admiral says, “I’m seizing your ship.” Can you stop him? No. But when the war is over, the Admiral must return your ship to you. This point is important to bear in mind. Reading from Senate Document No. 43, “Contracts Payable in Gold” written in 1933:

“The ultimate ownership of all property is in the State; individual so-called “ownership” is only by virtue of government, i.e., law, amounting to mere user; and use must be in accordance with law and subordinate to the necessities of the State.”

Who owns all the property? Who owns the property you call “yours”? Who has the authority to mortgage property? Let us continue with a Supreme Court decision, United States v. Russell:

“Private property, the Constitution provides, shall not be taken for public use without just compensation ...”

That is the peacetime clause, isn’t it? Further: “Extraordinary and unforeseen occasions arise, however, beyond all doubt, in cases of extreme necessity in time of war or of immediate and impending public danger, in which private property may be impressed into the public service, or may be seized or appropriated to public use, or may even be destroyed without the consent of the owner...”

Now, let us return to the period of time after March 4, 1933, and take a close look at what really occurred. On March 4, 1933, in his inaugural address, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt asked for the authority of the war powers, and called a special session of Congress for the purpose of having those powers conferred to him.

**WITHDRAWING GOLD FROM BANKS CREATES EMERGENCY**
On March the 2nd, 1933, however, we find that Herbert Hoover had written a letter to the Federal Reserve Board of New York, asking them for recommendations for action based on the over-all situation at the time. The Federal Reserve Board responded with a resolution which they had adopted, an excerpt from which follows:

“Resolution Adopted By The Federal Reserve Board Of New York. Whereas, in the opinion of the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the continued and increasing withdrawal of currency and gold from the banks of the country has now created a national emergency....”

In order to fully appreciate the significance of this last quote, we must recall that, in 1913, The Federal Reserve Act was passed, authorizing the creation of a central bank. The basic idea of the central bank was, among other things, for it to act as a secure repository for the gold of the people. We, the People, would bring our gold to the huge, strong vaults of the Federal Reserve, and we would be issued a note which said, in effect, that, at any time we desired, we could bring that note back to the bank and be given back our gold which we had deposited.

Until 1933, that agreement, that contract between the Federal Reserve and its depositors, was honored. Federal Reserve notes, prior to 1933, were indeed redeemable in gold. After 1933, the situation changed drastically. In 1933, during the depths of the Depression, at the time when We, the People, were struggling to stay alive and keep our families fed, the bankers began to say, “People are coming in now, wanting their gold, wanting us to honor this contract we have made with them to give them their gold on demand, and this contractual obligation is creating a national emergency.”

Remember what happened with the people of Sham and the Greengolds of Khazaria [ref. Part I]? The law said they could turn in their receipts and get gold, any time. Any time, that is, except during an emergency. So when they decided to turn in their receipts, that created an emergency. The very act of trying to turn in the receipts created an emergency, and the law said the receipts could not be turned in during an emergency. Neat, eh? If you were a bankster.

How could that happen to us? The Public Papers of Herbert Hoover state:

“Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, that, in this emergency, the Federal Reserve Board is hereby requested to urge the President of the United States to declare a bank holiday, Saturday, March 4, and Monday, March 6...”

In other words, President Roosevelt was urged to close down the banking system and make it unavailable for a short period of time. What was to happen during that period of time?

Reading again from the Federal Reserve Board resolution, we find a proposal for an executive order, to be worded as follows:

“Whereas, it is provided in Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended, that “the President may investigate, regulate, or prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange and the export, hoarding, melting, or earmarkings of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency,” ***.”
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Now, in any normal usage of the American language, the standard accepted meaning of a series of three asterisks after a quotation means that what follows also must be quoted exactly, doesn’t it? If it’s not, that’s a fraudulent use of the American language. At that point where that, *** “began, what did the original Act of October 6, 1917, say?

Referring back, we find that the remainder of Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917 says: “(other than credits relating solely to transactions to be executed wholly within the United States).”

This portion of Section 5 (b) specifically prohibited the government from taking control of We, the People’s money and transactions, didn’t it?

However, let us now read the remainder of Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended on March 9, 1933:

“by any person within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof”

Comparing the original with the amended version of Section 5 (b), we can see the full significance of the amended version, wherein the exclusion of domestic transactions from the powers of the Act was deleted, and “any person” became subject to the extraordinary powers conferred by the Act. Further, we can now see that the usage of *** was, in all likelihood, meant to be deliberately misleading, if not fraudulent in nature.

Further, in the next section of the Federal Reserve Board’s proposal, we find that anyone violating any provision of this Act will be fined not more than $10,000.00, or imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both. A severe enough penalty at any time, but one made all the more harsh by the economic conditions in which most Americans found themselves at the time. And where were these alterations and amendments to be found? Not from the government itself, initially; no, they are first to be found in a proposal from the Federal Reserve Board of New York, a [privately owned] banking institution.

ROOSEVELT COUNTERACTS HOOVER
IN FAVOR OF BANKSTERS

Let us recall the chronology of events: Herbert Hoover, in his last days as President of the United States, asked for a recommendation from the Federal Reserve Board of New York, and they responded with their proposals. We see that President Hoover did not act on the recommendation, and believed the actions were “neither justified nor necessary” (Appendix, Public Papers of Herbert Hoover, p. 1088).

Let us see what happened; remember on March 4, 1933, Franklin Delano Roosevelt was inaugurated as President of the United States. On March 5, 1933, President Roosevelt called for an extraordinary session of Congress to be held on March 9, 1933:

“Whereas, public interests require that the Congress of the United States should be convened in extra session at twelve o’clock, noon, on the Ninth day of March, 1933, to receive such communication as may be made by the Executive.”

On the next day, March 6, 1933, President Roosevelt issued Proclamation 2039:
“Whereas there have been heavy and unwarranted withdrawals of gold and currency from our banking institutions for the purpose of hoarding...”

Note that merely taking your gold or currency out of the bank is defined as “hoarding”. The significance of this phrase becomes clearer when we reach Proclamation 2039, wherein the term “hoarding” is inserted into the amended version of Section 5 (b). The term, “hoarding”, was not to be found in the original version of Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917. It was a term which was used by President Roosevelt to help support his contention that the United States was in the middle of a national emergency, and his assertion that the extraordinary powers conferred to him by the War Powers Act were needed to deal with that emergency. What was the “emergency”? People were “hoarding”!

In the middle of Proclamation 2039, we find the following:

“Whereas, it is provided in Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. L. 411) as amended, “that the President may investigate, regulate, or prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by means of licenses or otherwise, any transaction in foreign exchange and the export, hoarding, melting, or earmarkings of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency ***” exactly as was first proposed by the Federal Reserve Board of New York.

If we return to 48 Statute 1, Title 1, Section 1, we find that the amended Section 5 (b) with its added phrase:

“by any person within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof.”

Is this becoming clearer as to exactly what happened? On March 5, 1933, President Roosevelt called for an extra session of Congress, and on March 6, 1933, issued Proclamation 2039. On March 9th, Roosevelt issued Proclamation 2040.

Let’s see what Roosevelt is talking about in Proclamation 2040: “Whereas, on March 6, 1933, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, by Proclamation declared the existence of a national emergency and proclaimed a bank holiday...”

We see that Roosevelt declared a national emergency and a bank holiday. Let’s read on:

“Whereas, under the Act of March 9, 1933, all Proclamations heretofore or hereafter issued by the President pursuant to the authority conferred by section 5(b) of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended, are approved and confirmed;”

The key words here being “all” and “approved”. Further: “Whereas, said national emergency still continues, and it is necessary to take further measures extending beyond March 9, 1933, in order to accomplish such purposes....”

THE NEW (UNDERHANDED) DEAL

We again clearly see that there is more to come, evidenced by the phrase, “further measures extending...”
beyond March 9, 1933...” Could this be the beginning of a new deal? Possibly a one-sided deal? How long can this type of action continue? Let’s find out.

“Now, therefore, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, in view of such continuing national emergency and by virtue of the authority vested in me by Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. L. 411) as amended by the Act of March 9, 1933, do hereby proclaim, order, direct and declare that all the terms and provisions of said Proclamation of March 6, 1933, and the regulations and orders issued thereunder are hereby continued in full force and effect until further proclamation by the President.”

We now understand that the Proclamation 2039, of March 6, 1933 and Proclamation 2040 of March 9, 1933, will continue until such time as another proclamation is made by “the President”. Note that the term “the President” is not specific to President Roosevelt; it is a generic term which can equally apply to any President from Roosevelt to the present, and beyond. So here we have President Roosevelt declaring a national emergency (we are now beginning to realize the full significance of those words) and closing the national banks for two days, by Executive Order. Further, he states that the Proclamations bringing about these actions will continue “in full force and effect” until such time as the President, and only the President, changes the situation.

It is important to note the fact that these Proclamations were made on March 6, 1933, three days before Congress was due to convene its extra session. Yet references are made to such things as the amended Section 5 (b), which had not yet even been confirmed by Congress. President Roosevelt must have been supremely confident of Congress’ confirmation of his actions. And indeed, we find that confidence was justified. For on March 9, 1933, without individual Congressmen even having the opportunity to read for themselves the bill they were to confirm, Congress did indeed approve the amendment of Section 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917.

Referring to the Public Papers of Herbert Hoover:

“That those speculators and insiders were right was plain enough later on. This first contract of the ‘moneychangers’ with the New Deal netted those who removed their money from the country a profit of up to 60 percent when the dollar was debased.”

Where had our gold gone? Our gold was already in the process of being moved offshore. The gold was not in the banks, and when We, the People lined up at the door attempting to have our contracts honored, the deception was exposed. What happened then? The laws were changed to prevent us from asking again, and the military was brought in to protect the Federal Reserve. We, the People, were declared to be the same as public enemy and placed under military authority.

Going now to another section of 48 Statute 1:

“Whenever in the judgment of the Secretary of the Treasury such action is necessary to protect the currency system of the United States, the Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion, may require any or all individuals, partnerships, associations and corporations to pay and deliver to the Treasurer of the United States any or all gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates owned by such individuals, partnerships,
associations and corporations.”

By this Statute, everyone was required to turn in their gold. Failure to do so would constitute a violation of this provision, such violation to be punishable by a fine of not more than $10,000.00 and imprisonment for not more than ten years. It was a seizure. Whose property may be seized without due process of law under the Trading With the Enemy Act? The enemy’s. Whose gold was seized? Ours—the gold of the people of the United States.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK NOTES ARE EMERGENCY CURRENCY

From the Roosevelt Papers:

“During this banking holiday it was at first believed that some form of scrip or emergency currency would be necessary for the conduct of ordinary business. We knew that it would be essential when the banks reopened to have an adequate supply of currency to meet all possible demands of depositors. Consideration was given by government officials and various local agencies to the advisability of issuing clearing-house certificates or some similar form of local emergency currency. On March 7, 1933, the Secretary of the Treasury issued a regulation authorizing clearing houses to issue demand certificates against sound assets of the banking institutions, but this authority was not to become effective until March 10th. In many cities, the printing of these certificates was actually begun, but after the passage of the Emergency Banking Act of March 9, 1933 (48 Stat. 1), it became evident that they would not be needed, because the Act made possible the issue of the necessary amount of emergency currency in the form of Federal Reserve bank-notes which could be based on any sound assets owned by banks.”

Roosevelt could now issue emergency currency under the Act of March 9, 1933 and this currency was to be called Federal Reserve bank notes. From Title 4 of the Act of March 9, 1933:

“Upon the deposit with the Treasurer of the United States, (a) of any direct obligations of the United States or (b) of any notes, drafts, bills of exchange, or bankers’ acceptances acquired under the provisions of this Act, any Federal Reserve Bank making such deposit in the manner prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury shall be entitled to receive from the Comptroller of the currency circulating notes in blank, duly registered and countersigned.”

What is this saying? It says: “Upon the deposit with the Treasurer of the United States, (a) of any direct obligation of the United States...” What is a direct obligation of the United States? It’s a treasury note, which is an obligation upon whom? Upon We, the People, to perform. It’s a taxpayer obligation, isn’t it?

Title 4 goes on: “or (b) of any notes, drafts, bills of exchange or bankers’ acceptances...” What’s a note? If you go to the bank and sign a note on your home, that’s a note, isn’t it? A note is a private obligation upon We, the People. And if the Federal Reserve Bank deposits either (a) public and/or (b) private obligation of We, the People, with the Treasury, the Comptroller of the currency will issue this circulating note endorsed in blank, duly registered and countersigned, an emergency currency based on the (a) public and/or (b) private obligations of the people of the United States.”
In the Congressional Record of March 9, 1933, we find evidence that our congressmen didn’t even have individual copies of the bill to read, on which they were about to vote. A copy of the bill was passed around for approximately 40 minutes.

Congressman McFadden (Chairman of the House Committee On Banking and Currency, 1920-1931) made the comment:

“Mr. Speaker, I regret that the membership of the House has had no opportunity to consider or even read this bill. The first opportunity I had to know what this legislation is, was when it was read from the clerk’s desk. It is an important banking bill. It is a dictatorship over finance in the United States. It is complete control over the banking system in the United States... It is difficult under the circumstances to discuss this bill. The first section of the bill, as I grasped it, is practically the war powers that were given back in 1917.”

Congressman McFadden later says:
“I would like to ask the chairman of the committee if this is a plan to change the holding of the security back of the Federal Reserve notes to the Treasury of the United States rather than the Federal Reserve agent?”

Keep in mind, here, that, prior to 1933, the Federal Reserve Bank held our gold as security, in return for Federal Reserve gold notes which we could redeem at any time we wanted. Now, however, Congressman McFadden is asking if this proposed bill is a plan to change who’s going to hold the security, from the Federal Reserve to the Treasury.

Chairman Steagall’s response to Congressman McFadden’s question, again from the Congressional Record:

“This provision is for the issuance of Federal Reserve bank notes; and not for Federal Reserve notes; and the security back of it is the obligations, notes, drafts, bills of exchange, bank acceptances, outlined in the section to which the gentleman has referred.”

Our money was backed by gold, and our gold was seized, wasn’t it? We were penniless, and now our money would be secured, not by gold, but by notes and obligations on which We, the People, were the collateral security.

Congressman McFadden then questioned:

“Then the new circulation is to be Federal Reserve bank notes and not Federal Reserve notes. Is that true?”

Mr. Steagall replied:

“Insofar as the provisions of this section are concerned, yes.”

Does that sound familiar?

Next we hear from Congressman Britten, as noted in the Congressional Record:
“From my observations of the bill as it was read to the House, it would appear that the amount of bank notes that might be issued by the Federal Reserve System is not limited. That will depend entirely upon the amount of collateral that is presented from time to time for exchange for bank notes. Is that not correct?”

Who is the collateral? We are—we are chattel, aren’t we? We have no rights. Our rights were suspended along with the Constitution. We became chattel property to the corporate government, our transactions and obligations the collateral for the issuance of Federal Reserve bank notes.

Congressman Wright Patman, speaking from the Congressional Record:

“The money will be worth 100 cents on the dollar because it is backed by the credit of the Nation. It will represent a mortgage on all the homes and other property of all the people in the Nation.”

It now is no wonder that credit became so available after the Depression. It was needed to back our monetary system. Our debts, our obligations, our homes, our jobs—we were now slaves for the system.

From Statutes at Large, in the Congressional Record:

“When required to do so by the Secretary of the Treasury, each Federal Reserve agent shall act as agent of the Treasurer of the United States or of the Comptroller of the currency, or both, for the performance of any functions which the Treasurer or the Comptroller may be called upon to perform in carrying out the provisions of this paragraph.”

To summarize briefly: On March 9, 1933 the American people in all their domestic, daily, and commercial transactions became the same as the enemy. The President of the United States, through licenses or any other form, was given the power to regulate and control the actions of enemies. He made We, the People, chattel property; he seized our gold, our property and our rights; and he suspended the Constitution. And we know that current law, to this day, says that all proclamations issued heretofore or hereafter by the President or the Secretary of the Treasury are approved and confirmed by Congress.

[To be continued.]
CHAPTER 9

AN INTERVIEW WITH DAVID MILLER
POINTS OF LEGAL GENIUS
by Rick Martin  12/2/97

Many months ago, a local trusted and brilliant associate came into my office more excited than I had ever seen him. He was mumbling something about this fantastic “new” legal procedure created by someone named David Miller. Never heard of him. “This guy is REALLY HAVING AN EFFECT ON THE LEGAL SYSTEM,” my friend exclaimed!

Then came the audiotapes, the videotapes, and the constantly revised one-inch-thick packages of new procedures by Miller. Whatever this guy was into, it took some serious study—that’s FOR SURE! But then the name just kept popping up at the oddest times and more and more frequently.

“There must be something to this,” I remember thinking to myself. So, after some 15 hours of listening to audio and video presentations, I decided to call Mr. Miller. And when I did call him, many months ago, I was stunned at the level of knowledge, not just about law, that this man was able to clearly and convincingly articulate.

David agreed, a few months ago, to an interview with CONTACT, but as with any VERY busy individual, it took some time to actually nail down the time to conduct it. And so, after three weeks of daily calls, I was able to finally get through and here is the result of that conversation, which took place on November 18th.

David may be reached by writing to:  David Wynn Miller Law Procedures, Post Office Box 787, Brookfield, Wisconsin  53008-0787. Phone (414) 466-3584.

Rick:  Let’s start with subject matter vs. procedure.

David:  Oh, ok, you want to take that subject right there. That’s real simple. A subject matter is anything where a verb follows a noun: The judge said—the pen dropped—etc.

Rick:  Now, for our readers who have no idea what you do...

David:  Most readers have flunked English in school.

Rick:  Right. So, we’re going to be giving them a whole new view of the legal system, and subject matter vs. procedure seems a reasonable place to start.

David:  Ok. Yeah, when you’re dealing with the terminology between subject matter, you’ve got (lots of people in the background as David tries to find a quiet place to talk)—I’ve got a bowling alley of people around here.
Rick: I know you’re busy.

David: The subject matter of a lawsuit is: the judge will deny somebody their constitutional rights. And so, the very first thing that an individual does is, he files a complaint and says, “The judge denied me my constitutional rights.”

The judge above him goes, “Well, he’s supposed to deny you your constitutional rights, and he’s immune from what he does.” In other words, any decision he makes is a judicial decision. So, you cannot sue anybody, from dog-catcher to President of the United States, for what they do. All public officials are immune from what they do. Ok? But they ARE NOT immune from what they don’t do.

Now, in order to become a public official, from a dog-catcher to President of the United States, you have to swear to support the Constitution of the United States of America. That is their contract with you to uphold your constitutional rights. But, what do they do? As soon as they take their oath and affirmation, they then hoist the yellow-fringe flag which is a foreign flag, and then they walk into a foreign jurisdiction, so they don’t have to uphold the oath and affirmation. By definition, they’ve just surrendered their oath and affirmation into the hands of a foreign state.

Now, the Constitution clearly says that, under Article IV, Sec. III, “No new state shall erect a state within a state.” [The actual passage reads: New States must be admitted by the Congress into this Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of States, without the Consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned as well as of the Congress.] This means, the word “state” means “condition of”. In all Nature, there is only one state that is a verb, “thinking”, active verb of thinking. You can’t put your hand on it, right? But it’s a state-of-mind; mind meaning knowledge. In order for you to move anything, you must have knowledge. And with this condition of your mind or your thinking process, that’s how all things get moved. So, when it says, “No new state shall create a state within a state, and you’re in courtroom, the judge is a fiduciary of the courtroom. The judge is responsible FOR the color of law. He’s responsible for order in the courtroom and the setup of the courtroom. So, because he’s responsible for that setup, he’s now responsible for placing the yellow-fringe flag in the courtroom. And, you know, a lot of times he’ll come in and say, “Well, somebody else put that there.” Well, you’re responsible then to take it out and put in a Title IV, USC 1 flag.

Rick: Which is what?

David: A Title IV, USC 1 flag?

Rick: Yes. For our readers who don’t know.

David: Alright. The flag of the United States.

Rick: The so-called flag of peace?

David: Well, it doesn’t say flag of peace. It’s described in Title IV, USC 1, as 1 to 1.9 dimension.
Rick: I am recording this, of course.

David: Yeah, I hope you do. I’d hate to repeat this.

Rick: Subject matter vs. procedure.

David: Yes. Now, when the judge, being of oath and affirmation, swears to support the Constitution of the United States and then puts up a yellow-fringe flag in the court, which has four colors, not three, he then violates five different sections of the law.

The first one is Executive Order 10834, signed August 25, 1959, when Hawaii became the 50th state, which says that you can place nothing on the flag of the United States of America—that only a national flag which has a dimension of 12 X 20, shall have a yellow fringe placed on it.

The second one is, Army regulations 840-S10, chapter 2-1 says, “The flag of the United States shall be kept in the highest honor.” Subsection 2 says that it will be, according to Titles 4 USC 1 and 2, Army regulations 840-10, Chapter 2-3, gives the description of a national flag with yellow-fringe on it. Section 2-5 says the flag of the United States of America shall be kept in the number one position; foreign national flags number two, President’s flag of the United States will be number three, and state flags number four. 2-6 says, nothing may be placed on the flag of the United States of America. Army regulations 260-10 Chapter 8, and Army regulations 840-10, Chapter 8-2 also states that an Eagle shall be used for the President of the United States ONLY in Washington, D.C., that no other person can place an Eagle on top of a flag pole without authorization from the President. The spear shall be for military court martials only. The ball shall be for military advertising or military recruiting. And the acorn shall be for a platoon or for patrol, in other words, military colors.

Rick: Ok, I want to spend more time on the flag but before we leave procedure vs. subject matter, most people would go into a court and they would say, “John Doe harmed me. He ran into my car or he stole...”

David: Right. That’s impossible.

Rick: “He stole something from me.” Now, how is that different from the way you approach the legal system?

David: I was hurt by John Doe. I was hurt is subject matter unto myself. I am not immune from what I can state as first-hand knowledge because I was there, right? Number two, “by” is a prepositional assignment of authority and it’s in present tense. The word “the”, if you look it up in Webster’s says, it commands the noun or subject. “I was hurt by you or by the judge.” Now, the word judge would become the noun or, “I was hurt by the Plaintiff—or, Plaintiff was hurt by the Respondent.” How about that?

Rick: I guess what I’m getting at, David, is...
David: I’ll finish it.

Rick: Ok.

David: Plaintiff was hurt by the Respondent. The Respondent has first-hand knowledge of the injury that Plaintiff was hurt. The Respondent has now, then, assigned the injury of the Plaintiff, and when the Plaintiff signs his name underneath the Respondent’s, he becomes the second witness, as the Respondent becomes first witness and the Plaintiff becomes second witness, and with two witnesses saying that the Plaintiff was hurt by the Respondent, therefore the assignment becomes law and he gets charged with it. Because you have two witnesses that have first-hand knowledge that an injury took place. That’s how that gets put together.

Rick: Let’s talk about what judges don’t do and how you use procedure or errors in procedure to turn the tables, without even getting into subject matter. Can you talk about that?

David: Yes, I just did. Alright.

Rick: Ok, I’m out here, I’m twelve years old and I just picked up CONTACT and I don’t know anything about this.

David: Alright. When an individual wants to address or say somebody hurt them, they first have to create themselves to certify if they have been injured. But if they make the statement, “I was injured” or “Plaintiff was injured”, then when they do the assignment of authority by the preposition “by the Respondent”, they are not saying what the individual did, they are assigning what they did. They sued him for what was not done. The whole point of this is: you cannot sue them for what they do, you sue them for what they DO NOT do. Everybody from dog-catcher to the president does not uphold their oath and affirmation. They can’t hold the office. Nobody can get paid from the public, on the tax-payer rolls, unless they are of oath and affirmation. And the minute they take money from the government, they have to be under oath and affirmation. If they are not of oath and affirmation then they are embezzling taxpayers’ money. It’s as simple as that. And, you can get them for misapplication of public funds under Title 18.646 or 641. If they misapply documents, that’s also an extortion of documents or extortion of money, extortion of rights. Extortion of rights comes under Title 18.872.

Rick: Well now, obviously you’re having an effect “out there” in the real world with this set of procedures.

David: Oh, having a major effect, yes.

Rick: Can you just give some examples of the effects you’re having?

David: Well, I was in court on Thursday in Stevens Point, Wisconsin and a young man, twenty-two years old was falsely charged with a crime by a police officer because the police officer—first off—did not have a search warrant. He did not have a 4th Amendment search warrant to search the individual and search the car. And so, when he found it, he immediately filed a complaint and had the boy arrested without a 4th Amendment warrant; and he quoted a law that had nothing to do with the search. He quoted a law that had to do with weapons and the individual involved had no weapons, so he was using a misapplication of
authority, misapplication of procedure, he violated his oath and affirmation, he violated a citizen’s rights in that he was trying to extort his freedom. And then, the fine is $2,000 and a year in jail. And if the boy went to jail for a year the state would get $38,000 a year from the federal government to keep him in jail. So, this is BIG BUSINESS.

Rick: Sure it is.

David: And he would also destroy this young man’s life, but they don’t care; for $38,000 and a $2,000 fine, hey, they’ve got lots of people to destroy and business is good.

Rick: Booming.

David: Yes. They’re building another new prison here in Wisconsin, even out in Brookfield. They just built a 5,800-bed one in Eau Claire, Wisconsin and it took them six weeks to fill it. You know, debtors’ prison was eliminated in 1933, and yet, just about everybody in that prison is there because of child-support issues. And when they put people in jail for child support, they deny children their parents, so they further enhance destroying the family. People can’t work while they’re in jail. They can’t pay child support. So the burden of supporting the family falls to the state. And we the taxpayers have to pay for the prisons, then we’ve got to pay to support the family because the man is in jail and he can’t make—it’s a negative productivity, 100 percent—negative on the children, negative on the mother, negative on the father, negative on the taxpayers. The whole thing is set up to destroy the American society, the way they’re going.

Rick: Now, some time ago there were a whole series of cases that were before the Supreme Court, is that right? I never heard the outcome of that.

David: It’s still sitting there. Every single case filed in the United States Supreme Court was filed under a Writ of Error, which is a Common Law Writ. Common Law Writs cannot be abolished. The Supreme Court is taking these Writs and they’re sitting on them, because they will only hear Writs of Certiorari, which allows them NOT to hear them. In other words, they don’t have to take anything that is a controversy. And because they’re sitting on all these lawsuits, to me they’re obstructing justice. Our suits have been up there fifteen months, and what they are doing is, every one of these lawsuits are suing a judge for constructive treason for surrendering their oath and affirmation into a foreign state under the yellow-fringe flag.

Rick: Right.

David: But what does the United States Supreme Court fly? A yellow-fringe flag. So, in order to try the case and find the judge guilty of constructive treason, they have to find themselves guilty of constructive treason also.

Rick: It will never happen.

David: It’s a Catch-22. They can’t make it go away because it’s a treaty violation under the Foreign Sovereigns Immunity Act of Title 28.1605 and they have to hear the case because it’s never been tested in
the United States and they’re the only court in the United States that CAN hear the case.

**Rick:** What about taking it to the World Court?

**David:** Well, that’s the next step. First, we’re going to take it to the Senate and legislature, where they also use the yellow-fringe flag. You know, in the original *13th Amendment* it also says that no Titles of Nobility shall hold office, and yet 65 percent of everybody in the House and Senate are attorneys, Titles of Nobility.

**Rick:** That’s right.

**David:** That’s why they have to maintain the yellow-fringe flag jurisdiction, for the simple reason that it has to be a foreign state so that Titles of Nobility have a place to practice. Any law passed in the United States, the only votes that can be counted are those of Free Citizens, not of attorneys. If an attorney who is a Title of Nobility votes on a bill, that’s a violation of the original *13th Amendment* and Article I, Sec. 9, that says, Titles of Nobility of a Foreign State will not have jurisdiction over a Sovereign Citizen. Therefore, their vote is mute. So, legally, no attorney can run for office in the United States, and yet they do.

**Rick:** That’s right. Let’s talk about Hawaii.

**David:** Sure.

**Rick:** Tell us what was going on in Hawaii. What did you do there?

**David:** In Hawaii, the United States Government entered into a water—the Hawaiian Homelands Act of 1920. They made a deal with the Hawaiian people that we will give you housing and free water for life for $1.00 a year. But what they did is, they put the name in all UPPER CASE spelling, which is a Nom De Guerre, or a capitulation, making them dead on paper. This started in 1920. By 1939, 19 years later, they had every single name of the Hawaiians under the free-water lease and living in government housing for $1.00 a year. By 1959, 20 years to the day, August 25th, an Executive Order (No. 10832), the United States Government, with Eisenhower at the helm, made the statement that there are no living Hawaiians left in Hawaii. Under the Allodial Title of 1848, King Kamehameha Declaration, we hereby seize the Hawaiian islands for statehood as there are no Hawaiians left in Hawaii. Of course, Kauai went into a rage over this and from 1959 until the present day—well, May of 1996—the battle went on with 47 different Hawaiian factions fighting for the sovereignty of their kingdom back. In 1848, when King Kamehameha gave each husband and wife 5 acres of Hawaiian land as Allodial Title, he made the decree that if they are off the land for more than 20 years, it would then be free for settlement for whoever wanted it. Well, from 1848 to present, there are between 1200 and 1800 descendents for each one of those two people. So, it’s—there are a lot of people declaring the same area.

So then you’ve got—in May of 1996, when I went over to Hawaii, a very strange thing happened and you can ask around. This story is told all over the islands; it was witnessed by 12 Hawaiians and it happened on a Wednesday, about 6:00. When I got off the plane that evening, RJ went to get the car and I sat down at a park bench next to the curb there, and a female wild sparrow flew out of a palm tree and landed on my finger. For the next two-and-a-half hours I walked around with an adult female wild sparrow on my finger,
chirping at me. This is a true story. Now, all of the people who were there were from the Kingdom of Hawaii, including a couple of the Chiefs, and they witnessed this take place. And I didn’t need a law degree to go ahead and help to get into a discussion with these people on law procedures. They then brought to me this lease contract that they had all signed that wound up taking away their land. And, after looking at it, I made a comment to them. I said, “Well, this lease agreement looks quite binding except for one small detail, where is the Disclaimer of Responsibility under UCC-3-501—that’s the Uniform Commercial Code—for the intent of having your name spelled in all capital letters which makes you dead on a piece of paper? And if you’re dead on a piece of paper, they have to tell you that the intent of putting your name in upper case was to kill you on paper so that they could disqualify your Allodial Title to the land under the Treaty from 1848 that King Kamehameha made on the Allodial Title. So they went ahead and drafted a Title 42 lawsuit and they filed it in the World Court in The Hague. On June 1, 1997, it was ruled that the United States has defrauded the Hawaiian people and they have been, on a case-to-case basis, transferring the land back into the name of the Hawaiians.

Now, 95 percent of blood-Hawaiians, that’s 25 percent or more, are in jail. The United States Government is practicing genocide on the Hawaiian people. If you get stopped for a broken tail-light, 5 years in prison; jay-walking, 5 years in prison; drunk driving, 10 years in prison; you get a disorderly conduct, 15 years in prison. I’ve got the Chief’s son, out in Honolulu—one of the Chiefs there with the Nation of Hawaii—his son owns 6,000 acres of prime sugar cane land. And he also runs a coin dealership. He sold an antique coin from the Hawaiian Nation to a lady that lives in New York, in Honolulu, for $125. She then had to transfer planes in Denver, Colorado. When she was in Denver, she went to a coin dealer in the Denver airport and attempted to sell it. They offered her $25 for it. She then said, “Well, I paid $125 for it. It should be worth more because I brought it all the way back here to Denver.” And, as you know, even if you were to buy silver bullion you pay $7 per coin, when you go to sell it back you get $4. So, she immediately went to the U.S. Marshal Service and filed a complaint that he was selling counterfeit coins. They flew out to Hawaii, arrested him, brought him back to Denver, Colorado, and in a mock trial where they gagged him and would not allow him to testify, they sentenced him to 30 years hard labor for counterfeiting because she couldn’t sell the coin for a profit.

**Rick:** What is that man’s name?

**David:** That was over a year ago and I can’t pronounce those Hawaiian names. I know where he lives and I know the people getting in contact with him. But anyway, I’m going to be over there Jan. 2 through Jan. 12.

**Rick:** Let’s talk about the difference between Allodial and Rodeo Title.

**David:** Alright. Allodial means “original” title. Rodeo means “to sit upon”, just like you sit upon a horse. The word Rodeo Title was stricken from all record. They purged everything, in all documents that they could get their hands onto, removed the word Rodeo in 1947; because when people saw the word Rodeo, they thought they were getting Allodial Title, when in fact, they were only getting a Rodeo Title that sat upon the land. Under the rules of Eminent Domain, the United States Federal Government has never relinquished a single acre of land to a private citizen in the United States. As I’ve traveled in 47 cities in 59 seminars, I’ve had people come to me at every seminar with Allodial Titles which they believe from the 1830s, 1850s, 1880s, 1890s, I mean old stuff, original paper, original parchment! And they’re all written
with the preposition “to”, t-o: in future tense, which means they never had jurisdiction over the land in real time. And every single document was signed giving the Circuit Court Judge of that area jurisdiction over the land under the Eminent Domain Rule over the land and water rights. So if they wanted to put a railroad through, they could. If they wanted to build a road there, they could. If they wanted to take the oil reserves underneath the land, they could, or the water rights to sink a well; anything in the public’s best interest or Eminent Domain, they could come in and take anything they wanted.

Rick: Now, is that also true with land patents?

David: You bet. I have never seen a land patent yet written in “present tense” jurisdiction—they’re all in future tense, which never gave it jurisdiction in real time.

Now, another thing is, trusts. There are over 25 million trusts in the United States, and since I released my technology on trusts, every single trust brought to me is between 20-25% across the board, every single word written is fraudulent—it’s written in the wrong tense. It violates the rules of English, and attorneys are responsible for writing these trusts, and the attorneys are giving themselves or the judges or the IRS, full jurisdiction over every trust written. So, you’re talking about $40 trillion worth of trusts in the United States that are vulnerable for the IRS to seize. And since March 1, 1997, they’ve been hitting about $100 billion a week in trusts.

Rick: The area I want to concentrate on for our readers—and trusts are an important one—has to do with Native American Treaties. The general areas I’d like you to speak about are: government land patents, Native American treaties, and Allodial Titles. Is there a way to recover “original” ownership?

David: No, everything that is written is written in future tense. People can only use the land while they’re on it. And until the government wants it, that’s all they can do is just keep working the land. When the government wants to take it, they can move these people off the land any time they want because it was only given to them in future tense. It was never given to them in real time with real time jurisdiction.

Rick: So all of these tribes who have been wronged by treaties, have no recourse?

David: Well, there was no intent from the government or Disclaimer of Responsibility, and under the International Rules of Contracting that dates back 10,000 years, the condition of a treaty or a trust has to be—there has to be a disclaimer for the true intent, otherwise there is a fraud established. Not only that, every treaty written is written on separate pieces of paper and under Maritime Law a staple does not enjoin a treaty. A treaty must be bonded, the paper must be bonded together or on a continuous scroll in order for it to be valid. A treaty cannot have any borders around it, under the Rules of Four Cornering, the Rules of Bracketing, or the Rules of Boxing; which, all three of them, remove the document from the paper, which means there is no treaty on the paper that they are declaring. The written words are now stricken.

When I was in the Republic of Texas and I was doing my seminar, the Republic of Texas came—this was just six weeks ago—they showed me the Treaty of 1834 with England giving the Republic of Texas their sovereignty. Every single page of the treaty had a border put around it, which removed it from paper and under the Rules of Four Cornering, there was no treaty. Further, the treaty was written with the preposition “to” heavily laden, pushing all of the conditions of the treaty into future tense, which means the treaty
never existed in real time. Therefore, Texas belongs to the United States Government and the Republic of Texas never had any jurisdiction to exist. And, you know what? They didn’t like what I said but they could see the fraud on the original parchment that they brought me, after I explained it to them, and since 1834 they never knew it. No one in the United States ever discovered those frauds. They were always there in plain view.

Rick: Well, if you were given a choice, if one were given a choice of the type of land to try to secure for some semblance of sovereignty, what would be the most ideal? Would it be an Allodial Title? Would it be a Land Patent? What would it be?

David: Anybody seeking to get an Allodial Title or Land Patent on their land so that they, 100 percent, own it so that they don’t have to pay taxes on it, the government would very shortly come in, either plant marijuana or drugs on the property, and then seize the property under the drug laws, put the people in jail, and then put it back into the United States. And I see it happen every day. People call me EVERY DAY with complaints that, “I have an Allodial Patent and I just had my land seized. They created a new Rodeo Title and sold it at auction, the Sheriff is here with a gun and he is ordering me off my land and I have an Allodial Title and these people never had title to the land, they created a fraudulent title and I have no way to protect myself.”

Rick: Do you have any suggestions to those people out there who want to be law abiding and as sovereign as possible?

David: Do I have any remedy for them? Yeah. They have to understand how language formulates. The Algebra formula that I have created to certify language, both frontwards and backwards, because truth is written in a circle—and anything they can write frontwards they can write backwards—and I’ll certify if it is truthful. The past does not exist in real time. Neither does the future exist in real time. Only the present-tense exists in real time, and we are ALWAYS in present time. Therefore, present tense is the only thing that has jurisdiction inside the court, outside the court, and on paperwork. My course, Dave Miller Law Procedures, teaches people how to correct their documents in real time; how to write mortgages, how to write contracts, how to write treaties, how to write trusts, how to write contracts between unions and companies, all in real time, in present-tense jurisdiction.

You know, I just corrected the Massachusetts Trust. It’s got 1900 mistakes in the trust and indenture, and another 450 in just the language of the minutes. So that makes roughly 2500 mistakes in the Massachusetts Trust. And you want to put your money into a trust with that many mistakes and say this contract is going to protect me?

Rick: I know that you’re busy and I know you have a family there. What general statements would you like to make to our readers about the Law, about their need to become informed, about what their rights are?

David: Well, I think this will sum it up, and you can quote me on this:

People of America, I don’t know in what religion you are or what God you worship but every religion in the world has one factor—”our people perish for lack of knowledge”. If you stick your head in the sand and say it doesn’t exist, this wrong does not exist, and you turn your back on the truth that can now be certified
from an Algebra formula, which is a pure science, thereby certifying that this fraud that exists out there cannot be corrected from an Algebra formula written in real time, in real tense, then, like it says in the Bible, our people perish for lack of knowledge. It is only through the study of the English language and understanding how this procedure works that you will set yourselves free and be able to secure yourself in life. At no time in history has anyone ever developed a procedure that abridges all politics, all laws, all communication skills, and all religions in every nation of the world, such as the Dave Miller Law Procedures does with the Algebra. Everyone that has come to me in any language, with any subject matter or argument, I have been able to answer their questions, showing them how the procedure will correct the wrong that they have been believing in. And, roughly, at my seminars I have fielded over 3400 questions without missing any. So that’s a lot of questions.

This is a separate issue, but at the last seminar, we had three men—we had a Christian, we had a Protestant, and we had a Catholic—and they wanted to start talking about religion in my seminar. Of course, the discussion got heated in about 10 seconds. And, I said, “Excuse me, gentlemen, I respect every one of your points of view but these are subject matters.” I said, “If you remember, we’re here to learn about procedure. And my procedure will answer all of your subject matters individually. It doesn’t matter who you believe your God to be or what the politics are of your religion, the procedure is based on Algebra, therefore it will not discriminate against anyone’s belief. It may only clarify them into a truth written in a circle. And anything that you can write frontwards, you can write backwards and you will have the same tense (spelled out, t-e-n-s-e), and the same truth, in both directions. And from that you will be able to communicate fairly.”

I said, “Knowledge is responsibility, and at all times you must be responsible for knowledge. I brought this technology to you for peace to stop the bickering and to make peace between all the different politics, religions, and laws that people are now fighting about here on this planet. I gave this to you and I ask nothing in return, only that you study it and you will all answer your own questions once you learn it. And it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to get through it. It’s written at a fifth-grade reading level, and everyone that has studied it, to date, fully understands it. The procedure cannot be used for extortion. It cannot be used to hurt anyone. It can only be used to seek out the truth. And only from the truth can people gain freedom and gain knowledge.”

That’s basically what I told them. I said, “If you use the procedure to hurt anyone, or use it for the purpose of extortion, it will destroy you—because there are people that watch this technology, and those that will use it for evil, they wind up in jail instantly. You can only use it for good.”

And there’s a magic about it that I’ve seen take place since I introduced it to people on 4th of July, 1994, this magic has continued. And everyone who touches it, no matter what there agenda was before, they agree that Algebra or mathematics is an exact science, that there is no prejudice from anybody on any subject that is dealing with this Algebra. And they usually answer their own questions once they learn how to use this properly. They’re able to correct their own lawsuits, they’re able to correct their own trusts, they’re able to correct all the contracts that they want to get into. And the individuals that work with them or are recipients of their contracts or trusts also agree, and feel very comfortable with the truth because now they can see the math within the truth. And so, you have peace. The only reason controversy is allowed to take place is through misinformation or not enough information. And when you have a math formula to explain how the communication skills take place, then the math formula or the communication
skills will then certify that you have a complete, truthful answer. And that is something that you can move forward on.

[The end.]
CHAPTER 10

UPDATE ON KELLY O’BRIEN

November 24, 1997
From: Cathy O’Brien/Mark Phillips; Fax #: 205/505-0126
To: Rick Martin/CONTACT, Fax # 805/822-9658

Dear Rick and all of our Contacts,

As you are aware Kelly’s situation intensified with the untimely closing of Jabneel and her sudden run from her placement. While Kelly is safe for now, it seems there is quite a battle waging within the newly restructured Tennessee system between those working for the benefit of the children and those who still work for the State. This turmoil compelled me to write the following plea on Kelly’s behalf. We need positive action now.

Loving letters of support from Kelly’s Contacts will still reach her through our family P.O. Box 158352, Nashville, Tennessee 37215. Love is the most powerful force in the universe, and Kelly appreciates hearing from all of you.

Our Contacts have always been positively dependable, and we encourage each of you to further intensify awareness of MK-Ultra mind control by bringing these truths to light now—for Kelly’s sake.

Stay Safe/Stay Informed,
/s/Cathy & Mark

FOR REASONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY

Eight years ago the State of Tennessee took illegal and immoral custody of my daughter Kelly under the guise that she would be provided with qualified, available rehabilitation for the proven U.S. Government MK-Ultra mind control abuses she endured since birth. This was the first of a series of contrived and orchestrated lies and violations of laws and rights in Kelly’s so-called “legal” case, as court records prove. Kelly, now nearing 18 years old, remains in the custody of the State of Tennessee where she is kept as a Political Prisoner separated from her loving family while being deliberately denied the effective rehabilitation she so desperately needs and deserves.

Kelly’s politically affluent abusers, who repeatedly invoked the 1947 National Security Act to cover up their crimes, have had direct access to her through the corrupt Tennessee system during these eight years. Now the State of Tennessee is attempting to wash their hands of her case when she turns 18—leaving her MK-Ultra mind control programming as fresh as the day it was instilled—for so-called “Reasons of National Security”!?!?

When Tennessee’s Davidson County Juvenile Court Judge Andy Shookhoff stated on record that “laws do not apply in Kelly’s case for Reasons of National Security”, it became glaringly apparent how “Na-
tional Security” is being used to cover up the crimes and UN-Constitutional agendas of a few politically affluent criminals while suppressing the facts of MK-Ultra mind control that We-the-People have a right to know and a Need-to-Know.

Knowledge remains our ONLY defense against mind control, and it is imperative for Kelly’s sake, numerous others like her, and the sake of humanity as we know it, that these documented and proven facts be brought to light. While Kelly and I no longer expect to see conventional justice, we know that the ultimate justice is positive, necessary change through public awareness of this menace of mankind.

We need your help now to spread the word and raise awareness. It is absolutely inexcusable that we, the moral majority of this country, allow a handful of criminals to sell OUR country out to New World Order controls in lieu of OUR sovereign Constitutional values of truth, freedom, and justice for all. I encourage you to write Tennessee Governor Don Sundquist and ask, “What does National Security have to do with the documented and proven rape and molestation of a child’s mind and body?” and demand that Kelly be granted her right to available rehabilitation today. Contact your own U.S. Congressmen (especially if he/she sits on the Intelligence Oversight Committee) and demand that a legitimate Congressional investigation into the validated facts contained in our book TRANCE Formation of America commence. Arm yourself and others with all the documented and proven pertinent facts of MK-Ultra mind control by ordering TRANCE ($18 single copy, or bulk inquiries to Reality Marketing, 5300 W. Sahara, Suite 101, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102). You have a right to this truth because It is Truth that sets U.S. free!!

TENNESSEE GOVERNOR DON SUNDBERG
STATE CAPITOL
NASHVILLE, TN 37243-0001
(615) 741-2001
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